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The Ultimate Test of Cerebral Fitness
A new musical production called Chess will open in London in the
fall of 1985. It portrays chess as the ultimate test of cerebral fitness.
However, for those of you who have sat for the CMA exam, this is
certainly— without a doubt —the ultimate test.
Once the ultimate test has been met, the fitness maintenance begins. One must be careful not to fall back into a state of professional
obesity. Preparing management accountants for the ultimate test
and maintaining professional fitness is the task of this Association,
The Association goes about that task through the publication of
this journal, the Professional Education Program (PEP), Self -Study
Programs (SSP), publication of research studies, special conferences and seminars, and a variety of educational and professional
activities at the chapter level. Every member has the opportunity to
avail himself or herself, satisfy educational fitness needs, and avoid
professional obesity.
If you are a controller or if you are involved in business planning,
you are fortunate in that you are in a position to join the first two
Member Interest Groups (MIG) of the Association —the Business
Planning Board and the Controllers Council. Even if you are not a
controller or business planner, you may join as an associate member of either or both groups. With the introduction of this effort, the
Association has accepted the challenge of servicing the specialized
as well as the general educational fitness needs of management
accountants.
Supporting the professional fitness of the two new interest groups
are monthly newsletters and quarterly journals. This of course does
not mean that MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING will no longer publish articles of interest to controllers and business planners —it will continue
as in the past with case studies and practical applications of management accounting techniques. The editorial direction of the two
new journals eventually will be influenced by members of the interest groups. Just as MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING I s a reflection of the
interests of our members who write for us, so the new journals will
reflect the interests of those members. A number of them have already been heard from through survey questionnaires and submisSion of editorial material.
Perhaps you are interested in one of these groups or perhaps you
are interested in working with another specialized group. I am sure
that other groups will be formed in the future. What are your special
interests? The Association would be pleased to hear your opinion—
write me or call (201) 573 -6240.
Remember it's your Association and its future direction depends
upon you. Paying your dues provides you with the opportunity to be
heard, to participate, to influence, and, ultimately, to receive the
benefit you want in professional fulfillment.
IT'S UP TO YOU.
James D. Collier
Publisher
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Opinion
Robert L. Shultis, Executive Director

Lee's Right!
This columm won't be a discussion of Long street's slowness in attacking the Union left
during the second day of the battle of Gettysburg. In this instance, it's Lee Iacocca, not Robert E. Lee, or Lee Berton, or Light Horse Harry
Lee, or any of sundry other Lees — present or
past. Anybody who has had a book on the New
York Times bestseller list for 30 weeks —and at
the top most of the time —must have something
to say, whether right or wrong. And in Mr. Iacocca's case, I feel he is right. His book should
be must reading for all of us.
The first 24 chapters make fascinating reading, but are generally autobiographical, telling
the now familiar story of the son of an Italian
immigrant who fathered the Ford Mustang, became president of Ford, was fired by Henry
Ford, and then achieved the classic turnaround
at Chrysler. Those of us who were at NAA's
Houston Annual Conference remember Steve
Miller's wonderful narrative of the Chrysler financing —the fire the night of the closing, the
sandwiches from an all -night deli for cash only,
the several hundred bankers, the stacks of papers, and so on. Much of the rest has been well
reported in the public press.
That's what I expected out of the book and
that's what I got. Up through Chapter 24, that
is. The rest was something of a surprise and
also was the best part of the book. That was
Lee Iacocca on a soapbox, expounding on topics near and dear to his heart, and important to
the country and its welfare as well. Those topics include:
• Wearing seatbelts (they should be mandated
by law, as is now the case in New York, New
Jersey and other states),
• Fringe benefit costs (they are out of control— especially in the heavily unionized
smokestack industries),
• The rehabilitation of the Statue of Liberty (a
cause worth supporting),
• A national industrial policy for the United
States (based on its own self- interest to

compete successfully with other countries,
particularly the Japanese).
It's that last one —the need for a national industrial policy for the United States, based on
its own self- interests and legitimate needs that
I'd like to address, Certainly something must be
done to correct our lopsided negative trade balance, particularly with the Japanese. In Mr. Iacocca's words:
"Let's look at what is really going on
here. We ship them wheat, corn, soybeans, coal and timber. And what do they
ship us? Cars, trucks, motorcycles, oil well
equipment, and electronics.
"Question: What do you call a country
that exports raw materials and imports finished goods?
"Answer: A colony.
"Now, is that the kind of relationship we
want to have with Japan? We were in a
similar situation once before, and ended
up th rowin g a lot of t ea in to Bost on
Harbor!"
Mr. Iacocca cites industries that we have
"exported" to Japan in the last 40 years —elec tronics, sporting goods, copiers, cameras, a
quarter of the automobile industry, and a quarter of th e steel ind us try. As Mr. Iacocca
continues:
"While the Japanese are shipping us
Toyotas, they're really exporting something more important than cars. They're
sending us unemployment. Their subsidies are aimed at maintaining full employment in Japan, and the policy is working.
Their unemployment is 2.7 %. Ours is
three or four times as high."
Iacocca admires the Japanese, particularly
the way they operate in their own self- interest.
He feels it's time the United States did the
same. As he says: "Yes, I'm angry about the
tilted playing field. And I'm angry that we're sitting passively while all this is going on. But Japan is really doing nothing wrong. They're simply dealing in their own self- interest. It's up to
us to start dealing in ours." Amen, Lee.
So where are we and what can we as accountants do about it? Taxes, of course, are
one of the areas that we should be most familiar with and where we should be able to exert
some influence on economic and tax policy.
This piece is being written the morning after the
President's message on tax simplification —an
0-0, 65
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Management
Accounting
Practices
Louis Bisgay, Editor

NIAP's Symposium on Internal Uses
of Inflation Reporting
Inflation- adjusted information that is used for
internal management purposes has not been
heavily researched in an empirical fashion and
very little is known regarding current practices.
The approach of the MAP Subcommittee on
Statement Promulgation in bringing the issues
to light, with a view toward prospective statement promulgation, was to organize a symposium on internal uses of inflation- adjusted information. The symposium was held on April 30,
1985, at the Plaza Hotel in New York City.
The symposium involved leaders from industry, academe, as well as public accounting. The
industry group included: Arthur Lyons, David
Harmer, and Eric Evans, all from FMC Corp.;
David Vogel, duPont; Bernard Doyle, General
Electric; Raymond Alleman, ITT; Michael Jacqmin, General Signal; Robert McClain, Alco
Standard; R.A. Bradley, Alcan Aluminum; Vincent Carbone, Standard Oil of Ohio; and William Glusac, Vulcan Materials. Academic participants included: David Solomons, Wharton
School; Julie Hertenstein, Harvard Business
School; Miklos Vasarhelyi, Columbia University;
Robert Howell, NYU; and Kenneth Rosenzweig, University of Dayton.
Representatives from the public accounting
area were: Robert Berliner, Arthur Young & Co.;
Norman Strauss, Ernst & Whinney; James
Burns, Arthur Andersen & Co_; and Henry
Quinn, Peat, Marwick, Mitchell & Co. Others attending included: Charles Callard of Callard,
Madden & Associates, and David Kleinman
also of Callard and University of Chicago;
Bruce Willis and Victor Brown, both of the
FASB; Ettore Barbatelli, Valuation Research
Corp.; Allen Seed, III, Arthur D. Little, Inc.; Alfred King, NAA; Louis Bisgay, NAA; and Jonathan Schiff, NAA and Pace University.
10

A major portion of the symposium was organized around a detailed presentation of FMC
Corporation's approach to employing inflation adjusted information for internal purposes. This
presentation was led by Arthur Lyons, symposium chairman, and vice president and controller, FMC_ He introduced the FMC approach and
involved David Kleinman in a description of the
conceptual and theoretical underpinnings of its
approach. The key element in that approach is
the presumed linkage between inflation accounting and market valuation of company
stock. The challenge at FMC was to develop a
system for performance evaluation as well as
management decision making that incorporates inflation reporting and encourages management to make sound economic decisions
based upon relevant financial information. The
alternative, which often yields dysfunctional results, occurs when management relies on historical accounting information to make decisions and top management uses accounting
net income, which is currently a "mixed bag" of
historical and other accounting assumptions,
for the purposes of performance evaluation.
The Callard & Madden approach, developed by
Kleinman, will be the subject of a forthcoming
article.
The second portion of the day's activities focused on several presentations. The first one
was made by Miklos Vasarhelyi of Columbia
University. Professor Vasarhelyi presented information about his current research project
which involves an attempt to link shareholder
value to inflation- adjusted return. Professor Vasarhelyi's work employs the Columbia University's FAS 33 database which is shrinking because of recent FASB action. He observed that
there was little correlation between shareholder value and inflation- adjusted financial information. This finding, however, involved only
one variety of inflation- adjusted financial information, and is reflective of the general lack of
interest on the part of the financial community
regarding FAS 33 information as incorporated
into annual reports.
David Vogel of duPont presented a comprehensive review of the measurement issues involved in inflation accounting which served as a
contrast to the FMC approach. Dave highlighted the more complex measurement issues involving property, plant, and equipment for inflation accounting. He also observed that at
duPont there was little perceived utility in developing an FMC -like system. Bernard Doyle of
General Electric indicated that his firm has
backed off in its extensive use of inflation -adjusted data for internal purposes.
► ► 59
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ce there was a small company that was operating
in the red. Cash flow was tight. Books didn't balance.
The paperwork was insurmountable. And the owner
was so busy reacting to daily pressures, he didn't have
time to plan for the future. Times were tough. But
luckily he had a smart CPA who recommended
Open Systems business and accounting
software. So he started with General
Ledger, Accounts Receivable and
$$
Accounts Payable. And his business began
to transform before his eyes. Accounting
procedures were streamlined. Product i v i t y increased. And the books began
to balance. His CPA recommended
two more software solutions:
q
Inventory and Payroll.
Amazing. He was out of the red and in
_
the black. It seemed the more Open
Nf
Systems solutions he added the more
successful he became. So his CPA
recommended Job Cost, Human
Resource Management, Purchase
Order Processing and Sales Order Processing. In no time
at all, his business was running more cost
effectively than he ever dreamed
possible. Today his company is
successful, prosperous and still in
uo>.
p0
the black. His CPA? He's more
successful too. Because he
recommended Open Systems, he's
spending more time in financial planning and
less time balancing debits and credits. Adding value
to his client relationship, securing a good reference
and improving his own cash flow as well.
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Open Systems gets you in the
black and keeps you there.
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OPEN SYSTEMS

Business and Accounting Software
1 -800 -328 -2276
6477 City West Parkway, Minneapolis, MN 55344
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Susan Jayson, Editor

ESOPs: Handle With Care
Thanks to recent legislation, Employee Stock
Ownership Plans (ESOPs) have become an attractive vehicle for companies to save on taxes,
raise money, and motivate workers. Many companies realizing this are now offering ESOPs as
supplements to or substitutes for pension funds
and profit- sharing plans. According to the National Center for Employee Ownership, the
number of employee stock ownership and bonus plans has increased to more than 5,700
covering 9.6 million workers, from 843 plans
covering 520,000 workers in 1976.
Basically, an ESOP is a retirement plan
which invests in certain kinds of stock issued
by an employer. It can be either a stock bonus
plan, or a stock bonus plan coupled with a
money purchase pension plan. An employer
can contribute either cash or qualifying stock to
its ESOP, but all contributions must be paid to a
qualified trust. The trust agreement must formally designate the plan as an ESOP and must
specifically state that it is designed to invest primarily in "qualifying employer securities."
An ESOP that borrows money to buy the employer's stock is called a leveraged ESOP and
it operates in the following manner. First the
ESOP borrows cash from a bank in exchange
for a promissory note guaranteed by the employer corporation. The corporation then
makes tax- deductible contributions to the plan
that are used to pay both the interest and principal payments of the note_ As a result of this
arrangement, the corporation's income tax payments are reduced and the tax savings can be
used either to finance a bigger loan or to meet
other liquidity and expansion needs of the
corporation.
Comp an ies also h ave u sed leveraged
ESOPs to finance complete or partial purchases of interest in closely held corporations,
acquire divisions in spin -off transactions, acquire entire public corporations in going - private
transactions, and finance expansion and acquisition plans.
Although ESOPs offer important financial re12

Tax Briefs
Corporations that resist a takeover attempt are
allowed to deduct their expenses. According to
the IRS, court fees, expenses that result from
the attempt to sell the company to or merge it
with a third party, and the cost of informing
stockholders of management's opposition to a
tender offer are deductible as ordinary and necessary business expenses. (IRS Letter Ruling
8516002; GCM 39352).... Next year, the IRS
will begin testing a system that
enable taxpayers to file returns electronically. As a first
step in the testing of the system, computer filings will be arranged with return preparers in
three cities. If the pilot project is successful, the
Service plans to extend the program to include
filings from home computers. The IRS maintains that filing this way will not increase the
likelihood of an audit. Filing financial data electronically is not new_ The SEC's Electronic
Data Gathering Analysis and Retrieval (EDGAR) system is currently accepting electronic
filings of annual reports and other financial documents from over 150 companies. , .. Professionals must report referral commissions and
split fees to the IRS. According to Code Sec.
6041 (a), every person making payments in the
► ►65
will

Taxes

wards, experts advise companies to proceed
with caution. For example, employees' interests may not be well served by committing all
of their retirement benefits to the value of their
shares in the employer's company. If anything
should happen to the company, the employees
could lose both their jobs and their retirement
funds.
KMG Main Hurdman's "Benchmark Quarterly" recently warned that the "put" required for
the leveraged ESOPs of closely held corporations create a real off - balance -sheet liability. A
put is a right to require the corporation to buy
the stock at its fair market value during a specified time period after its distribution to the employee, This obligation can be sizable depending on the timing of the repurchases and the
growth in the value of the shares. Compounding the situation is the financing originally used
by the ESOP to acquire the stock. Although advance planning can ease the burden of these
redemptions, both the ESOP loan and the put
may cause liquidity problems.
In the final analysis, whether an ESOP's advantages outweigh its disadvantages depends
on a company's individual circumstances, Experts concur that before establishing an ESOP,
a company should do extensive planning and
projection of its future goals.
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The new, 1985 Local Metropolitan Accountir
and finance Salary Survey is now available
nocost to youIn it, you'll learn where salaries are on the rise,
where they are falling, what skills are in most de-,
mand and which new areas of specialization you"
really should consider exploring. The Survey
covers thirty -four position categories in both public accounting and private industry in nineteen
different metropolitan areas across the Nation.
You'll not only see what your peers are earning
all around the country, but you'll also get an idea
of what you can expect to earn as you move up
through the ranks of the profession. Whether
you're a Staff Accountant —or managing a large
accounting or financial staff —our new Survey will
provide the most timely, accurate and thorough
review of compensation data available to accounting and financial professionals.
Simply call the Source Finance office nearest you
(see list below), and we will mail a free copy of our
new Survey to you in complete confidence.

Ca11 the office
nearest you
If unable to call, write
Source Finance
Department A3
P.O. Box 7100
Mountain View,
California 94039
California
Centur y Ci ty . .. .. .. .. 2131203.9911
Rich Barrett, CPA
Irvine .. . . . .. . . . .. . . 714 /955 - 3800
Vic Gaiek, CPA
Los Angeles . . .. . .. .. 2131888. 0082
Larry McCarty, CPA
Mountain View . .. ... . 4151969- 4990
Susan Fortunato, CPA
San Fr ancisco .. ... .. 4151956-4740
Dan Weinfurther, CPA
Van Nuy s . . .. . . . . . . . 8181781 - 7200
David Sternteld, CPA
W alnut Cr eek .. ... ... 415!945 -8484
Randy Merrell, CPA
Colorado
Denver
3031298.8181
Rhonda ii mble, CP.A
Delaware
Wilmington . . . . . . . . . 3021652 - 1888
Patrick Jones, CPA
District of Columbia
Washington, D.C. .... 202/ 822 -0100
Jay Schneider, CPA

Georgia
Atlanta. Parimtr.1400 .. 4041255 -4494
Gail Hughes, CPA
Atlanta, Dntwn.
.. 4041523.7000
Louis Boohaker, CPA
Illi nois
Chicago. East Loop ... 3 1 215 65 -1 4 00
Paul Zellner, CPA
Chicago, West Loop ..3121372-9192
Janet Jason, CPA
Rolling Meadows .. ... 3121364 -0070
Robert Keenan, CPA
Maryland
Baltimor e .. . .. .. . .. . 3011467 -7686
Rita Blood, CPA
Massachusetts
Bosto n . . . . . . . . . . . . . 617 1482- 7850
Bruce Button, CPA
W ellesley . . . .. . . .. . . 617/ 235 -3020
Matthew Karpacz, CPA
Michigan
Detroit . . . . .
...3131259 -6616
Tony Fontana, CPA
Grand Rapids
.. 6161459 -3600
Dawn Hedgecock, CPA
Southfield . .
...313/352 -8860
John Burpee, CPA
Minnesota
Mi nneapolis .. . .. . .. . 6121333- 4300
Todd Hayden, CPA
Missouri
Kansas C i ty . . . . . . .. 816/842 -3500
Dan Cummings, CPA
St. Louis, W estport ... 314/ 434. 7070
Marvin Smiley, CPA
New Hampshire
Nashua . . . .
...6031889 -0689
Rick Cannellos, CPA

New Jersey
Edison
....
2011494.2060
Howard Honig, CPA
Freehold . . . . .
.. .2011431.1150
John Sahatiian, CPA
Haddonf ield . . . .. . .. . 6091354. 1676
Wayne Gaul, CPA
Lyndhurst . . . . . . . . . . 20 11935 - 6326
Cliff Miras, CPA
Morr i stown . .. . .. .. . . 2011267 -6050
Mike Lowenbraun, CPA
Paramus .. . . . . .. . . . 2011843 - 2777
Jim Barton, CPA
Pr i nc eton .. . . .. . .. . . 6091392 - 3206
Ray Pirre, CPA
Somer vi lle . . . . . . . . . . 201/ 526 - 5976
Barrett Cummins, CPA
New fork
Garden Ci ty . . .. .. .. . 516/222 -1162
Tony Granger, CPA
New York, Midtown ... 212/935.3510
Phil Bank, CPA
New York. Wall Street . 2121943-4210
John Cooney, CPA
White Plains
.9141997-0720
Venice Luther, CPA

Ohio
Cleveland . . . . . . . . . . 2 16 / 57 4 - 42 00
Bill Puckett, CPA
Pennsylvania
King of Prussia
.. 2151265.7107
Mark Taplinger, CPA
Philadelphia
.. . . 2151569. 3900
John Sicilia, CPA
Rhode Island
Providence . .
, .. 4011273.6840
Mitchell Macey, CPA
Texas
Dallas, North .. .. ... . 2141696 - 1500
Charles Pillow, CPA
D allas, D ntwn. . . . . . . . 214849. 1000
Alyce Jackson, CPA
Fort W orth .. . . . . . . . . 8171338 - 4750
Robert Devoe, CPA
Houston . . . . . . . . . . . . 713/ 439 - 0280
Bill Kuchar, CPA
Virginia
Tysons Corner
... 703/448 -6000
Sam Russell. CPA
Wisconsin
Mi lwaukee . . . . . . . . . . 4141347. 1650
Chris Scherrer, CPA

* Source Financ6'
Personnel Services
The world' s lar gest recruiting f ir m devoted exclusi vely to the ac counting and
financ ial professi ons. C li ent c ompanies assume our c harges.

LetterS

TO THE EDITOR

The interview of Congressman Dingell
by Robert Shultis and Kathy Williams
(May '85) was i ndeed enli ghten ing.
Whether we agree with Dingell or not,
an understanding of his side of the story
will help the accounting profession to
improve the image it holds. Dingell certainly makes some good points regarding the ineffectiveness of specific audits.
Even if these audit failures represent a
minuscule percentage of all audits conducted, the important consideration is
not the low percentage of audit failures,
but the high level of publicity attending
those few failures. Because our economy
is based on the confidence of investors,
it is important to avoid negative publicity, regardl ess of the rarit y of au dit
failures.
Shultis and Williams are to be congratulated for presenting the Dingell
story in a manner that enables readers
to understan d the true n ature of the
Congressional investigation, and MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING is to be commended for publishing an article that
many accountants would consider to be
the "opposing" view of the accounting
profession. Only by understanding the
viewpoint of the other side can we effectively st ave o ff fu rth er go vernment
regulation.
Dale L. Flesher, Ph.D., CPA, CMA
Professor of Accountancy
The University of Mississippi
University, Miss
The Real Problem
The accounting profession is certainly
not without its faults, and the importance of accurate financial information
to the efficient and equitable functioning of American society gives adequate
reason fo r p erio d ic Co ngres si o nal
review.
But for Representative Dingell (May
'85) to portray the governor of Ohio as
a hero in the Home State affair and to
obfuscate the real cause of that calamity
in a cloud of nonspecific, repetitive, and
self- righteous vilification of the accounting profession is a disservice to the
14

public he has sworn t o protect. The
causes of the Home State tragedy were
rooted in the excesses and failures of the
political system. In this case, Rep. Din gell's profession deserves to feel the heat
of public scrutiny.
David W Wirick, CMA
Duxbury, Mass
What Is a
Unified Federal Budget?
The lead article in the April issue is important because it affects all of us, focusing as it does on the accounting principles and practices (or lack thereof) of
the United States government and on
t h at remark a b l e man , C h ar l es A.
Bowsher, the relatively new (1981) U.S.
Comptroller General.
In his Opinion column, Robert L.
Shultis said, "If anybody wants more
information... please let me know." I
want to learn more about the budget
process, especially what goes into it. A
few days ago I read an editorial in a Birmingham paper which said, in part, that
"Lyndon Johnson, along with the Vietnam War, gave us the unified federal
budget. " (emphasis added)
I'm thoroughly familiar with the concepts of fund accounting in government
at all levels, but that phrase, unified federal budget, was a new one on me.
The editor told me it meant that in
one budget projection all estimated cash
receipts from whatever source are detailed and summed up. The same goes
for projected expenditures. The difference b etween the two is th e deficit.
(Don't expect a surplus.) The definition
is ridiculous on its face. You don't mix
general fund transactions with those of
trust funds, bond funds, sinking funds,
and so on —as the definition implies.
Now I'm going to find out all I can
about current budget components.
E. C. Sunnuck
Sylacauga, Ala.
Kudos for Communication
I enjoyed Robert L. Shultis's recent address to the New York Chapter. Communications skills! It's great to see this

emphasized. Besides helping to ensure
the absence of boring speakers on the
lecture circuit, this topic is especially
important for the accountant who may
have no exposure to it besides adding up
numbers on reports.
In addition to my full -time accounting job, I'm a part-time Dale Carnegie
instructor. Alas, we have comparatively
few cl ass members who are accountants —and especially few CPA -firm employees! Why should only sales people
and advertising and personnel staff be
th ou ght of as co mmu n icato rs? Th e
NAA (as well as the AMA and other
professional groups) is to be commended for being innovative in offering professional development courses and seminars in communications.
Mr. Shultis also wrote in an Opinion
column about the image problem that
we accountants have (as per Lee Berton,
July '84). Maybe we don't fight back
enough becau se we don't have these
communications skills (or were thought
not to need them)! If we allow ourselves
to accept this bill of goods, and not get
our noses out of the books, we won't be
able to continue to advance to top management. I see this area as crucial to
both crack th e ol d sto dgy image we
have and tell the world all that we have
to offer (especially as decision makers).
So, I was especially pleased to hear
Mr. Shultis's ideas (and those of Herb
Seiffert—an excellent column from him
in March on this subject). If, by his talk
to us, Mr. Shultis was able to influence
some managers in the audience to face
this problem —and to stress it in dealings with their employees and staff —
this dinner was a bargain at any price.
Ed Tracey
New York, N. Y.
An Outstanding Issue
I have very much enjoyed MANAGErecent months,
MENT ACCOUNTING
and the current issue (April '85) is outstanding! I especially liked the series
[o n] vari o u s C E O s wh o ca me u p
through the ranks of accounting.
Robert G. Dent
Madison, Wis.
in

Understanding the Other Side
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Accountants
who earn the CMA
impact significantly
on mayor
business _ � -1■

decisions.I
Thomas E. Martin, CMA
Executive
ViceInc.
President
Ramada Inns,
Finance & Administration
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When Thomas E. Martin adds "management muscle"
to his financial organization, one of the key factors he
considers, along with on- the -job experience, is whether
a candidate is a Certified Management Accountant.
He knows the CMA is a professional designation for
those with finance and accounting experience who want
to play a key role in business decisions.
CMAs have a wide variety of skills at their fingertips:
skills that cover such diverse areas as Decision Analysis,
Information Systems, Economics, and Behavioral Science,

!

So if your Company is looking for a way to develop its
accountants, recommend and support the CMA program.
It's one way of discovering people with high potential.
If you'd like to know more about the CMA program,
complete the requested information and send it to:
r Institute of Management Accounting
Department D4
10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 405
Montvale, NJ 07645 -0405

Please send me more information about the CMA program.
as well as Finance and Accounting.
So he knows he's identifying more than just an accountant.
He's identifying a Management Accountant who's equipped I "°""
to make major contributions to Ramada Inns' business.
Title
Preparation for the CMA provides an excellent review
Company
of the concepts, principles, and practices that are important
in Management Accounting and provides the basis for
I
an in -house development program. Companies like IBM,
i catti
(State)
American Express, Johnson & Johnson, GTE, Pillsbury,
Armstrong World and United States Steel are providing CMA I Certified Management Accountant
development programs for their Management Accountants.
L - - - - - - - - - - - - - . A ddr e S
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A program of the National Association of Accountants

Management
Information
Systems
James J. Darazsdi, Editor

Ra nkin g Data P ro cess in g Req uests
Dat a p roces si n g d epart men t s are gen eral l y
created by senior management to fill a specific
need. Fo r ex amp l e, a co mp an y may n eed a
payroll, accounts receivable, or accounts payable system. The company will then hire a data
processing manager, and tell him to develop
the system wit hin a gi ven b udget an d i n t he
shortest possible period of time. In the beginning, the department's objectives and purposes
are well - defined_ And, until the specific need is
filled, the manager receives a lot of direction
and frequently interacts with users.
Unfortunat ely, as t he d epart ment evol ves,
the fact that the DP manager was hired for his
data processing skills and not necessarily for
his management abilities becomes increasingly
evident. He finds it difficult to coordinate the
various activities, and as a result it is not uncommon for the DP function to be moved under
the controller's department. Or, if placed there
originally, for the corporate controller to take an
active role in the daily running of the operation.
Because the DP manager is no w reporting to
the controller, requests from the firm's financial
rather than operational areas receive priority.
An uneven treatment of data processing requests results and can continue for extended
periods of time until new managers , knowledgeabl e ab ou t data p roces si ng t echn iq ues,
join the company and challenge the controller
for the use of data processing resources.
At this stage of the department's growth, serious conflicts over prioritizing data processing
requ es ts occu r, an d seni o r managemen t begins to question the controller's judgment.
The Steering Committee to the Rescue
The st eerin g commit tee p rovides a formal
and structured environment for handling data
processing requests. In my opinion, it offers the
greatest possibility for long -term success.
16

Our company believes that in order to ensure
balance and equal representation, it is critical
that the committee be composed of representatives from every area of the company. In addition to divisional representation, the corporate controller also participates as a committee
member. It is his primary responsibility to make
sure the company does not jeopardize its system of internal accounting controls when the
system is revised.
In our company, the steering committee reviews all requests for data processing modification or new system development. Each request
must be made in writing and receive approval
at every level of the company.
The committee meets monthly and requests
are ranked as follows:
Problem /Solution —the highest priority is given to the request that involves a system that
fai l s t o wo rk o r i s g en e rat i n g in correct
information.
Statutory/Regulatory —the second highest
priority is given to making revisions to the
system as a result of statutory amendments.
For example, if income tax withholding rates
are changed the system must be modified.
Steering Commit tee Recommendations —
These suggestions are considered only after
the first two items have been resolved.
As p ro j ect s are co mp l et ed , t h ey are ap proved by t he user an d removed from the DP
backlog list. Because the process is dynamic, it
is con cei vab le th at the proj ect ranki ng may
change from month to month. This occurs if
new proj ects are present ed t o th e co mmit tee
which appear to be more attractive.
S i n ce we h ave i mp l emen t ed t h i s s ys t em
there are far fewer complaints. Also, there is
greater understanding among our users and a
better coordination of effort. However, even
with a steering committee there are limitations.
We admit that too much attention is paid to return on investment and not enough to other intangible factors. ROI is quantifiable; many other
factors are not. Also, the common problems associated with all other committees are encountered in steering committees. Agendas, brevity,
and punctuality are to be encouraged, and language problems avoided. Despite these shortcomings, the system is far superior than any we
have ex perien ced in the p ast, and we recommend it to other companies.
Ll
James J. Darazsdi is executive vice president
at Rocco Enterprises, Inc. He is a member of
the Virginia Skyline Chapter, through which this
column was submitted.
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in a series portraying America's most successful microcompL ter corporate general ledger installations.

At C.R. Anthony Company,
a $440 million Oklahoma City based retail soft goods chain, an
atmosphere of no-frills efficiency
prevails. Founded in 1922, the
chain was built to its total of
280 -plus stores in 21 states by
following a philosophy of strong
operational controls.

'

AMI is the world's leading sup plier of Software for Profession als.° Offices of all of the "Big
Eight" accounting firms have
installed AMI's DATAWRITET'
Client Accounting software. And
now that same power available
on your in -house microcomputer
with DATAWRITE' Corporate
General Ledger.
DATAWRITE'" Corporate
General Ledger packs the power
of a mainframe into your business microcomputer, including
the IBM PC -AT. You can enter data
in any order and set up unlimited
accounts and journals. AMI's flexible
account numbers and proprietary
Matrix Report Writer produce custom management reports not possible
with `canned' general ledger
software.
The family of AMI corporate prod ucts includes Fixed Asset Manage ment, Financial Plan Link to Lotus
1 -2 -3 and other spreadsheets, and
Data Link – access to general
accounting software.
Local training and support are just
as vital as software excellence. So
AMI built the AMICS" nationwide
support network. AMICS is there to
help you with six regional education centers, local AMI representatives, video training tapes, user
guides and tutorials, advanced
seminars, newsletters and an
800 - number hotline.
is

`
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DATAWRITE'
Corporate
+Generals

Warren Shrew and Helen LdJfertyfindhigh oolinne
transactions entry quick an AMI s General Lehr.

Lafferty, general ledger supervisor.
Additional staff are introduced to
the system with AMI video training
tapes. Operator- assists, as well as
the logical menu screen and input
formats, allowed smooth entry of
over 100,000 historical transactions.
According to Shreve, "Once you get
the source code set up it just lays it
out and you keep entering."
Shreve continues, "But the main
strong point about AMI's General
Ledger is the report writing feature—
the flexibility. We will be able to give
managers any type of report they
require."
UVM

U

X
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Get R o d t0 Grow.
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In sum, C.R. Anthony is a big
enough company to have had a wide
choice in selecting General Ledger
and Financial Reporting software—
be it mainframe, minicomputer, or
microcomputer. And they chose AMI.

ACCOUNT ANT S
MICFIOSYSTEMS
INC
P0. Box 50

3633 136th Place S.E.
Bellevue, WA 9889

Whatever your industry— retail,
banking, government, non - profit or
other —AMI software is right for you.
But don't take our word for it. Read
the complete stories of C.R. Anthony
Company and eight other AMI
DATAWRITE'" Corporate General
Ledger users. Call or write today for
your information kit including a free
copy of "Profiles in Productivity."
Create an environment for growth
for your firm. Call now:

1 -800- 426 -8201;
206 -643 -2050, in Washington.

.

Because of the size of their
business, when C.R. Anthony
decided to automate their general
ledger, the search initially focused on
mainframe software. But, as Warren
Shreve, CPA and controller, reports,
"We quickly decided to go with a
microcomputer and with AMI
General Ledger and Financial
Reporting software. Frankly, we
couldn't find software at a reasonable price for our mainframe that
offered the ability to handle the size
and volume of accounts that the AMI
General Ledger can."
C.R. Anthony has over 7,000
accounts in its chart of accounts and
will process over 21,000 transactions
each month. With AMI General
Ledger they've reduced their staffing
requirements by over 50 percent from
the old manual system. "Volume is
our key consideration," Shreve adds.
"With automatic allocations for insurance, taxes, etc., to each of the 280
stores we will save a lot of man-hours.
The same goes for standard journal
entries. They're all set up on the sys
tem and all you need to do is load in
the correct amount each month."
In addition to volume, ease in
training was a major factor in selecting AMI General Ledger software.
Shreve reports, "With the micro
General Ledger we have all of the
features of mainframe software, but
it's so much simpler to use. You can
see what you're doing, rather than
submitting the data to some `black
box.' Once I went through the basic
training, I could do the rest myself."
Shreve attended AMI class in
Dallas and then trained Helen

"Big Eihth Power.

_

BM PLAT is a Iradrmark of International Bumnev. s Machines
Corpmatwn.

I -23 is a trademark of Lotus Development Ccnporatmn.

Data Sheet
Robert F. Randall, Editor

have been able to avoid deteriorating service
because of the agencies' increased sales,
override commissions for increased market
share or volume from airlines, and service to
companies which have their own internal travel
department. Of the firms that do have a commission- sharing arrangement, the largest
group, 32 %, is receiving 3% to 3.9 %.

Executive Pay: Is It Merited?
48 % of Accounting Grads Are Women
The latest supply- demand survey of accounting
gradu at es offers dram at ic illus trat ion of
changes sweeping the accounting field. Of
61,000 graduating accounting majors, 48% are
women; in 1976 -77, the percentage of female
accounting graduates equalled 28 %. What's
more, for the first time women won the top
three honors for the highest grades received on
the Uniform CPA examination held last November. The annual survey conducted by the American Institute of CPAs indicates that colleges
and universities will be graduating 6,800 with a
master's degree in accounting, up from 6,300
in 1983 -84.

Control of Travel Costs Improves
Rising costs for travel and entertainment are
spurring management to increase controls, according to an American Express survey of business travel. Some changes in the last two
years:
• The issuance of written T &E policies by corporations has increased 25 %;
• The portion of corporate budgets tied up in
cash advances has fallen 30 %;
• The number having a written agreement with
their travel agencies has risen 58 %;
• The number designating a travel manager or
coordinator to act as a liaison with the agency has increased 111 %.
According to its survey, however, 40% of
companies still have no written travel policy,
American Express reports. The 294 -page study
is available at a discount to MANAGEMENT AcCOUNTING readers. Call toll -free 1- 800 -2214102.... Another tactic used by companies to
cut T &E costs is to share commissions with
travel agencies, and Runzheimer International
says 90% of firms that have such arrangements are satisfied that service has not deteriorated. Based on its survey of 250 corporate
travel planners, Runzheimer reports that firms
18

Growing public concern regarding the fairness
of executive pay has made it a substantive issue, according to executives surveyed by the
Conference Board. Some 57% say their firms
base their top executives' compensation packages strictly on company performance, and
nearly 75% agreed that executive compensation should be allowed to fall when business results are poor. The vast majority, however, felt
there was an overemphasis on short -term profitability. This Survey of Executive Compensation reports that companies plan to award average salary hikes of 7% this year to their top
executives'. It's available from the Conference
Board, 845 Third Ave., New York, N.Y. 10022.

You Can Get CPA Peer Reviews
If you want to make sure of the qualifications of
your accounting firm, evaluations of the quality
controls of about 1,600 firms are in a public file
at AICPA headquarters in New York. John W.
Zick, chairman of the SEC practice section of
the Division for CPA Firms and vice chairman of
Price Waterhouse, notes "We are urging every
business to ask its auditing firm if it has had a
peer review and to get a copy of that review,
and ask the firm hard questions about anything
adverse in the report."

Business /Accounting Briefs
Twenty-four black CPA firms from around the
country recently formed the Association of
Black CPA Firms, with headquarters in Washington, D.C. at 1101 Connecticut Ave., N,W.,
Suite 700, (202) 857 -1100. Sadie M. Swyne is
the executive director.... Update on CTPs:
60% of U.S. corporations said they could significantly reduce overall costs by implementing an
electronic payment system, according to treasurers and cash management executives from
212 of the nation's companies interviewed in a
study by the National Automated Clearing
House Assn. NACHA first developed its nationwide electronic funds transfer network in 1972
and individual consumer payments composed
the vast majority of volume.
D
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Now you have an option that
could save you from 20 to 35%
on your dental /orthodontic coverage costs, could greatly simplify
your program, could give you more
flexibility, and is virtually without risk
It's called Direct Reimbursement.
It means what the name
implies: your company reimburses
employees directly for dental/
orthodontic costs. No insurance
company is involved. And a plan
involving co- payment by the employee and set maximum dollar
benefits gives you sound cost
control.

Predictable costs. The
dental difference.
Dental and orthodontic care
is different from medical health care. Both costs and
utilization are highly predictable. About 55% of those
covered last year filed claims. And of those filing
claims, 75% incurred annual costs under $75. And
since you can design the program yourself, your plan
can fit the needs ofyour group, and your budget. In
fact it's possible to offer solid coverage for as little as
$5 to $7 a month.

Even the administration is direct,
straightforward.
If you're afraid of getting bogged down in
paperwork, forget it In place ofthe employee booklets

American Association of Orthodontists
460 North Lindbergh Blvd.
— —
St. Louis, MO 63141
=

and fee schedules, claim forms
and explanations, you can replace
them with a greatly simplified system. A simple ledger card system
or a single computer system is
sufficient, because most of the
paperwork has been eliminated.
A side benefit is employee
reaction. Since the program is easier to understand, it's easier to
use. Employees know in advance
what's covered and what isn't.

Best of all, virtually no
risk.
In 1983, 97% ofall dental
treatment costs were less than
$1,500. Over the last 10 years,
dental fees have increased 16%
less than the consumer price
index. Together, these facts mean
the risk you accept with Direct
Reimbursement is both minimal and predictable.
While the savings are substantial.
There's no risk in finding out more. Send in
the coupon below. The American Association of Orthodontists offers a free brochure and a free advisory
service. Direct Reimbursement is just one of many
options we can explain. We don't sell or administer
programs, so you get an unbiased viewpoint. Our
interest is improving the extent and quality of
dental /orthodontic health care coverage.
As such, Direct Reimbursement is a valuable
option for you to consider. Send in the coupon, today.
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ITT's executive vice president and comptroller,
the newly elected Association president
will focus efforts on building the muscle,
the scope, and the reputation of NAA.

By Robert F. Randall
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When he was 12 years old, he kept his own set of
accounts, meticulously accounting for a $2 -a -week
allowance. Today, as executive vice president and
compt roller of ITT, Herbert C. Knortz keeps
track of the finances of a $20 billion corporation.
The newly elected president of the National Association of Accountants, Herb Knortz is known
to many in accounting circles as the comptroller's
comptroller. With some 20,000 people reporting
to him, he holds one of the most powerful controllership positions in the world.
Mr. Knortz was elected NAA president at the
Annual Meeting of the Association in St. Louis,
Mo., last month.
Although President Knortz achieved success in
the accounting and financial sphere, he does not
see himself as an accountant but more as a communicator. "I think I am more a man of words
than I am a man of numbers even though I've
made my living through the numbers," he told
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING in a recent
interview.
As a man of words, Herb Knortz has made his
opinions —and ITT's —count in the continuing deliberations on the establishment of accounting
standards. ITT has a highly professional response
function, commenting on issues that have come
before national and international organizations.
As comptroller, Mr. Knortz supervises this important function and involves himself personally
when the issue is crucial. He has thought deeply
about the structure and practice of accounting
and has communicated these thoughts both orally
and in print.
In the March 1975 issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING, he wrote: "The failure to dispose of
basic differences in concept, logical inconsistencies within the legislative framework, reports
which inadequately present their primary data,
and the attempt to substitute disclosure for sound
principles have eroded the public's faith in the accounting discipline. That faith will not easily be
restored, but the task cannot be avoided if the profession is to survive."
How do those opinions look now ten years later? He sees little progress. "We accountants still
are faced with all sorts of suits. Not long ago we
had the Metcalf Committee and now the Dingell
Committee, which is attacking the integrity, the
credibility, the professionalism of accountants. So
I really don't think that we have come a long way
as a profession to convince the public that we have
reached new plateaus of excellence."
He does believe that the FASB has helped
somewhat in improving accounting standards of
reporting. "I think it has improved because we
have some elements of interesting disclosure. In
particular, the pension disclosure is better now
than it used to be." Then he adds a caveat: "But
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considering the effort that goes into seeking the
imp ro vemen t, I d o n 't t hi n k we h ave s h o wn
enough gain. In other words, the penny has been
an expensive penny and the whistle is a very quiet
whistle."
He continues to support the FASB in its effort
to set the standards and structure of accounting
disclosure. "I think the people who are involved
in FASB are men of stature and quality trying to
achieve a very difficult task. All are not happy
with the degree of progress, and I sometimes fight
with them on the issues where I think they have
gone the wrong way. I still respect their integrity
and effort. I don't believe that the SEC has men of
greater capacity nor is it likely to get men of equal
capacity to carry on the accounting roles which
some are suggesting should be a new province of
the SEC."
Reflecting Economic Reality
In that MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING article
ten years ago, Mr. Knortz wrote: "Personally, I
regard the continuous reflection of economic reality as the essence of reporting propriety. If others
in the accounting world do not strive for this realism, then I cry for change." Reminded of these
views, Mr. Knortz sees little progress toward
achieving this objective.
"I don't think we even agree that the objective
is economic reality. We've been talking about historic cost when the world wants to know value. It
wants to know what something is worth now."
As an illustration of why we are not nearer that
goal, he points out that if we buy a company today, we normally are paying twice book value for
it. "That indicates that the accounts are only 50%
correct in expressing value. Similarly today, when
the barracudas come into action there are often
significant premiums. Why are the barracudas
choosing to offer significant premiums over first,
book value, and, second, over expressed stock
market value? They're doing it because they think
the stock is undervalued, and they expect ultimately to realize a different level of value—one
th at t he accou n t an t h as n ot fou n d a way t o
express.
"Our search should be for value not cost. The
problem is how to establish in a credible, consistent, unsubjective way various aspects of value
that we would like to see." He adds, "I can conceive of some ways of expressing value. For instance, in the real estate world you capitalize the
current rent rolls to get an expression of value. In
the mutual fund industry you calculate out the
current value as expressed in the market of your
securities and you get a reasonably good expression of value through that technique. But we certainly don't get a good expression of value when
we say that the monies that corporations spend to
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invest in research or to develop software should be
immediately written off_ That process would not
be in the direction of value."
Today's corporate takeover successes and attempts may be partly the fault of accounting,
which has been unable to come up with a balance
sheet that matches reality. "The accounting world
can blame itself to some degree for the fact that
the old doctrine of conservatism for the sake of
conservatism has led to an undervalued balance
sheet. The wisdom of the past encouraged one to
charge off everything possible as absorbed cost.
As accountants we were urged to keep nothing on
the books that wasn't subject to being punched,
probed, or pushed. But if we write off all of the
less- than -hard goods values, then we are, in effect,
undervaluing our corporations.
"The financial analyst in his wisdom picks up
our numeric representations, causes the stock to
be undervalued by his actions and comments, and
that in turn causes the entrepreneurial investor to
see an opportunity for quick transactional gain.
And so the barracuda moves into a takeover -type
situation."
President Knortz does not, however, see any
useful way that government could intervene in the
capital marketplace —other than curtailing socalled greenmail— without constraining the free
market.
A Virtuous Profession
Mr. Knortz keeps a sharp eye on the hearings
currently being conducted by Rep. John D. Dingell (See the May issue of MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING).He thinks it is premature to forecast
what impact the Committee hearings will have on
the accounting field. Defending the profession he
has devoted his career to, he asserts: "I happen to
believe that it is a very virtuous profession —the
most virtuous of all that I can identify, including
law and medicine in my judgment. Why we're attacking it leaves me a little cold and surprised.
"We have culprits, people who do things incorrectly, but that should not be an indictment of the
profession —that should be an indictment of that
individual. Similarly, we have concepts which are
not as pure and meaningful as they ought to be,
and we ought to have a methodology for changing
those. I have no confidence that government techniques will get us more speedily to either of those
two objectives. I haven't seen that to be the case in
any of the other problems of government."
In connection with the Dingell hearings and the
accompanying publicity, he warns: "I think we
have got to be careful that we don't presume that
there can be a perfect audit. The audit practice of
our public accounting colleagues is a test verification to serve a particular purpose. I think the media are blaming public accountants for a failure to
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President'sObjectives, 1985-86
The National Association of Accountants is a vigorous and extensive body. To a large degree its annual program is self - stimulating.
Despite this, the publication of specific objectives can help to focus
the thrust of executive attention and to encourage incisive action.
In identifying my presidential objectives I have used five categories of activity. Most ofthe NAA chapter and committee effort can
fit into these classifications. I, however, have chosen to particularly
emphasize certain tasks which are in transition and programs
which are of particular organizational importance. This does not
mean that I see other activities to be unimportant but only that I
wish to maintain a special concern in the following areas.
I. Building the Muscle
The basic strength of the Association is found at the chapter
level. To build our muscle as a professional group we must:
• Imp rove t he q u al i t y an d ch aract er of ch ap ter pro grams. Let's use new techniques and hit new subjects.
• Add dramatically to our membership so as to finance developing programs . Our present recrui tmen t target is
unacceptable.
II. Building the Scope
It is essential that we expand our operating horizons. We
should be reaching new constituencies each year. To build our
scope we must:
• Aggressively continue the work in academic relations. A
good start has been made but new programs are needed.
• Continue to expand our international operations. This is a
program which is hampered by many logistical problems
and historic complications. It needs to evolve in careful but
persistent stages.
• Pursue the potential of our Member Interest Groups. This
program still needs to prove itself in economic terms and by
enthusiastic participation. This will be the testing year.
• Expand the NAA contacts to reach a new audience —the
audit committees of the Fortune companies. This uncap tured universe can help the operations of financial men and
also serve to expand the awareness of NAA. A small but
new program is anticipated.
III. Building the Reputation
The acknowledgment of the professionalism of NAA is significantly dependent on the quality of its published work. To foster this reputation we must:
• Be assiduous in responding to the exposure drafts of U.S.
and foreign professional groups. We must also be innovative in promulgating clarifications that help to our members.
• Seek opportunities to do creative research. New concepts are
needed to resolve tradit ional weaknesses of financial
application.
• Through the education program and its related video and
seminar activities, demonstrate that the Association is proficient and responsible in fulfilling its purpose as an educational association for a wide range of membership interests.
IV. Maintaining Ethical and Professional Standards
The members of a profession must constantly support the
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do something that our public accountants aren't
even trying to do and, as a matter of fact, in their
opinions, deny trying to do." To be fair, he says,
public accountants "should only be taxed with
performing the role that they attempt to control
and to perform, and that certainly is not to guarantee the financial viability of the companies that
they audit. Negligence should be something that
we hold them accountable for —not financial
judgment."
The internal accountant or financial executive
has equal responsibilities with those of the independent public accountant, Mr. Knortz believes.
"I think internal accountants must professionally
exercise their disciplines. The professional rules
call for ethical practice and disclosure to all participants and users of the company data, whether
the reporters are internal or external. It is just as
wrong to improperly attack or support a division
executive as it is to fool an outside investor. I
think that in either case an internal man has an
obligation to be professionally adept and objectively operative within the financial scene."
Although the press focuses on blatant corporate
fraud s an d bank ru pt ci es , ot her, more basi c,
changes are taking place in the accounting world.
"What we have to recognize is that the old scene
of the industrial community —the smokestack industry—is no longer the scene for which we have
to be accounting. That means that we must deem phasize some of the traditional wonders of our
profession, such as fixed and variable costing.
Nowadays labor is becoming a fixed item in many
cases. We must recognize, too, that some significant values are of intangible nature. Here I refer
to the value of software. The method of administering a company through use of computers is a
valuable tool.
"I think that we also must recognize that the
cost of capital is becoming a highly variable element of the investment scene." When interest
rates were in the 4% range, he points out, any reasonable person could go out and make a profit on
the monies made available. "Nowadays the cost of
capital is much higher — roughly in the 10 % -12%
range —but also its structures, its instruments, are
varied, and the alternatives of choice are difficult
to assess. I think that cost of capital has to be
more effectively dealt with both in the decision making mode and in financial statements as they
are presented. It's inappropriate to show interest
costs as an expense of the business and to show
dividend costs as something else. They are both
the cost of capital."
Building the Muscle
The extent of President Knortz's dedication to
the accounting profession is reflected in his involvement in professional organizations. He has
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been a member for many years of the American
Institu te of C PAs, th e Ameri can Accounting
Assn., the Accountants' Club of America, Financial Executives Institute, and the Academy of Accounting Historians.
Affiliated with NAA since 1951, including
members hi p i n th e New Yo rk and Hart fo rd
Chapters, President Knortz has delivered speeches at Association conferences and published articles in MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING. Perhaps his
most valuable service to the Association, however,
has been as leader of a number of pioneering efforts launched in recent years.
He was founding chairman of the Board of Regents of the Institute of Management Accounting,
a post he held for two years, 1972 -74. He served
two more years as a member of the Board. The
success of the Certificate in Management Accounting program is due in large part to his contributions, and those of many other volunteers, to
that effort.
In 1979, he was tapped for a similar position to
head NAA's Committee on Professional Schools
and Accreditation, and when the Committee on
Academic Relations was established in 1983, he
was appointed its chairman, serving until his election as NAA president. He also served as an appointed member of the NAA Executive Committee from 1981 -84.
In announcing his objectives for 1985 -86, President Knortz concentrates on five areas: building
the muscle, building the scope, building the reputation, maintaining ethical and professional standards, and exploring the future. (See President's
Objectives, 1985 -86.)
He believes the Association's basic strength is
its constituency. "The fact that it has within its
membership the academic, the public accountant,
and the practitioner of an internal nature is a very
important thing. It permits an interfacing and an
exchange of viewpoints that is not available in any
of the other organizations. More than any other
reason it is why I have chosen to participate in
NAA.
"The second thing that's important about NAA
is that it is large enough to have financial capacity. That's important because it can do things. It
can do significant new things such as its development of the CMA program, such as its present exp l o ra t i o n o f t h e M e mb er In t e re s t Gr o u p s
(MIGS)."
That is why he is focusing on developing the
"muscle" or membership in the Association. Only
with a strong, growing membership can the Association accomplish the tasks that should be done
and that its members want it to undertake.
An equally important strength, in the president's view, is that the NAA structure features involvement both at the local level and the national
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Herb Knortz at a Board of Directors' meeting
at Hartford Insurance. "On that occasion the
whole Board wore white sweaters to twit Hal
Geneen."

high quality levels of its self - imposed constraints. The new
year will see many public challenges of the integrity of accounting and corporate practices. To clarify our positions we
must:
• Be alert to the potential of our CMA program and publicize its virtue as a professional guidepost.
• Be fully cognizant of the NAA statement on ethics and
bring it to the attention of the business community.
• Participate and influence the professional discussions on
ed ucati o nal req u iremen t s an d b o d y of k no wl ed ge
considerations.
• Be alert to Congressional inquiries in the accounting world
and lend appropriate help to an understanding of the relevant universe.
V. Exploring the Future
We must stay alert to the evolving needs of our day. Those
needs will determine both the future nature of management
accounting and the role that NAA will play in later years. To
ensure the relevance ofour positions we must:
• Examine the weaknesses ofpresent approaches to accounting disciplines when they are related to future needs.
• Through our planning activities, seek to identify the future
size and character of NAA.
Most of these objectives have been presented in earlier years. The
mere fact of repetition does not make their identification less meaningful or vital. Perhaps it only heightens the sense of urgency. In
.any event, at the close ofmy term of office I shall be asking the in-dividual members ofthe Executive Committee to comment on what
;each of them has done in respect to these stipulated presidential
'objectives.
Herbert C. Knortz
President, 1985 -86
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level. "In the chapter -local level organization,
NAA is giving relevance to the individual and to
his need for social involvement within his professional community. Its chapter structure is able to
accommodate a lot of people and to develop in the
process a continuity of experience over many
years. At the national level, because of the national committee organization, NAA gets a thrust and
drive toward doing new things. It gets a mechanism of control and stimulus that is very, very desirable. I think when we add to those two volunt eer as p ect s t h e s t re n gt h an d s u p p o rt o f a
well - qualified staff group, we have a very powerful organization. Our objectives will always outrun our financial capacities, however, and so we
have to devote ourselves constantly not only to
doing good things but doing things to enhance our
monetary capacity."
He states emphatically that he cannot accept

I think / am more a man of words
than of numbers.
the lack of growth that has been a feature of the
last two budgets. He plans to attack the acquisition problem by urging each current member to
get a new member. He refers to it as a binary concept: "If every member gets one new member, we
will have 100% growth, or if every member fails,
then we will have zero growth." There is going to
be an effort, and "we will constantly try to find
new ways to approach that one problem."
Membership retention, he believes, is a local
problem, so the best strategy is to evolve local solutions. He plans to ask NAA vice presidents to
propose techniques and methods to deal more effectively with membership retention.
Expanding the Scope
On the assumption that NAA is representative
of the fi el d o f man agemen t accoun tin g, Mr.
Knortz is concerned that the Association is unappreciated outside accounting circles. "I think one
of the things that should be done is to introduce
management accounting as a discipline, as a force,
to various other universes." One possibility is the
audit committees of corporate boards of directors.
"If we find that this is appropriate and successful
as a methodology —a modest move into a new universe of awareness for the management accountant —then I will recommend to the people of the
next administration that they consider approaching another universe, perhaps lawyers."
The CMA program and the academic relations
programs are two steps, he says, that NAA has
taken which have been instrumental in "getting
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the student and faculty universe to understand
that management accounting in its NAA definition —the whole financial function —is a vital and
predominant part of the accounting profession."
The international sphere is another universe
which NAA needs to pay attention to, but President Knortz urges caution. "The needs of the international community are rather special depending upon wh ich country of the world you are
looking at.... I think breaking the international
boundary has many difficulties that have to be
dealt with. I would recommend, therefore, a slow
evolutionary process rather than a rapid thrust
into all of the nations in the world."
Building the Reputation
Herbert Kno rt z emph asi zes th e qu al it y of
NAA's published works because the Association's
reputation depends upon the professionalism of its
publications. He insists that NAA must continue
to comment on accounting issues as they arise and
"be innovative in promulgating clarifications that
are of help to members."
In regard to the traditional accounting research
function, he says: "I am a little disappointed in
what accountants call research. And when I think
back over the last 20 years in the various organizations that I've been associated with, I find that
most of what they talk of as being research is not
that at all. Most of it is tinkering with statistical
quantities or alternate methods of presenting the
same error without ever really getting to the heart
of the problem. I would like to see specialized research that goes into the guts of the difficulties of
presenting the realities of our present world."
Maintaining Standards
NAA members must pay attention to the ethical side of their profession, too. Now they have a
code, Standards of Ethical Conduct for Management Accountants, which they can use as a yardstick to determine what their conduct should be in
certain situations. The Statement, in essence, says
that one cannot tolerate working in an environment that is not ethical, President Knortz points
out.
"If you can't accommod at e any o th er way,
you've got to put your job on the line to respect
the organizational lines while still bringing to the
attention of appropriate individuals within that
organization the matters about which you may be
concerned.
"How do we publicize the fact that this tough
and difficult ethical situation exists for us professionals? The answer is publicity: commentary in
speeches, development of a casebook of small ethical situations —and I would emphasize that most
ethical questions are small, such as taking unwarranted personal use of a company automobile."
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He points out that the major fraud cases involving ethical questions, which the media publicize,
are probably relatively few in number. "But the
situations bearing upon the business life of individuals go on every day, and there are thousands
of marginal choices in any company every day,
and they have to be dealt with. Usually they are
dealt with ethically by someone making the right
choice according to the morals that his mother
has instilled in him, but when they come into the
area of professional dilemmas, they become matters of conscious decision making, and we have to
get people practiced in making them. We have to
make people aware that they have a responsibility
to resolve such dilemmas."
Exploring the Future
As Herbert Knortz begins his term as NAA
President, he looks back with pleasure from the
vantage point of two career milestones this year.
He will have completed 25 years of service with
the ITT Corporation "and 50 years of learning
and practicing in the financial function." To express his appreciation to his colleagues and the
profession, he recently made a substantial personal contribution to the NAA Building Fund.
Born in Brooklyn, N.Y., President Knortz
whimsically describes his initiation into the world
of accounting. "I went to St. John's University because a high school teacher sent me a check and
said 'you should go to a college' at a time when I
had no money and no job." In 1977, St. John's
conferred an honorary degree of commercial science on Mr. Knortz "for his outstanding accomplishments and professional contributions to business and the field of accountancy." He also holds
an MBA degree in accountancy and finance from
New York University and became a CPA in 1950.
He spent six years as an auditor at Price Waterhouse & Co., then shifted to corporate accounting.
He has never regretted the career shift. He joined
ITT in 1961 as deputy comptroller, was elected
vice president in 1963, and senior vice president in
1966. He was elected to his current position in
1974.
He recalls the years with Harold Geneen, former chief executive officer of ITT, with amusement. "In the earliest years of our association he
was suspicious that the incumbent comptroller,
myself, wasn't doing the job as well as he could
have done it if he were comptroller. As time went
on, he became more confident, and we had an excellent relationship over the years. It was said of
me that I was one of the few people who dared to
argue with Harold Geneen. And, of course, I really only argued with Harold Geneen when it was a
matter of fact, rather than a matter of opinion."
Asked about his style of management, President
Knortz replies, "pervasive" and explains by that
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With son, Steven, who has his CMA, Herb
waits for a free court.
phrase he means he tries to be constantly aware of
everything that is going on even though he is willing to rely on others to bring information to him
and to execute things. The controllership activity
under Herb Knortz tried to meet that insatiable
appetite for awareness.
Herb and his wife, Lorraine, live in Ridgefield,
Conn. They have three children, Elizabeth, Steven, and David. Steven, who works for Pepsico,
jus t received h is Certi ficate in Management
Accounting.
President Knortz took up tennis in his forties
and still plays ten sets every weekend. Displayed
in his New York office are a number of trophies
that he has won in amateur tennis tournaments.
He jogs several miles a week, was an avid bridge
player, and at one time taught bridge. He manages
to accomplish the mandatory extensive professional reading by perusing material on his daily
two -hour commutations to and from New York
City, reviewing magazines in front of the TV set,
and "by sleeping very little." Partly because he
went to college at night, he has gotten to the point
where he can function with only six hours of
sleep.
There is a great zest in President Knortz's approach to accounting and to life in general, and it
is leavened with a sense of humor. In advice to
students, he tells them to identify the nature of
"your business battleground," and warns: "It's
competitive. It's unstable. Ignorance prevails. But
it's the only fun game in town."
You can be sure he will bring the same zest,
self - confidence, leadership, and pervasive professionalism to the presidency of the Association as
he has brou ght to the accou nting profession
throughout his career.
❑
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The Impact of
on GAAP
By Donald J. Kirk

activity as faithfully as possible without coloring the image it communicates for the purpose of influencing behavior in any particular direction.
The in teres ts an d i nformat ion al
needs of preparers of financial statements are, of course, legitimate and
are recognized by the FASB. Those interests and needs, however, are necessarily subordinate in setting standards
for financial reporting in the United
States. In FASB Concepts Statement
No. 1, "Objectives of Financial Reporting by Business Enterprises," the
reasons for that position are stated as
follows:

In publicly held companies, management is responsible for full and fair
disclosure of all pertinent financial information, and, in carrying out this responsibility, it must follow generally
accep t ed acco u n t i n g pri nci pl es
(GAAP). The Financial Accounting
Standards Board, responsible for es`A long history of financial retablishing such principles or stanporting abuses and excessive
dards, has recognized the primacy of
optimism on the part of some
the needs of external users of financial
information. Standards for financial
managements have led to
reporting affect not only Securities &
significant reductions in the
Exchange Commission registrants but
freedom of management in its
also many privately held companies.
While privately held companies have
"Management needs, in addition to
reporting to shareholders.'
neither mandatory audit requirements
financial accounting information, a
nor a statutory form and content for
great deal of management accounting
their financial statements, they often prepare financial state- information to carry out its responsibilities in planning and
ments in accordance with GAAP to satisfy outside creditors. controlling operations. Much of that information relates to
In 1973, the FASB began working on a project to develop a particular decisions or to particular cost or profit centers and
conceptual framework for financial accounting and reporting. is often provided in more detail than is considered necessary
That framework is consistent with the external -user orienta- or appropriate for external financial reporting, even though
tion recognized in the Securities Acts and in various studies the same accounting system normally accumulates, processes,
of the purposes of financial reporting. The Concepts State- and provides the information whether it is called managerial
ments that the Board has issued are intended to serve the or financial or internal or external. Directors usually have acneeds of external users by setting the objectives, qualitative cess to at least some information available to management
characteristics, and other concepts that guide selection of eco- that is normally not provided outside an enterprise. Since
nomic events to be recognized, measured, and displayed in management accounting is internal to an enterprise, it can
financial statements. Relevance, reliability, comparability, usually be tailored to meet management's informational needs
and neutrality are among the important characteristics of use- and is beyond the scope of this Statement."
ful financial information. For financial information produced
by the accounting process to be useful as a basis for decision
By saying that management's internal needs are not paramaking, it must be neutral; that is, it must report economic mount in establishing standards, the FASB is not implying
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that management accountants have no role in the
establishment of standards, that management accounting has no impact on generally accepted accounting principles, or that management has no
responsibility for financial reporting. In large
part, the opposite is true.
The Role of Management Accountants
in Establishing GAAP
The role of management accountants in establishing GAAP has changed dramatically since the
Ameri can In s t i t u t e o f Acco u n t a n t s ' (n ow
AICPA) first attempt at standard setting. At their
annual meeting in 1918, Institute members approved a report that contained this statement:
"... the inclusion in production cost of interest on
investment is unsound in theory and wrong, not to
say absurd, in practice. "'
This action by the Institute was intended to be
more than just an expression of the sense of the
meeting. The official report of that meeting included this statement: "Adoption of the report (by
the Institute membership] did not debar any [Institute] member from including interest in cost of
production when compiling ... internal statistics— provided always that such statistics must
not be used to color financial statements."'
This action, the first by the Institute with regard to accounting principles, had been preceded
by a long debate concerning whether interest costs
and the imputed cost of equity capital should be
recognized in financial statements as a production
cost of inventory or whether only interest cost
should be recognized and then only as a direct
charge to income when incurred. Many management and cost accountants favored the former position, and many, if not most, public accountants
favored t he latter. In fact, the disagreement
seemed to be much more than theoretical. The
disdain with which at least some public accountants looked upon cost accountants is captured in
the words of one of the public accounting profession's leaders at the Institute meeting of 1917
when he proudly said, "I will not only say I know
nothing about cost accounting, I claim it."'
Members of the public accounting profession
more sympathetic to the view of the cost accountant reacted predictably. They were among the
leaders of the 37 men who met in 1919 to form the
National Association of Cost Accountants (now
NAA). Was the Institute concerned about this
early division between management accounting
and what we now know as financial reporting? It
does no t appear s o, for the same l ead er who
looked with disdain upon cost accounting remarked about the threat of the new organization,
"I think the Institute, as an institute for professional accountants, need fear no specialized, technical organization, no matter how large and powMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

erful it may be. ""
From that point forward, for many years the
public accounting profession dominated, with periodic prods from governmental agencies, the development of GAAP. The Institute committees
that were formed to establish accounting principles were just that —committees of CPAs, primarily those in public practice. Management accountants and others became dissatisfied with that
system in the 1960s, and, as an outgrowth of that
dissatisfaction, the Financial Accounting Standards Board was established in 1973.
The dominance of the standard - setting system
by practicing public accountants came to an end
when the FASB was formed. At present, only
three of the seven Board members are from predominently public accounting backgrounds, and not
all a re C PAs. Man agem ent acco unting o rgan izatio ns are am ong the sponsors of the FASB, m an-

agement accountants are among the trustees of
the Financial Accounting Foundation who oversee the operations of the FASB, and management
accountants have been members of the FASB
th ro u gh o u t its hi st o ry. A majo rit y o f t h e
comment letters we receive in response to our proposals are from management accountants.
Committees of the Financial Executives Institute and the NAA also actively participate in the
standard- setting process by commenting on Board
proposals and appearing at public hearings. Members of those organizations constitute a significant
portion of the Advisory Council that assists the
Board in making agenda decisions and counsels
the Board on its proposals.
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Donald J. Kirk,
chairman of the
Financial Accounting
Standards Board since
1978, has been a
member of the Board
since its inception in
1973. A former partner
with Price Waterhouse
& Co., he holds an
MBA degree from New
York University and a
B.S. degree from Yale
University. He also has
served on technical
committees of the
AICPA and the New
York State Society of
CPAs.

The Impact of Management Accounting
on GAAP
Being a partner in the process, however, means
that management accountants in the United States
also share in the criticism of the process. For example, during an investigative hearing into the accounting profession being conducted by the Subcommittee on Oversight and Investigations of the
House C ommitt ee on E nergy and Commerce,
Committee Chairman Rep. John D. Dingell (DMich.) recently criticized the overall financial reporting system:
"Here you have folks in the accounting business that are trusted blindly because they
are like the necromancers and sorcerers of
old. Nobody knows exactly what they are
Expressions of individual views by members of the
FASB and its staff are ,encouraged The views expressed in this text are those of Mr. Kirk. Official
positions of the FASB on accounting matters are
determined only after extensive due process and
deliberation.
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For financial
information
produced by
the accounting
process to be
useful as a
basis for
decision
making, it must
be neutral.

Internal management accounting practices are
not the cause of that criticism. In fact, management accounting practices have had a beneficial
impact on generally accepted accounting principles and financial reporting. Although in 1918 financial reporting rejected accounting for the cost
of capital as a production cost, eventually it did
embrace cost accounting once it was integrated
into general corporate -wide accounting systems.
Management accounting and decision making
have had more recent influence on GAAP. For
example, discounting of cash flows and current
costs have been elements of management decision
making for many years. The recognition of the
time value of money and the use of present values
were introduced to generally accepted accounting
principles through Accounting Principles Board
Opinion No. 21 in 1971. The discounting of cash
flows also is an accepted method of accounting for
certain financial transactions such as leases. Replacement or current costs have not been ignored
in financial reporting to shareholders. FAS 33 requires a supplementary presentation of the results
of operations calculated on a current cost basis.
Most companies, however, feel that the use of current costs to measure overall corporate performance, as required by the FASB, either is not relevant or is too subjective for external reporting
purposes. Also, significant doubt remains as to
whether current cost information is beneficial to
the external users of financial statements.
The Impact of GAAP on
Management Accounting
In the United States, the approach to the establishment of generally accepted accounting principles downplays the needs of management in planning and controlling operations. The official view
expressed by the FASB is that because management accounting is internal to an enterprise, it
usually can be tailored to meet management's informational needs and, therefore, is beyond the
scope and purposes of GAAP. Such a posture, in
large part, went without challenge as long as these
principles were few in number and were flexible in
their implementation. The environment in the
United States has changed over the last 50 years,
however, resulting in many standards and less
flexibility in their implementation. The ready ac-
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ceptance of the distinction between financial reporting and management accounting is being challenged from several directions.
The first challenge is the claim that financial
accounting and reporting standards are having
undue influence on management accounting. Said
another way, standards established to serve external users are inappropriate for measuring internal
performance. The second challenge is an old one
that surfaces periodically —that is, the belief that
management's best measure of its own performan ce is al so th e best way to rep o rt to
shareholders.
An example of the first challenge is contained
in a Harvard Business Review article by Professor
Robert Kaplan. Prof. Kaplan notes that today's
accounting systems have in large part evolved
from the scientific management movement in the
early part of the 20th Century. He believes that
these systems cast inordinate focus on historical
cost accounting and fail to take into account proper measures of the cost of capital (an old concern)
and the effects of inflation (a more recent concern). He believes that part of the problem is the
result of "the use in a company's internal reporting and evaluation systems of accounting practices and conventions developed for external reporting."' These conventions, according to Prof.
Kaplan, are not tailored to fit the strategies of individual companies and fail to generate key nonfinancial dat a that are n eed ed fo r effect i ve
management.
His solution is:
"The point, of course, is that companies
seeking to compete effectively must devise
cost accounting systems that reflect their investment decisions and cost structures. Internal accounting practices should be driven
by corporate strategy, not by FASB and
SEC requirements for external reporting.
Surely the cost of record keeping in an electronic age is sufficiently low that aggregating transaction data differently for external
and internal purposes cannot be a burdensome task.
"'

doing. There are vast clouds of smoke and
lots of waving of arms and incantations and
abjurations; occasionally a flash of light
moves through the scene. And at the conclusion the sorcerer co mes out wearing his
pointed hat with stars and moons on it and
says, `all is well.' And, of course, every other
blockhead in the society says, `hail, all is
wel l .. . . ' " 5

I believe everyone would agree with him that
financial numbers alone are not enough to manage
companies effectively and that all effective systems must be supplemented by other data. However, some strongly disagree that the development
of such systems separate from financial reporting
requirements is as cost -free or practical as he suggests.' In fact, one of the most successful authors
of man agemen t acco un t in g t ext s , Professor
Charles Horngren of Stanford University, agrees
with Prof. Kaplan's assessment that for some companies the existing cost accounting systems are not
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

The Trade -Off between the Needs of
Management and External Users
Even though I recognize that the implementation of required external reporting standards has a
cost and that a required external reporting standard might well be disorienting or dysfunctional
in terms of management's own internal objectives,
I see no way to solve the dilemma except for the
two means of reporting to go their separate ways.
Financial reporting needs to be a neutral measurement system of economic activity. That requires
standards. Management accounting, to be effective, must direct behavior in a way congruent with
the objectives of top management. Management
accounting cannot be standardized because it
must fit the needs and strategies of particular
companies, not the general needs of investors and
creditors. For example, it may be necessary to
standardize the way of translating foreign operations into U.S. dollars, but that in no way should
dictate that local managements be measured and
evaluated on the basis of those U.S. dollar results.
Recognizing that standards of financial reporting h ave a co st do es i mpos e a b urden on the
FASB to try to determine whether the costs of
providing financial information, which fall initially on the preparers of financial statements, exceed
the benefits that are reaped by both preparers and
users. In Concepts Statement No. 2, the Board
recognized the difficulties of making cost/benefit
determinations when it said:
"Despite the difficulties, the Board does not
conclude that it should turn its back on the
matter, for there are some things that it can
do to safeguard the cost - effectiveness of its
standards. Before a decision is made to develop a standard, the Board needs to satisfy
itself that the matter to be ruled on represents a significant problem and that a standard that is promulgated will not impose
costs on the many for the benefit of a few. If
the proposal passes that first test, a second
test may subsequently be useful. There are
usually alternative ways of handling an issue. Is one of them less costly and only
slightly less effective? Even if absolute magnitudes cannot be attached to costs and
benefits, a comparison between alternatives
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

may yet be possible and useful." 10
These trade -offs and assessments, of course, are
extremely difficult. For example, the FASB recently proposed that the costs of producing computer software should be distinguished from the
research and development costs associated with
such a project. The proposal calls for the costs of
planning and designing to be charged to expense
and the costs of producing the product masters,
including coding and testing, to be capitalized, but
capitalized only if the recoverability of those costs
can be established. The Board attempted to make
a distinction in the production of software along
the same lines as the distinction between research
and development costs and the production costs
of any other new product.
The responses the Board has received from the
producers of computer software are a clear demonstration of a couple of points. First, some companies manage by the numbers, and some do not.
Second, related to the first, is that those who do
not manage by the numbers in large part believe
that a standard that would require them to determine the cost of certain projects would be of little
or no benefit in managing the development and
production of computer software. In their opinion, they manage their companies adequately by
controlling the assignment of personnel to projects and by observing worker performance rather
than by using elaborate cost accounting systems.
In addition to seeing no benefit in such cost accounting systems for their own internal purposes,
these companies are extremely skeptical that the
users of financial statements would benefit from
the capitalization of costs that often bear no predictable relationship to what might be earned
from the software product.
It is fair to say that the commentators who have
project cost accounting systems and capitalize
some costs or want to capitalize some costs believe
that their systems are essential for the sound management of their companies. They find it hard to
believe that other companies could manage without such a system. In addition, those same commentators believe that the reflection of some of
those costs as assets in reports to shareholders is
essential to reflect the economic reality of their
businesses.
How have the external users of financial statements reacted to the FASB's proposal? They have
responded almost unanimously that the proposal
should not be issued as a final Statement. Security
analysts say that computer software costs should
be charged to expense because of the rapid obsolescence of software, the potential differences in
accounting because of the subjectivity in the implementation of the Board's proposal, the potential for abuse because of that subjectivity, and the
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state of the art, but he also says he is "not as upset
as [Kaplan] evidently is. Why? Because many of
the companies do not find an investment in a detailed cost accounting system worthwhile,"'
I accept Prof. Horngren's idea that management accounting systems are not cost -free, just as
I accept as fact that the implementation of a required external reporting standard has a cost to
management.

Until the FASB
was formed,
practicing
public
accountants
dominated the
standards setting system.
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possibility that there might be surprise write -offs
of those costs if they prove to be nonrecoverable.
The Board now is faced with the problem of
balancing what it thought was good theory with
the costs for some companies of implementing a
new accounting system and with the concerns of
us ers ab ou t t h e po t en t i al fo r ab u s e o f t h e
standard.

Management
Accounting
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Management
accounting
practices have
had a
beneficial
impact on
CAAP and
financial
reporting.
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such an environment to consider seriously the
proposal that shareholder reporting should be dictated by the internal measurements of individual
corporations. A long history of financial reporting
abuses and excessive optimism on the part of some
managements has led to significant reduction in
the freedom of management in its reporting to
shareholders.
Setting aside the problems with abuses in finanFacing a Dilemma
cial reporting, there are additional reasons why
If the Board were to issue this proposal as a fi- consistent, prudent reporting by an individual
nal Statement, it would appear that we would be company is still not enough to satisfy the expectaimposing an accounting system on some compa- tions of users of financial statements and the gennies, the costs of which would exceed the benefits eral public. No amount of policing by the public
to them as managers. Also, we would be promul- accounting profession or regulatory agencies to
gating a standard of questionable benefit to users. prevent abuses can satisfy the public need for
On the other hand, if the Board were to require comparable information from all companies. Only
charging all such costs to expense, we would be financial accounting and reporting standards can
denying the economic reality that some of these satisfy that need. The challenge to the FASB is to
costs are equivalent to inventory in manufacturing strike a reasonable balance between the prevencompanies.
tion of abuses and the portrayal of economic realiThe Board previously had recognized this pos- ty. As standard setters, we must try to avoid the
sible dilemma when it purposefully sidestepped concern about potential abuses leading to stanthe issue ten years ago. At that time we believed dards that make significantly different situations
the subject did not warrant a standard. What hap- look the same —in other words, forcing square
pened, however, was that the SEC became con- pegs into round holes.
cerned when several new registrants were capitalThe Board believes that it can achieve that obizing software costs. The Commission believed jective by developing neutral standards that result
that differences in accounting were developing in accounting for similar transactions and circumthat were not reflective of underlying differences stances similarly and for different transactions
in economic facts. The Commission therefore de- and circumstances differently. That is what we
clared a moratorium on any changes in account- mean by comparability as an objective. What we
ing for software development and asked the FASB must avoid is making different situations look the
to consider the subject.
same. That can result from the desire to prevent
This project is not only fascinating from a tech- reporting abuses. To minimize the temptation to
nical viewpoint, but it also captures all ramifica- be a policeman, the FASB has gladly left the entions of management accounting's influence on forcement of its standards to the AICPA and the
generally accepted accounting principles and gen- SEC.
erally accepted accounting principles' influence on
management accounting. In this instance, the Management Accountants' Responsibility for
Board proposed a standard that attempted to re- Financial Reporting
flect the differences among companies by requirWho is responsible for accurate financial reing, or at least strongly implying, that immature porting in the United States? Critics of the reportcompanies producing new computer software pro- ing system in the United States have suggested
grams for volatile, unpredictable markets should that the auditing profession should bear an even
charge all computer software production costs to greater responsibility than it does. Even some
expense. On the other hand, the proposed stan- management accountants have suggested that the
dard states that for the more mature companies, AICPA needs to police itself more aggressively to
dealing in more predictable markets, if certain cri- be sure that auditors do not condone questionable
teria are met, the costs of producing software accounting practices. A few critics have suggested
should be capitalized as an inventory -type cost.
that the auditors should assume direct responsibilThe proposed standard, which would require ity for the accounting choices made in corporate
the assessment of individual circumstances and financial reporting. I find the latter suggestion tothe application of professional judgment, was tally unrealistic, as well as a usurpation of mangreeted with a good deal of skepticism about its agement's own responsibilities. The former sugeffectiveness, which should tell you something gestion, that the profession police itself more
about the environment of financial reporting in effectively, cannot be argued against, for even a
the United States. It also should give you an idea good self - regulatory system can be improved (but
of why it is very difficult, if not impossible, in
10-111-59
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"I didn't know"
Were yo u a mo ng th e t ho usa nd s wh o m a d e
this statement after filing an incorrect tax return?
How much is it co st i n g yo u not to o wn t hese boo ks?

Federal Tax Handbook
NAA has made a special purchase of the Federal Tax Handbook and is able to offer it to you at $5.00 instead of the
regular list price of $14.95. This offer applies only as long
as supplies last, and includes postage and handling fees. Because of its already low price, there is no membership
discount.

This edition contains convenient tax calendars, charts, tables, lists, and explanatory text based on the latest laws, regulations, and court decisions up to the date of its publica-

1040 Handbook

NAA has made a special purchase of the Prentice -Hall
Federal Income Tax Returns). It is available now to NAA
members at $10.00 instead of the regular price of $21.00.
This offer applies only as long as supplies last, and includes
postage and handling fees.
This all- inclusive manual is conveniently organized along

00
Regularly $14.95

tion. The authoritative material is cited directly from the
Internal Revenue Code as well as the applicable regulations.
A highlight of this Handbook is its tabbed "finding aids" for
fast research, and a non - cluttered text with its references
footnoted at the bottom of the pages. It also features an
innovative Table of Contents. Place on the back cover of the
book, it is indexed with margin- blocks that correspond with
specific page markers. All of your questions will be answered quickly!

1985 Ed it io n

1040 Handbook, 1985 Edition (for preparation of 1984

$

$1000

Regularly $21.(X)

the actual lines of a 1040 Return. Over 40 samples of filled in forms along with an explanation of the ins and outs of
each form. Tax saving tips and practical suggestions abound
in this how -to guide.
NEW FEATURE—A separate 64 -page supplement of
blank forms, suitable for reproduction is included this year
for the first time at no additional charge.

................................................................................................. ...............................

Please send me
The 1040 Handbook

copies @ $10.00 per copy. Federal Tax Handbook

Enclosed is my check for $

Member -'
SHIP TO:

Send remittance and order to:

NAA Special Order Dept.
10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 433
Montvale. NJ 07645
New Jersey State residents add 6% tax.

Name (please print or type)
Company
Address
City,State,Zip

copies @ $5.00 per copy.
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Financial accounting, for years a model
of objectivity, stands on the threshold
of becoming a potpourri of 'data'
assembled by technicians who have
applied calculations prescribed by
statisticians who determine broad based indices not relevant to any
one enterprise.
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Robert A. Morgan,
now retired, was
controller of Caterpillar
Tractor Co. for 21
years. He served five
years as a member of
the FASB and prior to
that five years on the
FASAC and was a
drafter of the
Conceptual
Framework.

This a rticle is one of a series compri sing excerpts
from a bo ok man u scri pt , `Bo t t o m Li n e," by R obert A. Morga n.
Mr. Mo rg a n .served a s a n FASB member from
1978 through 1982. Prio r to t ha t appointment he
was co nt roller o f Caterp illar Tractor Co. He has
been a na tional vice president of NAA, chairman of
its Mana gemen t Accou nt ing Practi ces Commit tee,
presiden t of its Peoria Chapter, a nd a m em be r of
three o th er NAA chap ters (Sa ng amon valley, Fox
River Valley, and Connecticu t Gat eway). He is now
an Em er i t u s L i f e As so ci a t e. Mr. Morgan has
served o n the Pro fessio na l Ad vi sory Commi t t ee
of th e Dep art men t of Acco un t an cy of the Uni versi t y o f I lli no i s, a n d h e is a member of t he Financi a l Execut i ves I n st i t u te a n d Ameri can Account in g Assn .
Some may interpret these articles as criticisms of
th e Fi n a nci a l Acco u n ti n g S t a nd ards Board. The
author, however. declares his pu rpose t o be t o provide i d e a s fo r i m p ro vi n g th e standard- set ti ng
process.
The aut hor warns: "I f yo u a re i nterested in how
a cc o u n t i n g ma kes a di fferen ce to the world i n
wh ich yo u live, read on . Ma n y who learned acco u n t i n g by me mo r i z i n g fo r mu las , equat i ons,
GAAP ru les, S EC ru les, aud it ing rules, and an-
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swers to t he typical CPA exami nation questions are
goi ng to be uncomfortable. I n t he fi nal analysis —
at the 'Bot tom Li ne' —these articles are not an attempt to put down' accounti ng. The objective is to
pull up' accounti ng by gi vi ng readers a broader
and deeper appreciation of accounting as a profession whi ch helps the world determine how well it is
achieving its various quantifiable objectives —and
most objecti ves are quantifi able if enough effort is
made. "

By Robert A. Morgan
"Bo tt om Line " was onc e a tec hnical term used
m ainly by accountants and other m em bers of the
financial fraternity. It m eant, literally, the last line
on an income statement and referred to how m uch
prof it or loss was ge ner ated by an ent ity dur ing
the ac count ing p eriod being repo rted. The "Bottom Line" and its near - m athem atical equivalent,
"E a r nin gs per Share (E P S) , " have bec om e the
oversimplified bases of judging the success or failure of business enterprises regardless of whatever
may have affected them du r in g the rep or ting
period.
Som ewher e along the way the term "Bo tt om
Line" wa s adopte d by the general public. Now it
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

is used to mean the end result or the conclusion,
whether the topic under discussion is politics,
public relations, interior decorating, meteorology,
or an infinite number of other subjects. "Bottom
Line" has come to mean the "final outcome." In
politics the "Bottom Line" means the outcome of
an election; in public relations it refers to the most
widely supported propositions; in meteorology it
is whether the weather will be fair or stormy; and
in interior decorating it is whether customers buy
or reject a designer's ideas.
Whether it is common for a technical term to
evolve into a general -usage term is a question best
left to lexicographers to answer. What is important is that accountancy has given birth to a term
that means much more than was intended originally. Even within the financial world the accountant's bo ttom line is accorded a prestige and
standing far greater than was intended.
Some people will say that accountancy already
is overemphasized and, thus, more important than
it should be. These critics say that accountants
and their employers have too many alternative
procedures available —too few of the important
accounting procedures have been named principles that must be followed. That criticism is made
about depreciation accounting, inventory valuation, and measurement of various assets and liabilities. The detractors point out how widely differen t b ot to m lin es wou ld be if an altern ative
different from the one selected had been chosen.
Critics like to attribute the choices of alternatives
that are selected to various sinister motives of accountants and their employers or clients. Readers
of business, finance, and accounting journals and
books know what sport some journalists and academics have in accusing management and accountants of "off- balance sheet financing," "front-end ing revenue," "deferring costs," and so on and on.
Before a reader accepts such assertions, he should
have some idea of from whence came the accountant being criticized. Where did he get the authority to record the transaction or the balance in the
manner being criticized?
I will attempt to show that seldom does the accountant cut his accounting model from whole
cloth. Usually the accountant has precedents or
fairly well - detailed principles or authoritative
standards upon which to rely when making an accounting decision. After almost 500 years of double entry accounting, answers to most accounting
questions have been supplied. Not all of the answers have been good answers, but they are the
ones the accounting profession categorizes as
"gen eral l y accep t ed acco u n t i n g principles
(GAAP)." Only rarely do modern accountants
face an accounting problem that has not been encountered and resolved by others. The structure
of the profession is such that if today's accounMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

tants do encounter an entirely new problem, they
do not solve it alone. In the typical large corporation, a hierarchy of accountants and managers
join in the problem solving after which (or concurrently) another hierarchy of accountants from
the entity's public accounting firm reviews the
problem and the proposed solution to determine if
they concur. Often the problem or the solution —
or both— may be referred to the profession's standard- setting body and to the appropriate government regulatory body, if one exists.
Is Accounting Relevant?
It might be inferred by a reader who is not intimately involved with accountancy that the reliance on precedents, rules, and group problem
solving means that accounting is relevant and
needs no significant improvement. Some accountants hold that belief. Their motto is "if it ain't
broke, don't fix it." But many other accountants
and users of accounting data believe that significant improvement in accounting is not only possible but desirable. These persons believe the evolution of accounting practices has not kept pace
with the evolution of modern business, technology, government regulation, and financing. Even
those who are willing to acknowledge the good
motives of accountants and their managers often
believe that accounting results are not as relevant
as they might be. Security analysts, for example,
frequently are outspoken in their desire to have
better accounting statements, and often they resort t o non accoun ting sources for data upon
which to form their opinions of an entity's financial worthiness.
Most accounting practices and rules have resulted from addressing specific accounting or financial problems rather than from attempts to
make the whole of accounting more relevant. It is
past time, therefore, to look at the whole rather
than at some of the parts.
Making accounting more relevant is more than
an exercise by accountants and financial analysts,
bankers, government regulators, and their like in
reexamining rules and practices that compose
GAAP. In my opinion, accounting is and can be
relevant in a much broader sense than generally is
perceived. Rather than solely being the means for
calculating "bottom lines," accounting is useful —
relevant—to determine which products an entity
should include or exclude in its offering, which facilities should continue in service or not, which
groups of employees should be better rewarded,
and which should be demoted or discharged. Accounting data can and should be one of the bases
used by society in determining which governmental and not - for -profit organizations should be permitted to exist at the expense of the people. The
disciplines of financial budgeting should be
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The disciplines
of financial
budgeting that
are accounting
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elements of
society where
the public is
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underwrite pie in- the -sky or
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brought to bear on all elements of society where
the public is asked to underwrite "pie -in- the -sky"
or other ventures for which the technology or outcomes are very uncertain.
Before we can improve the relevancy of accounting, the users of accounting —both present
and prospective —will need to reach better agreement than has been achieved up to now regarding
the purposes or the scope of present accounting
activity. Many efforts have been attempted in this
area, in recent years most notably by the Financial
Accounting Standards Board.
Many people now believe that a lack of government regulation or a lack of financial accounting
standards —or both —may have contributed greatly to the stock market crash of 1929 and the resultant major financial losses throughout the economy. Whether this belief is justified has not been
resolved. Historians have not assigned the blame
to the accountancy profession, but in the historians' time frames it is still early and the evidence is
not complete. What is certain is that the steps taken by Franklin D. Roosevelt's administration and
those which followed have been attempts to improve financial accounting so that a repetition of
the boom of the '20s and the crash of 1929 would
seem unlikely.
Tightening Financial Accounting and Reporting
The accounting profession made major efforts
to tighten financial accounting and reporting after
the stock market crash. Working cooperatively,
the New York Stock Exchange and the American
Institute of Accountants (AIA) jointly adopted
five basic principles in 1933:
• No unrealized profit,
• No charges of expenses to surplus to relieve the
income account,
• Earned surplus prior to an acquisition is not
earned surplus of the parent,
• Dividends on treasury stock are not income,
and
• Notes and accounts receivable due from officers
or employees must be shown separately.
Despite the agreement on these points, which
indicated recognition that prior unwillingness or
inability to aggregate capital properly had caused
unsatisfactory reporting during the '20s, no generally accepted approach was immediately forthcoming. At this early date historic cost and current value proponents were beginning to establish
battle lines.
The debate within the accounting profession as
to whether assets and liabilities were subjective —
dependent on the intent of management —and the
specter of federal intervention raised by the 1933
and 1934 federal Securities Acts led the AIA to
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embark in 1936 on a new research program under
the leadership of a seven -man Committee on Accounting Procedure (CAP). The Securities & Exchange Commission (SEC) subsequently acknowledged the auth ori ty of th e CAP to establi sh
standards for the financial accounting profession.
Thus was created the notion of self - regulation
which has continued until the present time.
Is Self - Regulation Succeeding?
It is unnecessary to chronicle all the steps and
false steps taken by the CAP, the Accounting
Principles Board (APB), and the FASB in the attempt to self - regulate financial accounting. Academics, practitioners, preparers, political leaders,
media correspondents, and many others have undertaken to tell the world the advantages and disadvantages of the self - regulation of "the profession of financial accounting." Critics such as
Professor Abraham Briloff have spurred standard
setters to look at themselves introspectively. It is
gratifying to note that because FASB members in
office are permitted to speak out on accounting issues, self - criticism of the standard - setting process
is not unique.
Because I have often admitted that I am not familiar with everything that has been said about
self - regulation of financial accounting, the views
in this article may have been expressed by others.
Also, my views are controversial — because they
upset some scholars' notions that financial accounting should be reflective of the principles of
economics, and "scientific" and "logical," and
that financial accounting should be "all things to
all people."
The crux of my difference of opinion with many
scholars, and some former FASB members and
staff, is that present -day standard setters must
take into account the economic and societal consequences which probably will occur as a result of
a pronouncement by the FASB. If financial accounting is a social science, it must consider social
and economic effects when it alters its procedures
from those which have become "generally accepted" by society.
I remain convinced that the process followed by
the profession, government, and the FASB comes
close to the notion of self - government which the
American founding fathers put in a paramount
position more than 200 years ago. Other disciplines and other parts of government could well
afford to copy what has been done in the financial
accounting arena, resulting in less bureaucracy,
more economical government, and less frustrated
practitioners.
Is Conservatism Outdated?
I did not accept appointment to the FASB nor
did I approach the tasks of formulating concepts
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

or standards without realizing that change was in- tices for income tax purposes could be the subject
evitable and often desirable. What concerned me of a separate essay.) Our directors took notice of
was an apparent cavalier attitude on the part of these events and requested a management study
many staff persons that status quo was bad and and report as to whether we, too, should liberalize
change was required for change's sake. This may our accounting. The study was undertaken, the rebe unfair or overstated, but many discussions in port was written, and the directors concurred that
which the proponents of change were challenged despite the risk that conservative accounting reto prove that their proposals were superior to ex- sults might be unfavorable compared with the
isting practice ended with assertions that change newly revised liberal results of our competitors,
was requ ired t o "fit t he con cept ual mo del. " our accounting procedures should continue unChange cannot, or should not, be proposed unless changed. The substance of the management report
it represents better accounting and reporting and was disclosed at the annual meeting of share does not cause economic or social consequences owners and subsequently printed and distributed
disproportionate to the benefits derived.
to all shareowners whether or not they attended
Similarly, I am unwilling to accept the notion the meeting.
that revenues accrete to an enterprise until some
As a drafter of that report, I realized there was
sort of transaction with an unrelated enterprise is a "mainstream" ofopinion that accountants and
consummated. One cannot spend appreciation or accounting reports should try to reflect "current
accrued value added to unsold inventory. Certain- values" rather than historical costs. It was my
ly it is valuable to know the approximate value of opinion then and now that whenever something
in- process inventory at selling prices and to know other than historical costs is used in financial rethe value of fixed assets at today's inflated prices. porting, objectivity of reporting must give way to
The argument in my mind is whether the amounts some degree of subjectivity, and it follows that as
that exceed costs should be recognized in deter- subjectivity is increased, more opportunity for
mining accounting "bottom lines." You would be manipulation arises.
correct if you guessed that I prefer the conservative approach —not because it preserves the status Objectivity Is the Highest Priority
quo but because it is conservative in times of risLest I be misunderstood, this is not an attempt
ing prices.
to advocate freedom for preparers to choose acFinancial accounting, for years a model of ob- counting principles. Such a form of anarchism is
jectivity, stands on the threshold of becoming a opposite the result that should occur. Financial
potpourri of "data" assembled by technicians who accounting and reporting needs to be confined
have applied formulas and calculations prescribed narrowly for entities underwritten by the public as
by statisticians who determine broad -based indi- a result of representations that include accounting
ces that are not relevant to any one enterprise. As information. Rather than allow financial reports
can be seen by casual review of the FASB's Con- to be artistic representations of the preparers'
cept Statement on "Objectives of Financial Re- view of the entity and its position in its environporting by Business Enterprises," broad -based ment, those who are designated to regulate such
data will fail the test of being useful to those who matters should insist on the highest possible dehave the highest need for financial information.
gree of objectivity as the primary goal of general
In the late 1960s and early 1970s a tendency de- purpose financial statements. Special purpose
veloped for enterprises to adopt less conservative statements for special groups of users can be
financial accounting practices. These changes, whatever preparers and users agree they should
which often related to inventory valuation or de- be.
preciation methods or lives, were rationalized in
various manners, but all of them, unsurprisingly, Accounting Should Become More Scientific
resulted in better "bottom lines" and "stronger
If accounting is to be highly objective and minibalance sheets" for firms that could convince their mally subjective, it must perpetually strive to imCPAs that such changes should be accepted. The prove—to become more scientific. This role, it
frequency and number of such changes and the seems, is an appropriate one for the FASB to asAccounting Principles Board's apparent inability sume. As stated in Chapter IV of the "Wheat
to cope with them was one of the principal rea- Committee" report to the American Institute of
sons leading to its demise and to the phoenix -like CPAs in March 1972, which led to the formation
creation of the FASB.
of the FASB:
In the industry in which I was employed, two of
the leading companies revised their accounting
"... Financial accounting and reporting are
from more to less conservative depreciation acnot groun ded in natural laws as are the
counting. (The fact that these companies did not
physical sciences, but must rest on a set of
simultaneously change their depreciation pracco n vent i o n s o r s tan d ards d esi gn ed to
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

The frequency
and number of
changes to less
conservative
accounting
methods and
the APB's
apparent
inability to
cope with
them were
principal
reasons leading
to its demise
and to the
phoenix -like
creation of the
FAS8.
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" Why can't somebody
make a computer that'll
get me financi*e
data in time
touseit?
„
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;Somebody does.'
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.
Hewlettaccounting system gives
you up -to- the - minute information in seconds.
Whenever anyone, anywhere, enters financial
data.thewhole system can immediately update
itself, automatically. And it turns out reports
in just about any form you want.
To do it, we wrote some very responsive
software for our HP 3000 business computer
It makes it easy to get your hands on the right
information right now And that makes it easier
to control your business.
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O Please tell me more. Especially what your customers
have to say.
0 Have an HP Sales Representative call me right away.
Name
Company
Address
City/State/Zip
Phone
Mail to: Bob Hall. Hewlett- Packard. DepL087220
10520 Ridgeview Court, Cupertino CA 95014,
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Rational
accountants,
financial
executives, and
all other senior
business and
government
leaders ha ve
applauded the
FASB's
objective of
establishing a
Conceptual
Framework.

achieve what are perceived to be the desired
obj ecti ves of fin an cial acco un ti ng and
reportings... "

in the early Accounting Research Bulletins of the
American Institute of Accountants. Quoting Professors Bedford and Ziegler:

In its January 1984 description of its mission,
the FASB said:

"The authors of the monograph agreed that
transaction price, or historic cost, should be
the standard basis for measuring accounts
on both sides of the balance sheet. The reasoning supporting this position was that carrying assets at acquisition cost would eliminate the heterogeneous results that had been
found so often in corporate accounting. Past
standards had been unduly lax in permitting
periodic revaluation of resources, up or
down, in accordance with changing prices
and expected business developments. Similarly, liabilities, like assets, represented bargained prices, and the same was true of capital equity."

"[it] develops broad accounting concepts as
well as standards for financial reporting...
"Concepts are useful in guiding the Board in
establishing standards and in providing a
frame of reference, or conceptual framework, for resolving accounting issues. The
framework will help to establish reasonable
bounds for judgment in preparing financial
information and to increase understanding
of, and confidence in, financial information
on the part of users of financial reports. It
also will help the public to understand the
nature and limitations of information supplied by financial reporting."
Rational accountants, financial executives, and
all other senior business and government leaders
have applauded the FASB's objective of establishing a conceptual framework.
Until the framework is completed and operative, preparers and users of financial information
must be concerned that financial reports do not
further deterioriate in objectivity. Each time the
FASB or the SEC permits movement away from
the completed- transaction - historical -cost accounting model, subjectivity further edges out objectivity as a quality of financial reporting and the more
likely it is that a manipulator or other dishonest
person is going to victimize innocent investors,
creditors, or others.
FASB and the Conceptual Framework
As a member of the original Financial Accounting Standards Advisory Committee ( FASAC), I
was pleased that the FASB and FASAC agreed
that the initial agenda of the Board should include
the development of a "Conceptual Framework for
Financial Accounting." Expectations of an early
completion of the framework, however, were false
and probably unrealistic. More than 12 years of
effort by the Board, its staff, and volunteers have
produced a stalemate.
According to an article by Professors Norton
Bedford and Richard Ziegler, in the July 1975 issue of The Accounting Review, a " ... most significant document, Introduction to Corporate Accounting Standard s, was published in 1940."
Authored by William A. Paton and A. C. Littleton, under the auspices of the American Accounting Assn., the monograph was an attempt to provide a theoretical framework of the then- sketchy
accounting "standards" which had been embodied
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Some pres ent -day account ants bel ieve the
FASB would do well to embrace the ideas of
"transaction price or historic cost" and end the
debate as to how accounting events and circumstances should be measured. Unfortunately, the
Board's interpretation of its own due - process requirements is that all accounting viewpoints must
be given fair hearings.
When one considers that double -entry bookkeeping was nearly 500 years old before the first
Statement of Financial Accounting Concepts saw
the light of day in November 1978, the FASB has
made a very significant beginning toward proving
a Conceptual Framework. Since then, additional
Statements have been added, each in turn fulfilling the prophecy in the second paragraph of the
first Statement:
"The Board itself is likely to be the major
user and thus the most direct beneficiary of
the guidance provided by the (concepts) series. However, knowledge of the objectives
and concepts the Board uses should enable
all who are affected by or interested in financial accounting standards to better understand the content and limitations of information provided by financial accounting
and reporting, thereby furthering their ability to use that information effectively and enhancing confidence in financial accounting
and reporting. That knowledge, if used with
care, may also provide guidance in resolving
new or emerging problems of financial accounting and reporting in the absence of applicable authoritative pronouncements."
Although the debates on the Concepts Statements dealing with "objecti ves," "qu alitative
► ► 57
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When planning a business combination,
the operating loss carryforward of a prospective subsidiary
may be an important asset to consider.

By Mitchell H. Raiborn, Michael R. Lane,
and D. D. Raiborn
Prior period adjustments are few and far between
under today's accounting standards. Usually these
adjustments are required to correct an error in
prior period financial statements. Rarely seen by
accountants is "that other" prior period adjustment required by FAS 16.' For management accountants, it may remain a mystery until a business combination requiring the purchase method
of accounting is planned or completed. If the acquired firm has a previously unrecognized operating loss carryforward, then the stage is set for
working with "that other" prior period adjustment at some later date.
Although the realization of income tax benefits
from a preacquisition operating loss carryforward
of a purchased subsidiary almost always must be
accounted for as a prior period adjustment,' the
implementation of this prior period adjustment
has never been illustrated in any accounting pronouncement or interpretation. Management accountants should understand the required accounting procedures and the resulting effects on
consolidated financial statements so that they can
give sound technical advice when their companies
are involved in planning a business combination.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

The Accounting Principles
The general accounting standard is that future
tax benefits of an operating loss carryforward can
be recognized in the loss period only when future
realization of the benefits is assured beyond any
reasonable doubt.' Most companies, however,
have difficulty in trying to recognize tax benefits
prior to actual realization because of two conditions set forth in APB Opinion No. 11 that must
be met: "(a) The loss results from an identifiable
isolated and non - recurring cause and the company has been continuously profitable over a long
period or has suffered occasional losses which
were more than offset by taxable income in subsequent years; and (b) future taxable income is virtually certain to be large enough to offset the loss
carryforward and will occur soon enough to provide realization during the carryforward period."
The recent experience of Aetna Insurance illustrates the problems encountered when companies
try to recognize as an asset the future tax benefit
expected to be received from a net operating loss.'
For 1982, Aetna Life & Casualty Co. recorded
$203 million of estimated future tax benefits to be
derived from an operating loss carryforward produced by its property - casualty insurance operations. The recognized tax benefits as a credit to
earnings provided 39% of the $522 million oper-
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ating profit reported by the company for 1982.
Management and independent auditors were satisfied "beyond any reasonable doubt" that future
taxable income would be sufficient to permit use
of the loss carryforward. The SEC disagreed and
told the company to stop recognizing such tax
benefits prior to actual realization.
For all practical purposes, every company with
D.D. Raiborn, CPA, is
a project manager with an operating loss carryforward will recognize tax
Practitioners Publishing
Co. in Fort Worth, Tex. benefits only when realized, which generally increases the reported net income of the year the
company uses the loss carryforward. Realized tax
benefits for an unaffiliated business firm or a pooling constituent included in consolidated statements must be reported as an extraordinary item.'
But if the company with an operating loss carryforward is a subsidiary acquired in a business
combination accounted for by the purchase method, the accounting treatment is quite different.
Realized tax benefits from a preacquisition loss
carryforward must be recorded as a retroactive
adjustment of the purchase transaction. Typically,
this means reducing the original amount of goodwill recognized when the subsidiary was purchas ed, or the origin al amou nt of "negati ve"
goodwill recognized in an acquisition would be increased by this adjustment. In addition, goodwill
amortization in periods subsequent to the business
combination must be retroactively restated.e
These required accounting principles were not
altered by FAS 30, "Accounting for Preacquisition Contingencies of Purchased Enterprises."
The likelihood of one or more prior period adjustments is now a long -run consideration, because
the statutory carryforward period was extended to
15 years by the Economic Recovery Tax Act of
1981.'

financial statements.
The facts of the case are:
• On January 1, 1981, Company S had an unrecognized operating loss carryforward of $80,000
resulting from losses incurred in 1979 and 1980.
• On January 1, 1981, Compan y P acquired
100% of the common stock of S for $170,000 in
cash . Net as s e t s o f S o n t h i s d at e were
$110,000, and the resulting goodwill of $60,000
was to be amortized at the rate of $6,000 per
year over a 10 -year period.
• In 1981 and 1982, S provided no earnings to the
consolidated group. In 1983, S earned $100,000
of before -tax income, and tax benefits of the
loss carryforward were realized in the amount
of $40,000. A 50% tax rate is assumed. Note
that the loss carryforward can be applied only
to taxable income generated by the subsidiary.
• Consolidated net income before taxes and goodwi l l amo rt izat i on was $100,000 in 1981,
$100,000 in 1982, and $200,000 in 1983. Company S had no deferred tax balances during the
loss years 1979 and 1980.
The separate condensed balance sheets of P and
S and the consolidated balance sheet at date of acquisition are presented in Table 1.
Consolidated balance sheets and income statements for 1981, 1982, and 1983 are presented in
Table 2, showing the comparative effects caused
by retroactive application of the prior period adjustment in 1983. Goo dwi ll amort izati on of
$6,000 ($60,000 = 10 years) was recorded in
1981, 1982, and tentatively for 1983. After realizing the $40,000 tax benefit of the loss carryforward in 1983, the initial amount of goodwill must
be restated to $20,000 ($60,000 less tax reduction
of $40,000). The revised goodwill amortization
applicable to 1981, 1982, and 1983 is $2,000 per
year ($20,000 = 10 years). The amount of consolidated retained earnings is $90,000 at date of
acquisition (1/1/81) plus consolidated net income

An Illustration
The following case demonstrates how to account for an operating loss carryforward of a purchased subsidiary and provides a basis for discussin g ho w th i s acco un ti n g meth od affect s th e

Table 1
Consolidation Adjustments
After Purchase of S
Company P
Company S

Eliminations
Dr (Cr)

January 1, 1981
Consolidated
Balance Sheet

(170,000)
-

-

200,000

530,000
60,000

200,000

(110,000)

590,000

90,000
100,000
10,000

100,000
10,000

300,000
200,000
90,000

$ 200,000

$110,000

$ 590,000

$

60,000

-

$170,000
330,000

$

Balance Sheet
January 1, 1981
Investment in S
AII other assets

$500,000

.1()

$
$

$210,000
200,000
90,000

-

$500,000

$

Total assets
Liabilities
Common stock
Retained earnings

$

-

-

Goodwill
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for each successive year. Total assets in each December 31 balance sheet were determined by
$590,000 of assets at date of acquisition plus consolidated net income for each successive year.
As sho wn in Table 2, co mparat ive balance
sheets after the prior period adjustment reflect an
asset entitled benefitof foss carryforward. The retroactive recognition of this asset in the 1981 and
1982 balance sheets is equivalent to what would
have resulted from initially recognizing the tax

benefits of the los s carryforward in t he l oss
year(s). The $40,000 asset is a deferred charge to
income tax expense that expires when tax benefits
of the loss carryforward are realized. The retroactively recognized asset will appear only in restated
balance sheets for dates preceding the period in
which tax benefits were actually realized. In the
1983 consolidated financial statements, the deferred charge was eliminated from the balance
sheet and was added to income tax expense. In-

Table 2
Consolidated Financial Statements before and after Prior Period Adjustments (PPA)
Related to Realized Tax Benefits of Operating Loss Carryforward
After realization but bef ore prior period adjustments
As Previously Reported
Results of Operations
Operating income
Income tax expense Ca, 50%
Goodwill amortization

1981
$100,000
(50,000)
(6,000)

$100,000
(50,000)
(6,000)
$ 44,000

1983
$200,000
(60.000)
6.000)
$134,000

$580,000
54,000

1982
$630,000
48,000

$770,000
42,000

$634,000

$678,000

$812,000

$300,000
200,000
134,000
$634,000

$300,000
200,000
178,000
$678,000

$300,000
200,000
312,000

Net Income

$ 44,000
'(based on taxable income of $200.000 less $80,000 loss carryforward)

December 31 Balance Sheets
Assets
Goodwill
Liabilities
Common Stock
Retained earnings

1982

(Tentative)
Before PPA

1981

In short, the
realized tax
reduction
produces an
actual cash
savings but no
immediate
increase in
earnings.

1983

$812,000

Journal entries as of December 31, 1983 for prior period adjustment
1) Income Tax Expense
40.000
Goodwill
32.000
Retained Earnings
8,000
(to record combined effects of goodwill reduction, corrections in goodwill amortization for 1981 and 1982,
and charge to income tax expense equal to actual tax savings realized in 1983)
2) Goodwill
4.000
Goodwill Amortization
4,000
(to correct $6,000 goodwill amortization previously recorded in 1983 to revised amount of $2.000)
After retroactive application of prior period adjustments
As Restated
Results of Operations

@

Operating income
Income tax expense
50%
Goodwill amortization

1981
$100,000
(50,000)
(2,000)

1982
$100,000
(50,000)
(2,000)

After PPA
1983
$200,000
(100,000) -(2,000)
$

$

$

Net Income (as restated for 1981 and 1982)
48,000
48,000
98,000
"(based o n $60,000 of taxes actually payable + $40,000 of loss carryforward tax benefit not recognized as
income in 1983)
1981
$580,000
18,000
40,000
$638,000

1982
$630,000
16,000
40,000
$686.000

1983
$770,000
14,000

Liabilities
Common stock
Retained earnings

$300,000
200,000
138,000
$638,000

$300.000
200,000
186,000
$686,000

$300,000
200,000
284,000
$784,000
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-

December 31 Balance Sheets
Assets
Goodwill
Benefit of Loss Carryforward

$784,000
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come tax expense for 1983 is equal to the amount
that would have been reported in the absence of
any tax benefit realized from using the loss carryforward. The adjustments in journal entry form
shown in Table 2 could be applied in consolidating working papers or in parent company accounts using the equity method of accounting.
Impact on the Financial Statements
The actual prior period adjustment to earnings
in Table 2 involves the reduction of goodwill amortization previously recorded in 1981 and 1982.
Goodwill amortization in each year is restated
from $6,000 to $2,000 to correspond with the retroactive restatement of the initial amount of goodwill. The most significant income statement effect
caused by the retroactive adjustment of goodwill
is that the full tax benefit realized in 1983 is not
recognized as an addition to 1983 consolidated net
income. Instead, the $40,000 realized tax benefit

Table 3
Comparative Statements

$

—

—

Years Ending December 31
1982
1983
$134,000
4,000
$138,000
$186,000
48,000
98,000
284,000
186.000
$

Consolidated Retained Earnings
Beginning balance as previously reported
Prior period adjustment (Note X)
Balance as restated
Net income (as restated for 1982)
Balance at end of year

will increase reported net income over the 10 -year
amortization period (1981 -1990) in the form of reduced goodwill amortization. In contrast with this
long -term income statement effect, the measurement of both working capital and cash provided

Table 4
Single Period Statement

$178,000
8,000
186,000
98,000
284,000
$

Balance on December 31, 1982 as previously reported
Prior period adjustment (Note X)
Balance as restated
Net income for 1983
Balance on December 31, 1983

For Year Ending
December 31, 1983

$

Consolidated Retained Earnings

by operations will recognize the $40,000 tax savings as an addition to financial resources for the
year 1983.
The disclosure of adjustments to retained earnings depends upon the number of prior period financial statements that are presented in comparative form. If comparative financial statements for
only two periods are presented, the effect of retro42

active application on the consolidated statement
of retained earnings is shown in Table 3. If the
presentation of financial statements involves a single retained earnings statement for the year ending December 31, 1983, then the prior period adjustment would be disclosed as shown in Table 4.
If Company S had recognized the future tax
benefit as an asset prior to the purchase transaction, then the retained earnings of Company S
would have been increased by $40,000 on January
1, 1981. Because the retained earnings of a purchased subsidiary at date of acquisition are eliminated in the consolidated statements, the total
amount of stockholders' equity in the consolidated balance sheets is unaffected by either retroactive recognition of the tax benefits or recognition
by the su b s i d i ary p ri o r to th e p u rch as e
transaction.
In this illustration, the subsidiary had no deferred tax -balances during the loss years 1979 and
1980. If net deferred tax credits related to timing
differences exist during the periods giving rise to a
loss carryforward, then adjustments to the deferred tax balances may be necessary when tax
benefits of the loss carryforward are not recognized in the loss year. In the loss year, net deferred tax credits should be eliminated for the
lesser of the tax benefit of the loss carryforward or
amortization of net deferred tax credits that otherwise would have occurred during the carryforward period. The amounts of deferred tax balances so eliminated must be reinstated to the
extent that tax benefits of the loss carryforward
are realized in subsequent periods.'
Advantages of Pooling
The prior period adjustment procedure applies
only to purchased subsidiaries. If Company S in
our illustration was a constituent in a pooling of
interests, then the $40,000 tax reduction realized
in 1983 would be disclosed as an extraordinary
item in the 1983 consolidated income statement.
The full tax savings would increase net income in
the year realized.
The comparative income statement effects of
different accounting principles for different types
of business entities are most pronounced in the
year that tax benefits are actually realized, as
shown in Table 5. The potential income statement
difference in Table 5 include restated goodwill
amortization of $2,000 that would appear in consolidated income statements only if Company S
were a purchased subsidiary.
The operating loss carryforward of a prospective subsidiary may be an important asset to consider when planning a business combination.
However, accounting recognition of this asset is
not permitted at the date of acquisition unless future realization is assured beyond any reasonable
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

Table 5
Income St atemen ts Correspo ndi ng Wit h E nti ty St atu s Of C omp any S

(pro forma)

50.000

$
$

1984
200,000
100,00
100,000
—

$
$

1983
200,000
10(0,000)
100,000
40,000
140,000
(Note a)

$

(Note a)

$

$
$

1982
$100,000
5( 0,000)
50,000
$

50,000

1984
$198,000
10(0,000)
98,000

(as restated)

—

$

1981
$100,000
5( 0,000)
50,000
$

If Company S is a
pooled subsidiary
Income before taxes
Income tax expense
Income before extraordinary item
Tax benefit of loss carryforward
Net income

1983
$198,000
(100,000)
98.000

$

(as restated)

1982
98,000
5( 0,000)
48,000

$

1981
98,000
5( 0,000)
48,000

—

$

$

Consolidated Net Income Based on Information in Exhibit 2
If Company S is a
Purchased subsidiary
Income before taxes
Income tax expense
Net income

$100,000
(pro forma)

(a) If Company S is a purchased subsidiary, the $40,000 tax benefit in 1983 retroactively reduces goodwill recognized at date of ac.
quisition (January 1, 1981). Restated annual goodwill amortization of $2.000 was deducted in computing Income Before Taxes
for the purchased subsidiary case. The amount of taxes actually payable for 1983 is $60.000 in both cases. The pro forma statements
for 1984 assume no change in sales and operating expenses.

doubt. If a subsequent tax reduction is realized by
using a preacquisition loss carryforward, of a purchased subsidiary, the consolidated income statement will not disclose the full tax reduction as an
immediate increase in earnings. The inability to
recognize the tax benefit as earnings of the realization period could influence the form ofa tentative
business combination and is an important item to
evaluate when planning an acquisition. In sum,
the realized tax reduction produces an actual cash
savings and that's about it, unless the subsidiary is
obtained in a transaction that qualifies as a pooling ofinterests.
From a business planning viewpoint, the required accounting principles for a loss carryforward of a purchased subsidiary is just one more
factor making the pooling of interests form of
business combination more attractive. With a
pooling, realized tax benefits cause a corresponding increase in reported net income of the year
when the loss carryforward is used. But with a
purchase, the realized tax benefits will affect net
income for many years in the form of reduced
goodwill amortization.
The prior peri od adjustment procedure has
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For all practical
purposes, every
company with
an operating
loss
carryforward
will recognize
tax benefits
only when
realized.

been criticized recently for its lack ofconceptual
justification.' However, since 1967, it has survived
as a required accounting standard and could be
with us for years to come. It is important that
management accountants in companies planning a
business combination know how to apply the required accounting principles for "that other" prior period adjustment. The existence ofan operating loss carryforward in a prospective subsidiary
may influence decisions concerning the form ofa
buisness combination. And, of course, the form of
a business combination determines whether purchase or pooling methods of accounting will be
used.
El
'Statement of Financial Accounting Standards No. 16 "Prior Period Adjustments;'
June 1977.
'Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 11, "Accounting for Income Taxes,"
American Institute of CPAs. New York, 1967. No prior period adjustment is required if the tax benefits of the loss carryforward had been recognized as an asset
and related credit to earnings in The loss year(s), which would be an unusual
situation.
'Ibid., par. 46.
"'Aetna Life Is Expecting SEC Ruling Soon on Accounting Method That Boosts
Proflt," Wall Street Journal, February I, 1983, p. 8. Also "Aetna Life Is Ordered byy
SEC to Abandon Accounting Practice That Raised Profit;' Wall Street Journal.
February 9, 1983, p. 7.
'APB Opinion No. 11. par. 44.
'Ibid. par. 48; also Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 16, - Accounting for
Business Combinations;' AICPA, New York.
"'Economic Recovery Tax Act of 1981," Public Law 97.34, section 207.
'APB opinion No. 11.
'M. Raibom. M. Lane and D. Raiborn, "Purchased Loss Carryforwards: An Unresolved Issue;' Journal of Accountancy. November 1981, AICPA, New York.
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By Howard Grindle, Charles W. Caldwell, and
Caroline D. Strobel
2.
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At a time when U.S. industry is faced with fierce
foreign competition and rapidly changing technology any device that improves the ability of U.S.
companies to compete is welcome. The Research
and Development Limited Partnership (RDLP) is
a financing concept specially designed to encourage innovation.
The RDLP has two purposes. The first purpose
is to provide financing for research projects. Generally, the RDLP is used by young high- technology companies that might not be able to obtain
funds through a bank, either because they have insufficient credit history or because the project is
considered too risky. The use of RDLPs, however,
is not confined to the high - technology sector of
the economy. The U.S. Commerce Department is
encouraging the use of RDLPs by large corporations as a means of accelerating the rate of innovation and technology advancement.
The advantages of RDLPs to companies desiring funding for R &D projects are:
Through the infusion of external funding for
R &D projects, RDLPs enable R &D efforts on
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3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

a scale beyond the capabilities of an individual
company;
RDLPs allow companies to raise interest -free
funds without tapping internal sources;
RDLPs enable a company to raise R &D funds
without equity dilution;
Funding is accomplished through existing tax
incentives;
R &D risks are shifted from the company to investors in the RDLP;
RDLPs provide companies with a source of
revenue because companies treat the proceeds
received fro m the R &D p art n ers h i p as
revenue;
Currently, two or more companies can work
together with an RDLP on a research project
without encountering antitrust problems; and
Because of the increased funding available for
R &D projects, a company can perform all aspects of the research itself, thereby maintaining
better control and protecting R &D secrets.

The second purpose of RDLPs relates to advantages for investors. RDLPs provide a tax shelter
for the investor - partners through the immediate
deduction of research expenditures and the prospects for long -term capital gain treatment for any
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

proceeds received in exchange for the sale of developed technology.
Types of RDLPs
Generally, an RDLP begins with a company
known as the R &D company or the sponsor planning a research program and needing cash to fund
the research. Rather than relying on a bank for
financing, the company establishes a limited partnership with itself as general partner. The proceeds for the research are raised through the sale
of the limited partnership units. After establishing
the partnership, the company, or a subsidiary,
contracts with the partnership to perform research for the partnership in exchange for the proceeds from the sale of RDLP units. The partnership then acquires the rights to any technology
developed. If the research should prove fruitful,
the partnership will either sell or license the technology to the company and the proceeds may
qualify for taxation on a long -term capital gain
basis.
The two most frequently encountered types of
RDLPs are distinguished by the method of investment return to the limited partners. In the Royalty
partnership, the R &D company either purchases
or acquires an exclusive license to use the developed technology from the RDLP. In exchange for
the license to use, or the purchase of, developed
technology the R &D company pays the limited
partners royalties, usually based on a percentage
of sales revenue from any product resulting from
the R &D effort.
In the equity partnership, in exchange for their
partnership interest in developed technology, limited partners receive an equity interest in the
R &D company, or an equity interest in a new entity which is a combination of the RDLP and the
R &D company.
Establishing an RDLP
In establishing an R &D partnership, where the
R &D company is the sole general partner, some
special considerations should be kept in mind.
These considerations are stated in Revenue Procedure 72 -13, (1972 -1 CB 735) and are important
factors in an IRS determination as to whether or
not to issue a ruling on the entity's tax status as a
partnership. These considerations are:
1. The limited partners should not own individually, or in aggregate, more than 20% of the
general partner. For purposes of this test, the
Section 318 attribution rules apply.
2. If total partnership capital is less than $2.5 million, the general partner should have a net
worth, based on fair market value of assets,
equal to the lesser of 15% of total partnership
capital or $250,000. If total partnership capital
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

is greater than $2.5 million, the general partner
should have a net worth equal to 10% of the
partnership's total capital. For purposes of this
requirement, any interest the general partner
holds in the limited partnership is not included
in the net worth calculation.
3. The limited partners should not have an option
to purchase any type of security of the general
partner.
4. Organization and operation of the RDLP must
be in accordance with applicable state laws relating to limited partnerships.
Failure to comply with these requirements does
not mean that the investors do not have a partnership for tax purposes. Failure to comply, however,
does mean that the IRS will not issue an advance
ruling on the entity's tax status. Thus, care should
be taken in planning the partnership to comply
with these requirements if an advance ruling is
desired.
An additional point to be considered concerns
the selection of the general partner. Often the general partner in an R &D partnership will be the
R &D company or one of its subsidiaries. This arrangement often can lead to a conflict of interest
because of the general partner's fiduciary responsibility to the limited partners and the general
partner's close relationship with the R &D company. This conflict most often arises at the time the
technology is sold by the partnership to the R &D
company. The R &D company may wish to obtain
the technology at the lowest possible cost while
the limited partners are seeking to maximize the
return on their investment. This situation is best
avoided by having an independent management
organization act as the general partner.
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Investor Considerations
The Research and Development Limited Partnership is not a risk -free investment. Although the
RDLP provides tax advantages and potentially
large returns for investors, the risk of unproductive research and development projects can be
substantial. Potential investors in RDLPs should
carefully review the offering before investing.
Among the major points to consider before investing are:
I. Reputation, experience, and track record of the
R &D company;
2. Business potential of the end product of the
R &D project;
3. Existence of a formal time - and -funds budget
for the R &D project;
4. Method of investment return to the limited
partners;
5. Proper structuring of the RDLP to gain the tax
deductions and long -term capital gain treat45

ment for limited partners;
6. Selection of a general partner to avoid potential
conflicts of interest discussed above;
7. Existence of any provisions requiring possible
additional investments by limited partners; and
8. Compliance with state and federal laws concerning securities offerings.
In addition to the ab ove factors —some of
which are common to any investment decision —a
potential RDLP investor should consider how the
partnership units are being marketed. Specifically,
significant differences can exist between units that
are sold through a public offering and units that
are sold through a private placement. Investments
in private placement offerings tend to be riskier
than public offerings and the minimum required
investment is usually substantially larger.

R &D risks are shifted from the company
to investors in the RDLP.

A final point an investor should consider is
whether to invest his funds in one RDLP or in a
fund that invests in several RDLPs. Major brokerage houses are now offering investments in funds
that supply the R &D resources for multiple projects. The advantages of these funds to the investor are diversification and a due diligence investigation by the underwriting brokerage house.
Tax Considerations — Deductibility of Expenses
As stated earlier, one of the purposes of an
RDLP is to provide a tax shelter for the investor partners. On e o f t h e ways t h at t hi s go al i s
achieved is by providing the investors with a deduction for amounts invested in the partnership.
Section 174 of the Internal Revenue Code provides two methods of accounting for research and
development expenses paid or incurred by a taxpayer in his trade or business. The regulations under Section 174 state that the taxpayer may elect
either to treat the expenditures as noncapital expenses and deduct them in the year paid or incurred, or the taxpayer may defer and amortize
the expenses. Generally, the limited partners will
want the immediate benefit of a deduction and the
general partner will elect to expense the R &D
costs in the year paid. Regulation 1.174- 1(b)(1)
provides that the partnership may make the election to expense the R &D costs on its tax return
for the first taxable year in which it pays or incurs
R &D expenditures. The election may be made
without the consent of the Commissioner and is
46

effective for the taxable year for which the election is made and all subsequent taxable years.
In obtaining a deduction for their investments
in an RDLP, the limited partners should be concerned with three key questions. The first question
is whether or not the expenses are incurred in carrying on a trade or business. At first glance, this
question poses an ominous threat to RDLPs because the majority are neither actively engaged in
the production of a product nor do they plan to be
so engaged. In the case of Edwin A. Snow vs Commissioner, however, this question was resolved in
favor of the taxpayer [74 -1 USTC paragraph
9432, 33 Aftr 2d 74 -1251, 416 US 500 (1974)]. In
this case, the Supreme Court allowed a limited
partner to deduct his share of partnership R &D
expenses despite the fact that the partnership sold
no product. The court noted that the intent of
Congress in providing especially for the deduction
of R &D expenses was to stimulate economic
growth by encouraging the search for new products and inventions. The court also noted Congress' right to discriminate taxwise between vario u s e n t i t i es s u ch as ma t u re an d emergi n g
businesses. Finally, in the last paragraph of its
opinion the court, in declining to review the case
in light of the "hobby loss" rules of Section 183,
made note of the profit motive as the sole purpose
of the venture.
The second issue that confronts the partners
concerning deductibility of R &D expenses is
whether or not the partnership bears the risks of
the venture. Regulation 1.174- 2(b)(3) requires
that the research must be performed at the taxpayer's risk and Regulation 1.174- 2(a)(2) states
that the research also must be performed on the
taxpayer's behalf. Generally, the R &D partnership will bear the risks if the contract between the
partnership and the R &D company makes no
guarantees to the partners concerning the outcome of the research. This prohibition against
guarantees means that the R &D contract should
not provide any assurances to the partners that
the research will yield something with a potential
commerci al appli cati on. Fu rt hermore, there
should be nothing in the R &D contract that provides for the payment of minimum royalties to the
partners. Thus, the essential point is whether or
not the partners stand to lose their entire investment if the venture fails. If so, the research expenditures should be deductible under Section 174.
The requirement that the research be performed
on the partnership's behalf is generally met by allowing the partnership to share in the rewards of a
successful effort. This step is accomplished by
providing the R &D company with an option to
purchase the developed technology from the partnership with a lump sum or royalties based on a
percentage of revenue generated from the sale of
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

any product resulting from the R &D effort.
The third point relating to deductibility of
R &D expenses is that the expenditures must be
made for the purpose of research and development. Regulation 1.174- 2(a)(1) defines the term
"research and experimental expenditures" as expenditures incurred in the experimental or laboratory sense. The expenditures may relate to a general research program or a particular project and
include "all costs incident to the development of
an experimental or pilot model, plant process,
product, formula, invention or similar property,
or an improvement of already existing property of
the type mentioned."

od requirement must be met.
A third approach to obtaining long -term capital
gain treatment on disposition of the technology is
through the use of the equity partnership vehicle.
By using the partnership form, an R &D expense
deduction is obtained for the partners initially,
and when the developed technology is sold, the
partners receive shares of stock in the R &D company rather than royalties. The stock can later be
sold for capital gains treatment. The advantage
here is that this approach avoids the requirements
of sections 1235 and 1221. However, the RDLP
must be initially designed, and the equity exchange must be structured to avoid the IRS argu-

Tax Considerations—Capital Gains
If the research has been successful, under the
R &D contract the partnership obtains the rights
to the developed technology in exchange for the
research funds it provided. In order to use the developed technology, the R &D company then acquires it from the partnership in exchange for royalties or other consideration. There are three
popular methods of obtaining long -term capital
gain treatment for returns to the limited partners —two used primarily with royalty partnerships and the other with equity partnerships.
The first method is available through Internal
Revenue Code Section 1235, which provides that
a transfer of all substantial rights to a patent by
any holder shall be considered the sale or exchange of a capital asset held for more than the
six -month holding period normally required for
long -term capital gain treatment. The statute also
provides that the payments may be payable periodically, thus making it possible for the payments
to be structured as royalties. The most significant
aspect of Section 1235 is that it provides longterm capital gain treatment regardless of the holding period length. However, to qualify for Section
1235 treatment, the following requirements must
be met:
• A patent must be transferred from the RDLP
to the R &D company,
• All patent rights of any value at the time or
transfer must be transferred,
• The transferor must be a holder of the patent,
and
• The transfer must occur before the patented
technology is reduced to practice.
The second method of obtaining long -term capital gain treatment for partnership returns is by
using Internal Revenue Code Sections 1221 -1223
dealing with the sale of capital assets. To obtain
long -term capital gains treatment under Sections
1221 -1223, the developed technology must qualify
as a capital asset, and the six -month holding periMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

a Tax Shelter
that Provides
Benefits for Everyone
It is necessary to select a general partner
who has no conflicts of interest.

ment that the RDLP existed only to purchase equity in the R &D company. If the partnership is
disregarded, limited partners lose the tax deducti o n o t h erwi se avai l ab l e u p to t hei r i n i ti al
investment.
In conclusion, at a time when the IRS is attempting to curb the use of so- called "abusive"
tax shelters, the Research and Development Limited Partnership is a tax shelter which provides
benefits to investors, business, and the country as
a whole. While the RDLP does generate deductible losses in its early years it also — unlike abusive
shelters — performs an economic function. That is,
it helps to encourage research and innovation to
keep American industry in a competitive position.
To obt ain al l t he ben efi ts available th rou gh
RDLPs, however, R &D companies and potential
RDLP investors must exercise care to avoid problems that might result in the loss of favorable
RDLP tax treatment.
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Don't let the market dictate the price of bank services.
Instead, ta ke the time to develop a ccurate cost information
that will lead to well- conceived pricing strategies.

By Randall G. Sias
Profitability in the banking industry has been dra-
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matically affected b y th e ex ten sive governm ent
deregu latio n o f th e interest rates banks pay on depo sit p rod u cts, and th e relu ctance of legislators to
provide asset y ield relief. Th ese changes have perman en tly co nstricted interest margins, Accentuatin g the pro blem are th e service expenses that cont in u e to e s c a la t e a s o p e r a t in g s y s t e m s a r e
pu rch ased or develop ed to su p port increasingly
so ph isticated p rod u ct selectio ns.
As a res u lt, th e co n trib u tio n of fe e inco m e to
b an k e arn in gs h as em er ged as the focal point of
co n sid erab le co n cern , b o th with in and outside of
th e in d u stry . Th e in d u stry 's resp onse has been to
drastically increase fees on services previously
su b sid ized b y th e n et in terest m argin and provided t o c o n su m er s at le ss th an co st. The res ult ing
pro liferatio n o f service ch arges has led consum er
interest grou ps to ch allen ge t h e just ification for
th e in creases.
No w m o re th an ever, m an agem ent accountants
need to develop an organized approach to the
pricin g o f b an k services. At Michigan National
Ban k (MNB), we created a p ro cess that results in
a mo re precise an d refined evaluation of incremental profitability , which includes: developing

cost inform ation, estab lishing a pricing co m m ittee, identifying a pricing objective, selecting a
pricing strategy, and adm inis tering the pricing
process.
Developing Cost Inform ation
An ess ent ial ca ta lys t t o a successful pricing
fram ewo rk is t he com m itm ent to a cost ac counting function. Se veral years ago, the m anagem ent
of MNB recognized the need to develop accurate
cost information for its products and services, and
it provided the m anagem e nt talent an d resources
necessary to im plem ent a cost accounting system .
Unlike m a ny institutions of co m par able size,
Michigan National Bank's cost -of- services pro gam is essen tially a m a n ua l function. Approximately five professionals within the m anagem ent
accounting staff on a full -time equivalent basis are
devo ted to th e field wor k a nd num b er cru nch ing
associated with cost analysis. The extensive use of
personal com puters to handle the latter in recent
months has precluded the need to add staff, although demands for the group's services have increased dram atically.
The c ost staf f at MN B, like m an y banks, has
adopted the full absorpt ion costing m eth od. This
approach divides the total current cost associated
with a ser vice by th e total c urrent volum e. HowMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

ever, recognizing the conceptual shortcomings of
this method as it relates to pricing decisions, we
identified costs as either direct (those directly attributable to providing the existing product volume) or indirect (functional support groups, institutional overhead, and excess capacity). As a
result, we are able to evaluate pricing alternatives
both in terms of a service's contribution to overhead (contribution margin) or its recovery of fully
allocated costs (net profit). Table 1 illustrates the
resulting pricing formula. The need to make this
distinction is essential to an informed evaluation
of service fees.
The Pricing Committee
Except in very large banks, which are functionally organized along major product lines, a pricing
committee can be the most effective way to structure the pricing process. While many would argue
that the nature of the subject matter necessitates
that the committee be composed of members of
senior management, a growing number of institutions have turned the administrative elements of
the task over to middle management. Our bank's
experience was that the myriad of responsibilities
already assigned to a senior manager prevented
them from devoting the time necessary to evaluate
pricing alternatives thoroughly for so many services. Thus, the middle management group who
had been preparing the materials presented at previous pricing meetings was merged into our organization's new pricing committee. Its goal is to
first consider cost, marketing, and competitive information, and then come to a consensus on a
pricing proposal. The proposal is submitted to senior management for ratification and implementation. Since the inception of this middle- management ap p ro ach th ree years ago , only one
recommendation from the pricing committee has
been rejected by senior management.
A properly staffed pricing committee ensures
that no aspect of a pricing proposal is overlooked.
The functional areas that might be represented on
the committee are: financial and management accounting, bank operations, EDP operations, marketing /sales, and branch officers. If an organization has product managers, it is appropriate to
include them as members of the committee.
One final consideration with respect to a pricing committee has to do with the breakdown of
services into consumer and commercial business
categories. Many banks have a separate committee for each product selection. In MNB's case, we
segregate the products involved, changing only a
few members. Thus, we have a single committee
at our bank. In fact, members from the retail or
wholesale banking areas find that the discussions
of other product groups are not only interesting
but also bring a new perspective to the meeting.
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

The Pricing Objective
The establishment of an objective is fundamental to a well- conceived pricing process. Many
banks use the very simplistic yet valid objective of
pricing products to recover fully absorbed costs.
If, over the years, prices have fallen significantly
behind costs this may seem like an unattainable
goal, and the committee may be compelled to
view the objective as strategic rather than tactical.
But, the formal existence of the objective will become ingrained in the group's thought process
over time.
This is not to suggest that the objective cannot
be modified or changed completely at some future
point. Nor should it be construed that a single objective is applicable across a bank's entire product
selection. Indeed, there could conceivably be one
for each product group. For example, lock box
services illustrated in Table 1 clearly loses money
on a fully absorbed basis. However, this may be
deemed acceptable if the product is viewed by the
bank as an ancillary service to a more profitable
primary one. In this case, the bank was willing to
provide lock box services at a positive contribution margin, but at a net loss because each item
was also assessed a "deposited item" fee, which is
priced at a net profit. In most institutions, deposited item fees (on items deposited in to commercial business checking accounts) constitute the
primary source of fee revenue from bu siness
checking accounts. Thus, two objectives have surfaced. One requires a net profit on a fully absorbed basis for "primary services" such as deposited items. The second accepts something less
than a net profit on a "secondary service" if it is
integrally tied to a more profitable one.
Regardless of these issues, formally adopted objectives are important when the committee is considering pricing alternatives. Whatever the pricing
objective, it should reflect the committee's profitability goals as well as the marketing goals for the
bank.

The
contribution of
fee income to
bank earnings
has emerged as
the focal point
of considerable
concern.

Selecting Pricing Strategies
Once the committee has established one or
more objectives to guide the pricing decision -making process, the bank is in a position to select the
specific strategies best suited for it. Among the
potential strategies are:
Profit pricing — establishing fees at levels that
recover all direct and indirect costs, plus providing a profit margin.
Penetration Pricing — pricing at or below direct
costs to undercut the competition significantly
and establish a niche in a particular market.
Premium Pricing— setting competitively high
fees based on product differentiation. This perception of quality on the part of consumers can
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in reality be based on fact or fiction.
• Exception Pricing— identifying a nonstandard
price for a customer with unique processing
characteristics.
• Penalty Pricing — establishing high fees on
products that represent some undesirable behavior on the part of the customer, such as
writing checks against insufficient funds.
Certainly, these are not the only strategies at a
bank's disposal, and a different strategy may be
appropriate for each individual product.
If anything is clear about strategy selection, it is
the value of having costs identified by component

Lock Box Services

Current /Proposed Price
less: Direct Expense
equals: Contribution Margin
less: Indirect Expense
equals: Net Profit (Loss)

(Per Item)
2.500
1.88 0
.62c
_740
.12) e
(

Product

—

Table 1
Pricing Analysis Formula

Table 2
Pricing Proposal
Product XYZ
I. Cost Information (Cents Per Item)
Division 1 Division 2

Division 3

Total

XX.XX
XX.XX
XX.XX

XX.XX
XX.XX
XX.XX

Bank A
Bank B
Bank C
XX.XX
XX.XX
XX.XX
Other Considerations
Ill. Price History
XX/XX/XX
Date of last change
Amount of last change
From XX.XX to XX.XX
Summary of reaction
No change in volume
IV. Pricing Proposal
Current
XX.XX
Proposed XX.XX
V. Profitability Analysis (Dollars)
Current
Proposed
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Fee revenue
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Direct cost
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Contribution margin
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Indirect cost
XX,XXX
XX,XXX
Net profit
XXX,XXX
XXX,XXX
Estimated volume
Estimated incremental
XX,XXX
profitability

Bank D
XX.XX

XX.XX
XX.XX
XX.XX

—

—

—

—

Direct
Indirect
Total
II. Marketing Data

ti0

XX.XX
XX.XX
XX.XX

parts such as the direct - indirect breakdown shown
in Table 1. The distinctions that can be drawn
from such information are essential to the prudent
selection of a price for any strategy a bank might
select in a given set of circumstances.
Administering the Pricing Process
There are specific administrative tasks required
to ensure that the bank's product pricing objectives are successful. The first is the establishment
of an annual pricing calendar. Such a calendar
should identify each product /service that falls under the authority of the pricing committee and the
month in which it will be reviewed. Whether a
committee meets two or 12 times a year, the discipline of establishing a calendar assures that each
product is reviewed regularly.
A second element to sound administration is in
the presentation of committee materials. The
adoption of a standard presentation format helps
to provide a sense of continuity from one presentation to the next. The pricing proposals used at
MNB have five standard sections: cost information, marketing data, price history, pricing proposal, and profitability analysis.
Table 2 depicts a sample presentation for reference. Because MNB identifies cost data by major
division, the specific contribution of each is included in Section I. The marketing section reflects
competitor charges as well as any other qualitative factors to be considered. Section III provides
committee members with a historical perspective
of previous price changes as well as the observed
customer reaction.
In many respects, Section V, dealing with the
estimated incremental profitability, is the keystone to the ultimate decision. MNB has found in
many instances that a proposed increase will generate insufficient additional revenue to offset the
cost of implementing the change. Unless there are
compelling strategic considerations, to proceed
with an increase in those circumstances does not
benefit the consumer or bank. In estimating incremental revenue, it is important to be both conservative and as accurate as possible. The latter is
difficult because many of the variables are unpredictable. A strategy I have used is to indicate incremental revenue for several possible outcomes.
For example, one might show revenue generated
assuming a 0 %, 10 %, and 20% decrease in volume in reaction to a price increase. This practice
provides not only a range within which committee
members can evaluate the potential outcomes, but
generally uncovers the breakeven point for the
decision.
It Works for Us
The final administrative issue is the follow -up
► ► 59
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Institute of
Management
Accounting
James Bulloch, Editor

CMA Number 5,000 Awarded
The Institute of Management Accounting (IMA)
recently reached an important milestone in its
journey to recognition as a major force in advancing the management accounting profession when it conferred its Certificate in Management A ccounting number 5 ,000. The
recipient was Kurt A. Fuchs, vice president —
business analysis, planning, decision support &
marketing information systems at American Express Co. He says that the company is deeply
committed to continuing education for its
employees.
With this encouragement and a desire to
forge ahead toward his career goals, Mr. Fuchs
participated in the examination review program
which the company has organized for its accounting and financial personnel. He sat for the
two - and - one -half day exam in Hartford, Conn.
and, in due course, became the 5,000th individual to have satisfied the practical experience

requirements, and passed the exam.
Mr, Fuch's education and career background
made him an ideal candidate to be a CMA, He
holds a B.S. in business administration from the
University of Connecticut and an MBA from
Carnegie - Mellon University. He was a financial
consultant with an engineering firm in Pittsburgh, Penn. and joined American Express in
1978 as a senior financial analyst in the Card
Division. He was promoted to manager within a
year, first in the Card Division and then in the
Travelers Cheque Division. The CMA recipient
was made director of finance and marketing information systems in the T/C Products Division
in 1983 and has been in his present position as
vice president since 1984.
John E. White, vice president — financial
management development at American Express, praised the IMA's CMA program. "Since
American Express Company became actively
involved in the Certificate in Management Accounting Program in 1979, a total of 22 management people in the company have obtained
their certificates including six Vice Presidents.
We believe the CMA program is one of the
most highly prestigious programs offered anywhere in the area of professional development
and management training, and we strongly encourage our employees to attend the in -house
courses sponsored by the company to prepare
people to take and pass the CMA examination.
It is a formidable challenge to pass five 3 -1/2
hour examinations on a variety of business/
economics /finance /accounting and decision
making subjects, but we believe the satisfaction and reward of obtaining a Certificate in
Management Accounting is more than worth
the effort."
Ll

Kurt Fuchs (3rd from left) is presented with CMA number 5,000. L. -r., John R. Laird,
corporate controller of American Express Co.; Clark Johnson, chairman of the 1MA's
Board of Regents; Herbert H. Seiffert, 1984 -85 president of NAA; and John E. White,
vice president— financal management development, American Express.
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Stockholders, potential investors, and creditors recently have expressed great concern regarding the
many instances of "surprise" write -downs included in the quarterly earnings reports of many U.S.
corporations that have been reported in the financial media.'
A summary of the surprise quarterly losses reported in The Wall Street Journaland covering
the period from November 6, 1984, though January 4, 1985, is shown in Table 1. Virtually all
these reported losses involved estimates and assumptions regarding the dollar value of the loss.
These substantial losses, seemingly, were a
function of economic events that were possible to
assess in advance of their reporting by management. Accordingly, we reviewed and analyzed the
annual 10 -K and immediate prior quarter's 10 -Q
SEC filings of each of these companies to determine whether the potential for these losses was
disclo sed i n the "Man agement Di scuss ion &
Analysis" (MD &A) or "Notes to Financial Statements" sections of the respective financial reports.
According to instruction 6 on Form 10 -Q, "the
registrant may furnish any additional information
relating to the periods being reported on which, in
the opinion of management, is of significance to

investors, such as ... major uncertainties facing
the company, ... "
Of the companies listed in the table, only two
provided any information regarding impending
losses that were minimally at the "discussion
stage" during the prior quarter. A.O. Smith disclosed in its third - quarter 1984 10 -Q that it was
"studying a number of alternatives" regarding its
troubled agricultural products division. AMAX
was more informative in its third quarter, 1984
10 -Q MD &A disclosure. In a section titled "Subsequent Events," AMAX projected the timing of
its loss in the agricultural chemicals unit and an
estimate of dollar loss.
There are several explanations for the way in
which write -downs relating to plant, inventory, or
other assets are currently reported. The dynamics
of socioeconomic conditions create situations that
affect companies in a precipitous fashion. These
conditions lead to reporting of write -downs associated with asset impairment as well as with other
events that are unexpected by the stockholder.
This reason alone, however, does not always explain the timing of the disclosures in current quarterly reporting practice.
The "tyranny of short -term earnings" and the
related pressures of "income smoothing" also are
factors that may affect the timing of the quarterly
disclosure of write -downs and losses because of a
perceived need on the part of management to meet
the expectations of stockholders and the broader
financial community. One type of precipitous
qu arterl y loss rep o rt i n g res u lt s fro m as s et
impairment.
Issues related to permanent asset impairment
have been debated in the accounting profession.
The American Institute of CPAs expressed its
view in an issues paper. The AICPA held that a
partial write -down could be taken if the company
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

could show there was a probability that an asset
would not return to profitability. The Financial
Accounting Standards Board, however, recently
rejected this view. The AICPA approach would
have permitted a depreciation "holiday" during
the years in which the asset is (temporarily) impaired. This would create another opportunity for
income smoothing and related higher return on
equity.
In addition, the rigor of the annual independent
audit is not applied to quarterly reporting (per
Statement on Auditing Standards No. 36). Current accounting rules only require that unexpected
quarterly gains or losses be reported as they occur
(as per APB 28, [1973], and ASR 177 [1975]).
Management, therefore, has some flexibility in the
quarterly reporting of nonoperating losses.
Quarterly financi al report ing coul d be improved if, each quarter, potential write -downs and
the resultant losses were evaluated as to the probability of occurrence, timing, and dollar exposure.
These items could then be classified as probable,
possible, or remote.' Management could include

in this disclosure its estimate of resultant future
loss and the timing of loss recognition. This disclosure should be included as a note to the quarterly earnings report and revised appropriately on
a timely basis. Actual loss would be reported in
the body of the quarterly income statement, according to current practice, in the quarter in
which the loss actually occurs.
Contingent liabilities in the year -end financial
statements would be reported per FAS 5. Such an
approach would reduce the undesirable "surprise"
effect in quarterly reports which many shareholders have experienced recently and would lessen
the ability of management to smooth ( "manage ")
quarterly earnings by choosing what it perceives
as a desirable time to release the bad news. This
disclosure practice could be achieved without
costly supplemental auditing or the allocation of
scarce resources to change related professional accounting standards.
❑
"'Big Financial Housecleaning;" The New York Timex January 24, 1985.
'Terminology adapted from FAS5,"Accounting for Contingencies," FASB.Stam.
ford, Conn., 1975.

Table 1
Summary of Recent "Surprise" Loss Quarterly Reporting

Datea

Company

Related
quarterly
loss
amount
in $MM

Explanation

Riegel Textile

Plant shut down.

11/13

Baxter Travenol Labs

Scale back of manufacturing operations
reduction in book value of certain assets.

116.Oc

11/15

Disney

$112 in motion picture television property
write - downs, rest unidentified.

166.0c

11/23

A.O. Smith

Sale of agricultural products business.

11/29

Philip Morris

New, unused brewery (with book value of
$450) written down, plant never used.

12/4

Honeywell

Sale of Synertek subsidiary (semi- conductor
manufacturer) also write -down of assets.

12/5

John Deere

Work force cutbacks

12119

LTV

&

&

&

$

1984
11/6

retirement incentives.

Restructuring of oil field equipment
manufacturing operations.

Westmoreland Coal

Write -offs of five West Virginia coal mines.

12/28

Colgate- Palmolive

Restructuring of certain manufacturing
operations —U.S. abroad.

1985
112

Crown Zelierbach

To cover protected losses on timber - cutting
contracts and repositioning of wood products
business.

113

Crocker National

Related to loan loss provisions after
comptroller-of- currency audit.

1/3

Coleco Industries

Abandonment of Adam computer
product line.

36.0d
140.Oc
b
17.6c
50.Oc
570
114.0c

&

12127

148c

215.0c
b
195.0e

&

1/4
AMAX
Write -down of agricultural chemicals division
a. As reported in the Wall Street Journal.
b. Substantial, detailed data unavailable at article publication date.
c. No previous reporting in 10 -0 or Annual Report.
d. Alluded to in 9/30184 10.0.
e. Reported fully in 9/30/84 10 -Q in the MD A section, "Subsequent Events"

30.0c
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Pension Accounting:
the Liability Controversy
If a firm has the option of merely footnoting
a liability rather than recording it with other liabilities,
the balance sheet would be distorted and not comparable to those of other firms.

By Sharon S.Waggoner

Sharon S. Waggoner,
CPA, is a member of
the Akron Cascade
Chapter, through which
this article was
submitted.
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Employer accounting for pension plans has become a subject of great controversy centering
around the following issues:' Should the obligation to provide for future pension benefits be recognized on the balance sheet as a liability? What
part, if any, should be recognized and how should
it be measured? How should pension expense be
determined? How should the costs of pensions be
allocated to periods for proper matching? And
how should amendments to the pension plan be
accounted for?
While these issues are all extremely complex, the question of whether or not
to include the pension obligation as a liability on
the balance sheet has aroused the mos t fiery
debate.
A series of discussion memorandums, preliminary views, and the most recently issued exposure
draft, "Employers' Accounting for Pensions,"
represent the FASB's efforts to resolve the controversy. The new draft proposes that if the accumulated benefits payable are greater than the value of
the pension plan assets, a liability equal to the difference must appear on the balance sheet. This
month the Board has scheduled a public hearing
in order to obtain comment on this new accounting approach.
The most significant changes proposed in the

exposure draft affect the accounting for defined
benefit pension plans and are:
• A standardized method for measuring new periodic pension cost,
• Recognition of a "minimum liability" to the extent of unfunded accumulated benefits based on
current salary levels, and
• Expanded footnote disclosures.'
These changes are in keeping with the idea that
prior service costs benefit future periods and,
therefore, are properly expensed in subsequent periods, even though the prior service costs result
from service rendered by employees before the
adoption of or amendment to the plan.
The Evolution of Pension Accounting
Most pension accounting rules result from Accounting Principles Board Opinion 8, "Accounting for the Cost of Pension Plans, "' and FAS 36,
"Disclosure of Pension Information. "' Under
APB 8 released in 1966, companies must disclose
in their financial statements the existence of a pension plan, who is covered by the plan, the pension
expense for the period, any excess of vested interest over amounts funded, and a statement of accounting and funding policies.' Issued in 1980,
FAS 36 was an amendment to APB 8 and added
MANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

the following disclosure requirements: the actuarial present value of vested accumulated plan benefits, the actuarial present value of nonvested accumulated plan benefits, the fair value of plan assets,
the interest rate used, and the effective date of the
benefit information.'
APB 8 requires that an annual provision for
pension expense be made and outlines a minimum
and maximum acceptable amount. "The difference between the amount which has been charged
against income and the amount which has been
paid should be shown in the balance sheet as accrued or prepaid pension costs" A portion of prior service cost and the interest on unfunded prior
service costs are included in the annual provision.
Unfunded prior service cost is not a liability except to the extent it is a part of the annual provision which has not been funded.
If a credit does appear on the balance sheet, it is
because the recorded pension expense generally
exceeded the cash contribution to the fund. A liability also appears if the employer has a legal obligation for pension cost in excess of amounts paid
or accrued.' Critics of current pension accounting
practices maintain that the credit that companies
record on their balance sheets does not represent
their future contributions to vested active employees and retirees. It also does not represent a company's additional obligation that results largely
from the establishment of new plans where credit
is given for prior service (past service costs) and
amendments are made to existing plans (prior service costs). Obviously, the pension obligation has
been increased but this additional obligation incurred is not reported as a liability. Rather accountants treat it as an expense that will be increased over future periods. But, shouldn't this
increment be a recordable liability because it is attributable to prior service? Not according to APB
8 which affirms that this obligation is not a
liability.
1

A New Proposal
The exposure draft issued in March proposes
major changes in accounting practices for pension
plans. Assuming it becomes a final statement at
the end of this year, it will supersede both APB
No. 8 and FAS 36.
The proposal calls for the recognition of an additional net pension liability and an intangible asset on the balance sheet. The net pension liability
would result if the unfunded accumulated benefit
obligation exceeded the unfunded accrued net periodic cost. An intan gible as set for the same
amount will be recognized to the extent of prior
service cost not yet recognized. If the additional
liability exceeds unrecognized prior service cost,
the excess would be reported as a reduction of equity. The FASB justifies the recognition of an inMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

tangible asset because it represents future expected economic benefits (increased productivity,
lower turnover, etc.) to the employer. The assumption is that the employer gives credit to employees for past service with the expectation that
the employer will receive economic benefits in future periods.'
The FASB has taken t his new stand on the
treatment of pension plans based on the assumption that a transaction has occurred and should be
recorded because an exchange has taken place.
"The defined benefit pension is an exchange between the employer and the employee. In exchange for services provided by the employee, the
employer promises to provide, in addition to current wages and other benefits, an amount of retirement income. s 1 0
Pension benefits may be thought of as part of an
employee's compensation. Consider the fact that
in wage negotiations, workers often give up current wages for pension benefits. Because the payment of the pension benefits is deferred until retirement, the pension may be described as a form
of deferred compensation. In the exchange transaction, the consideration given by the employee
was services. The consideration given by the employer was a deferred compensation equivalent —
pension benefits.
The FASB's view is that the employer's obligation is to the employees with whom the exchange
transaction took place (future benefits for current
service). The issue of when to make contributions
to the plan is considered to be a financing decision
with no bearing on the company's primary obligation to pay future benefits to employees.
The argument that the company only incurs an
obligation when it is required to make a contribution to the plan has been discounted by some who
say it confuses the existence of the obligation with
its maturit y date." Th ey contend that when a
company is obligated to make future known contributions to a pension plan as a result of past service or amendmants to the plan, then the obligation should be recognized. Most liabilities are not
due immediatel y and do have future payment
dates. Similarily, bonds may be outstanding for
many years before they fall due, but bonds are always listed as a liability on the balance sheet.

The question of
whether or not
to include the
pension
obligation on
the balance
sheet has
aroused the
most fiery
debate.

Balance Sheet Liability
The FASB has taken the position that pension
obligations qualify as liabilities, and footnote disclosure is not an adequate presentation of a firm's
obligation."
A discussion of the issue of whether or not to
report the pension obligation as a liability may
well begin with the FASB Statement of Concepts
No. 3, "Elements of Financial Statements of Business Enterprises." Statement No. 3 is in part an
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effort by the Board to describe the items that
should be included on the balance sheet and to
help accountants and other financial executives
understand the various elements contained in the
financial statements. According to the Statement,
liabilities such as accounts payable, notes payable,
and salaries payable exist because the firm has an
unfulfilled obligation to some entity.
With regard to a company's pension plan, there
exists a present obligation to transfer assets to employees to the extent that the service on which the
benefits are based has already been rendered. The
probable future sacrifice of economic benefits results from the establishment of the plan and from
employee service specified, and therefore results
from past transactions. 1 3 If a firm has the option
of merely footnoting a liability, rather than recording it with other liabilities, the balance sheet
would be distorted and not comparable to those of
other firms. Some accountants claim that this is
precisely what happens with current pension accounting practices.
Opponents of this view argue that additional information on the company's pension obligation
would be just as useful if it were disclosed in the
footnotes rather than having it on the face of the
financial statements. Another argument advanced
is based on the idea that a company has a liability
when an employee has vested benefits under a
pension plan, but that the company has no liability to employees before the employees' benefits
vest. These critics also draw support from FAS 3
that says liabilities represent an obligation for future sacrifice as a result of past transactions, and
that it is probable a sacrifice will be made in the
future. It seems that both of these conditions are
satisfied when an employee is vested in his company's pension plan, because vested benefits must be
paid to the employee on some future date regardless of whether the employee continues working
for the employer. However, the two conditions are
not met before the employee is vested, precluding
the existence of a liability.
But the FASB counters this argument with the
going concern assumption. Because we assume in
absence of contradicting evidence, that the employer company is a going concern, then benefits
that are expected to vest are probable future sacrifices. The accumulated benefit obligation as defined in the exposure draft includes the actuarial
present value of vested and nonvested benefits.
The FASB feels that the actuarial measurement of
the obligation incorporates the probability that
some employees will terminate and forfeit non vested benefits. This should prevent the obligation
for future sacrifice from being overstated.
A `Minimum Liability'
The FASB exposure draft now being reviewed
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by management accountants requires the recognition of a liability for unfunded accured net periodic cost or the recognition of an asset for prepaid
net periodic cost. This is consistent with APB 8.
The additional liability results if the unfunded accumulated benefit obligation exceeds the unfunded accrued net periodic cost. That is, the accumulated benefit obligation exceeds the sum of the fair
value of plan assets plus the balance sheet accrual.
The exposure draft requires recognition of a minimum liability based upon the accumulated benefit
obligation. The accumulated benefit obligation is
measured based upon employees' history of service and compensation without an estimate of future compensation levels.
The additional liability is an actuarially computed number that includes assumptions and estimations regarding the future (i.e., total projected
years of service, turnover, etc.). The FASB has in
the past concluded that an asset or liability should
not be reported in the financial statements if the
amount cannot be reliably calculated. The FASB
believes that this number can be measured with
sufficient reliability to justify recognition. Unfunded accrued pension cost and net periodic pension cost also are based on actuarial assumptions.
Additionally, pension plan assets are considered
in the measurement of the pension benefit obligation. They are deducted as a contra - liability. It
has been contended that in order to be deducted
in this manner, they must be assets of the firm.
Assets are defined in FASB Concept 3 as "probable future economic benefits obtained or controlled by a particular entity as a result of past
transactions or events." An essential characteristic of an asset is the firm's ability to "obtain the
benefit and control others' access to it. "" Critics
of the use of plan assets in the measurement of the
pension obligation maintain that the plan assets
are not under the control of the firm. The assets
are controlled by the fund for the benefit of the
employees. But, it is the employer whose contributions to the plan are affected by the performance of the plan assets so it is the employer who
obtains the benefit.
The Controversy Continues
Some of the accountants who responded to the
FASB's Preliminary Views issued in 1983 took a
pragmatic approach on this issue. In their opinion, it is not practical to implement the proposals
of the FASB and list the pension obligation on the
balance sheet. They concluded that the additional
cost involved would exceed the benefits of improved financial reporting. Certainly the cost -versus -benefit issue should be considered.
The adherents to the pragmatic viewpoint believe we should continue following current principles because the recording of the liability will disMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

tort financial ratios, increasi ng th e ris k for
creditors and investors, Obtaining capital could
become more difficult, and it will be acquired only
at a higher cost.
Some accountants argue that the many estimates involved in arriving at the liability figure
make it difficult to verify and as a result not a useful financial measurement. Others believe that the
pension obligation is too subjective for the balance
sheet. 18 While most items in the balance sheet do
require estimations and predictions of the future,
a greater amount of estimation seems to be required to determine pension liability and the figure becomes less useful. More importantly, the
pragmatists fear that recording a liability on the
balance sheet will hurt American firms, especially
in the international market. But proponents of the
new approach strongly believe that the financial
community's confidence in financial statements
can only be in creas ed by mo re co mp l et e
information.
Although a pension liability does seem to exist,

the best method of accounting for it is a subject
that will continue to create much controversy,
The FASB believes that while its proposal represents an improvement in financial reporting, accounting for pension cost is still in a transitional
stage. It will be interesting to see if the FASB does
treat this proposed statement as an interim measure or decides that we need go no further with
this issue.
'Ernst & Whinny. "Employer,' Accounting for Pensions," Financial Reporting
Developments, May 1981, p. I.
'FASB, Exposure Draft. Proposed Statement of Financial Accounting Standards,
Employee' Accounting for Pensions. March 22, 1985, Summary.
'Accounting Principles Board Opinion No. 8. Accounting for the Cost
of Pension
Plans, New York, AICPA, 1966
`FAS 36, Disclosure of Pension Information. FASB, Stamford, Conn., 1980.
"APB 8, loc. cit, par. 1.
"FAS 36, loc. cit.
'APB 8, ikc cit., par. 18.
'APB 8, loc. cit..
"FASB
:FASB Exposure
loc, cit.. par.
Draft,
76."Employers Accounting for Pensions." loc. cit.. par. 139.
"T. S. Lucas and B. A. Hollowell, "Pension Accounting: The Liability Quesulton —Do Pension Obligations Belong on the Balance Sheet ?" Journal of Accountancy, AICPA, October 1981, p. 63.
"FASB Exposure Draft, Employers Accounting for Pensions, loc. cit .. par. 112.
"FASB, Preliminary Views of the Financial Accounting Stundurdr Board on Mujor
lzued Related to Employers Accounting for Pensions and Other Postemployment
Benefits FASB, 1983, p. 8.
"Financial Accounting Concepts Statement No. 3, la. cit.. par. 19.
"Ibid.
"Ernst & Whinncy, "Pension Accounting: FASB Views, E&W Disagrees," Ernst
& Whinney, 1983, p. 15.
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The Bottom Line
38-4-4

characteristics," "elements," and "objectives —
nonbusiness" were lengthy and sometimes spirited, and various views of numerous constituencies
were presented, reasonable speed in completing
the statements was maintained. Each statement
also was adopted unanimously.
Unfortunately, the Board ran into a snag with a
statement on "recognition" and "measurement,"
Although separate statements of "recognition"
and "measurement" were planned originally, they
were combined. In the Appendix to Statement of
Financial Accounting Concepts No. 5, the Board
described its dilemma:
"The once - separate projects on recognition
and on measurement were combined, principally because in the Board's view certain
recognition questions, which are among the
most important to be deal t wit h, are so
closely related to measurement issues that it
is not productive to discuss them separately.
For example, the question of whether the
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appropriate attribute to measure a particular
item is a past exchange price is not easily
separable from the question of whether or
when price changes should be recognized."
Many critics of the Board agreed that the separate discussions of recognition and measurement
were not productive, and, for awhile, others delighted in publicizing the "shocking" amount of
time alleged to have been wasted on the project.
Even though I regret that the Conceptual Framework is not finished, I disagree that the lengthy
airing given these subjects was total waste. Regardless of the Board's ultimate decision, it did
give a fair hearing to the various points of view.
Had it decided quickly on either historic cost or
one of the "value" methods as the measurement
concept and had it decided quickly that completed
transactions or something else should be the recognition concept, it would have increased rather
than diminished the accounting debate that has
raged for many years.
TO BE CONTINUED
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Accounting
Education
S.M. Hunt, Contributing Editor

Management Accounting Symposia Off to a Good Start
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can Appraisal Associates, and Scovill,
Inc., presented the cases and led the
discussions. Scheduled to make presentations at future symposia are representatives from IBM, J &J Ramada
Inns, and Monsanto.
For symposium purposes, a "case
study" is an actual problem or opportunity situation in a company's real
world environment. The situation may
be of a past, present, or future nature.
The company may have resolved the
situation —or may still be seeking alternative solutions. Either actual or
fictional company names, products,
people, and manufacturing processes
may be used. Some of the cases analyzed included:
• Production volumes, mixes, and
costs are constantly changing in
Company A. What does the controller report in order to satisfy the
needs of the general manager,
sales manager, and manufacturing
manager?
• At Company F, every manager is a
cost accounting expert (from his
own viewpoint). How should stanreconcile
dard costs be set that
the various opinions?
• The widow of the founder of Company H is selling out. How should
potential buyers determine reasonable valuations for all the various
tangible and intangible factors?
will

Each profit estimate for subsidiary K
is worse than the prior one! W hat
more should be done to get reliable
forecasts from this recent acquisition?
Or, when Company B's long -term contracts are finally completed, there are
often unpleasant "surprises." How
can these surprises be prevented?
A group of management accounting professors and practitioners recently convened in Houston to vigorously discuss these and other case
studies at the first in a series of four
symposia sponsored by NAA and the
management accounting section of
the American Accounting Association
(AAA).
The purpose of the newly launched
program is to encourage more interaction between the academic community and practicing management
accountants. Both the NAA and AAA
believe that in the past this lack of interaction has resulted in managerial
accounting curricula that may not be
ideal for educating management accountants, and research that is limited in both sc op e an d pract ical
application.
Reaction from participants was
positive and indicates that the objective of increased interaction between
th e two grou ps c ertain ly c an b e
achieved. Some of the professors
commented that "It was a great opportunity to get together with high -level financial officers, learn how they
use accounting information, and get
their perspectives on the profession."
Participating in the symposium
were professors from 32 colleges and
universities across the United States.
Executives from Borg - Warner, Ameri-

Participants recommended that the
following topics be discussed at future meetings: transfer pricing, budgeting and long -range planning, standards and performance reporting for
nonmanufacturing activities, manage-

ment evaluation, and the integration
of management accounting with MRP
and other approaches to inventory
management and scheduling.
NAA plans to publish some of the
cases developed for the program and
make them available for use in undergraduate and graduate management
accounting courses.
The next three symposia in this program are scheduled for Spring 1986,
Fall 1986, and Spring 1987. In time
there may be regional symposia to
supplement or to replace the national
symposia. Most of the costs of the
program are covered through corporate contributions. For more information on the program, please contact:
Dr. James Bulloch
Managing Director
Institute of Management Accounting
10 Paragon Drive
P.O. Box 405
Montvale, N.J. 07645 -0405
(201) 573 -6300
S.M. Hunt is an Executive with General Mills. He is currently on loan to
NAA.

AACSB Accredits
Accounting Programs
The American Assembly of Collegiate
Schools of Business (ASCSB) recently an n ou n c ed that 10 business
schools have achieved accreditation
of their accounting programs at the
various degree levels. To date, less
than 60 schools have received accred itat ion of their ac coun ting
programs.
In accounting accreditation, New
York University received program accreditation at all levels— master's of
accounting, master's of business administration with emphasis in accounting, and baccalaureate with
concentration in accounting. The University of Connecticut and the State
Univerity of New York at B uffalo
achieved accreditation of both baccalaureate with concentration in accounting and MBA with concentration
in accounting. Florida State University, James Madison University, and the
University of South Florida received
accreditation of their baccalaureate
► ► 65
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MAP
10❑ 1111.4
Allen H. Seed, III, of Arthur D. Little, chairman of the MAP Subcommittee on Statement Promulgation, led a
discussion among the symposium participants. Seemingly, almost every company present, using varying approaches,
has had to cope with the needs for inflation- adjusted data for internal purposes.
Many of the firms are involved in multinational operations in high or hyperinflationary environments. Some of these
firms take steps to remove the inflation
or a portion of the inflationary impact
from the performance evaluation mechanism corporate -wide, as well as from
the decision - making process at the local
management level. Allen Seed outlined
several approaches that are used in
adjustment:
1. Standard cost,
2. Variances,
3. Cash flow (Allen Seed's published
research in this area has been well
received and has been used as input
by the FASB in its evaluation of the
worki ng capital approach to the
funds statement),
4. Current cost of property, plant and
equipment,
5. Constant dollar, and
6. Leave things as they are (modified
historical).

distorted effect in the decision - making
pro cess if left unadjusted in its largely
histo rical fram ework.
Th e M A P Com m ittee and Subcom mittee o n Statem ent Prom ulgation is in-

159.59, quoted by Gary John Previts and Barbara Dubis Merino, A

of Accounting in America, Ronald❑Press❑—John❑Wiley &
terested in reaction to a prospective History
Sorts. Inc., New York, 1979, p. 196.
Minutes. 1919, p. 178, quoted by Previts and Merino.Histostatement on inflation- adjusted infor- 'AIA.
ry of Accounring, p. 196.
'U.S. Congress, House Committee onEnergyand Commerce. Submation for internal purposes and wel- committee on Oversight and Investigations, Nearing on SEC Oversight—Accounting, 99th❑Congress,❑Ist❑Sess„❑Febmtary❑20.❑1985.❑p.
co mes co mmen ts whi ch may b e ad - 107.
'Robert S. Kaplan, "Yesterday's Accounting Undermines Producdressed to Jon Schiff at NAA.
❑
tion.- Harvard Business Review (July-August 1984), p. 99.

Contributor. Dr. Jonathan Schiff, NAA
manager of Management Accounting
Practices, and associate professor, Pace
University.

Impact of Management
Accounting on GAAP
304-4
always at a cost for a difficult-to-measu re b en efit). However, I believe in part
th at perso n s who suggest this solution

It would seem also that variations of
the residual income approach are used
to attempt to adjust for inflation for the
performance evaluation objective. Jim
Burns of Arthur Andersen expressed a
very positive view toward the FMC approach, as well as toward the Seed approach, which focuses on the importan ce of th e fund s statemen t as t he
central, periodic reporting tool.
In closing remarks by Bernie Doyle,
the current chairman of the MAP Committee discussed some of the benefits derived in applying current cost to the decisio n- making en vi ro n men t . An
observation was made that interest in
inflation accounting has generally declined because of the low domestic inflation rates. However, the cumulative effect of even low inflation rates of 3% to

are treating only the symptoms of a
problem that is traceable to an environment beyond the total control of the
public accounting profession. Today,
some managements, as well as some of
their advisors, are especially aggressive
in finding ways to stretch or find loopholes in generally accepted accounting
principles. Even tho ugh U.S. courts
have been expanding the responsibilities
of the public accounting profession for
what at times seems to be the poor business judgment of certain managers (in
large part because of the ability of the
public accounting firms to pay monetary damages), the laws and practices of
the last 50 years still make it clear that
the financial statements are management's responsibility.
If few and flexible accounting standards are to be achieved in the United
States, there must be evenhanded enforcement by the SEC, effective self -regulation of the auditing profession, and,
most important, responsible financial
reporting by management that is not
self - serving. The National Association
of Accountants has taken significant
steps to enhance the education, professionalism, and ethical conduct of management accountants. That same sense
of professional responsibility must pervade corporate boardrooms if the effort
is to succeed.
❑

6% over a p erio d o f y ears m ay lead to a

'American Institute of Accountant,. "Report of the Special Com-
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mittee on Interest in Relation to Cum.- 1918 Year -Book of the
American Institute of Accountants AI[CP[A. New York, pp. I I0.
12, quoted by Stephen A. Zcff. "Some Junctures in she Evolution
of she Process of Establishing Accounting Principles in the U.S.A.:
I9l7 - 1972;' The Accounting Review, July 1984, p. 449.
'Ibid.. pp. 449 -50.
Minutes
a theNew
Annual
Mint•
'American
Instituteofofthe
Accountants,
Council. 1917,
AI[CPIA,
York,
pp.
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Pricing Bank Services
50-44
to the pricing decision. It is im perative
that th e m a rke t re a ct ion to a pricing
change be m onitored and the results recorded for future reference. For e xam ple, m easuring changes in activity, num -

ber of accounts, and average balances
frequently alters a banker's view of the
demand elasticity associated with many
pricing changes. This follow -up activity
al s o s ho u ld in clu d e an anal ys i s o f
waived changes to minimize unwarranted leakages from the anticipated fee revenue. And, though it may be humbling,
a report comparing the anticipated incremental fee revenue to the actual results (including a thorough analysis of
th e fact ors b eh i n d an y difference)
should be submitted to management after a reasonable time period.
As chairman of Michigan National
Bank's Pricing Committee, I have observed a positive evolutionary process in
management's perception of the pricing
effort. While detractors of a formalized
process argue that the market dictates
the price, I am convinced that the discipline of the program outlined leads to
well- conceived price increases congruen t t o th e o rgani zat i o n ' s st rat egi c
goals.
❑

NAA Can Now Be Reached
via Electronic Mail Service
NAA has become a subscriber to Western Union's Easylink Instant Mail Service. You can reach the NAA at our
Easylink mailbox #62872633 or on our
Easylink Telex number 5101000660.
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The Use of Temporary Accountants

said they hired temporaries for possible permanent employment, while 3%
responded it was to fill high turnover
positions. Only 1 % of the respondents used the services to replace
employees at a lower cost.
Areas in which temporary accountants have been used are shown in
the table on this page.
The types of agencies used most
frequently were: specialized accounting by 50 %, general temporary help
by 38 %, and data processing by 3 %.
Four percent indicated they use former employees, 3.5% use local colleges, and 2.5% use personal contacts instead of agencies.
Survey results show 57.5% of the
respondents use several providers
based upon availability and quality.
Only 2.5% draw up a contract with
one agency. Nine percent call an
agency when help is needed. Help
also is obtained through personal acquain tan ces, former emp loyees,
newspaper ads, and recruitment from
local universities.
Temporary accountants are in fact
part of a "minimum" staffing strategy
according to 55% of those surveyed.
The average duration of a temporary ac c ou n t an t 's s t ay was on e

Bookkeeping (payables, receivables)
General Accounting
Cost Accounting
Financial Analysis
Controller
Data Processing

Sp

Professional

Clerical

12%
36%
14.5%
13%
2%
8%

58%
22.5%
9%
6.5%
—

In March, a mail survey probing the
use of accountants on a temporary
basis was sent to a random sample of
2,000 NAA members holding a controller's position. We wanted to determine how, when, and why temporary
help is needed and contracted. Slightly more than a 29% response rate
was received -585 total responses.
Of those responding, 42.5% indicated
they have used the services of an accountant on a temporary basis.
Of this 42.5 %, 28.5% use temporary accountants annually, 6.5%
semiannually, 9% quarterly, and
5.5% on a weekly or monthly basis,
while 26.5% contract accountants as
needed. Six percent have used their
services only once.
Temporary services were contracted for several reasons. Forty -one (41)
percent indicated the need to fill unexpected or short -term vacancies
(s uc h as vacat ions or m at ern it y
leaves). Half of the respondents said
temporary help was necessary to assist in the completion of planned, extended tasks or projects. Forty percent contracted the extra help in
order to supplement the work force
during temporary or seasonal upswings in workloads. Twelve percent

14%

month, as indicated by 42% of those
surveyed. Other recorded responses
inc lud ed: one week (22 %), six
months (15 %), three months (10 %),
two months (2 %), and one year (2 %).
Asked about work performance,
52% felt that temporary accountants
were equally productive, and most
controllers responding to the survey
were satisfied with the accountant's
performance level. For the jobs assigned, 60% rated the temporary accountant as "qualified," 29% said
"somewhat qualified," 4% "under qualified," and 7% "overqualified."
Forty -five percent indicated they
had hired a temporary accountant as
a permanent employee. The temporary's work performance was rated:
Excellent (48 %), Good (50 %), Fair
(1 %), and Poor (1 %).
Jus t h ow im portan t is rat e p er
hour? Eleven percent say very important, 67% say important, and 22%
say not important. Indeed, hiring an
accountant from a temporary -help
firm is less expensive than seeking
assistance from an outside auditing
firm according to 48 %. However, 8%
noted outside auditors were more
knowledgeable.
Only 26% expressed a concern
with the possibility that a temporary
worker may be privy to proprietary information. Measures to emphasize
and caution employees on the importance of confidentiality are undertaken. Limited access to confidential in
formation also is enforced.
Rated the number one problem
with temporary accountants was the
great amount of training time necessary to orient them.
There are advantages to using temporary accountants. First, it is probably the best way to handle seasonal
work load increases, reducing the
amount of overtime permanent employees must work. Temporaries also
provide the opportunity to appraise
work performance, measure productivity, and see how well an individual
will "fit" into your organization before
hiring permanently. The final advantage: temporaries can be hired to meet
specific business needs and then let
go with no impact on employee morale, or effect on fringe benefit cost,
such as unemployment insurance. C.
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The Software Industry View

FASB
Hearings on
Software
Accounting

: _ 7c

By Robert W. McGee
The Financial Accounting Standards
Board held a public hearing on its Exposure Draft, "Acco u nt i ng Fo r t h e
Cost s o f C omp uter So ftware To Be
Sold, Leased or Otherwise Marketed,"
at the Waldorf Astoria Hotel in New
York City May 2 and 3. More than 30
individuals, representing various segments of the software industry, and
public and private accounting testified
at the hearing.
One of the basic issues discussed was
whether computer software costs should
be treated like assets, capitalized, and
placed on the balance sheet, or whether
these costs more closely represent expenses, which belong on the income
statemen t. Th os e favo ri ng exp en se
treatment argued that the useful life of
software is difficult to predict and is
short in any event, and should be expensed in order to be consistent with
prevailing industry practice. Another
argument was that the costs involved
are immaterial or difficult to measure,
and should be expensed for reasons of
expediency. Some expense proponents
viewed software expenditures as research and development.
Those favoring capitalization viewed
software as an asset and argued that the
matching concept would be violated unless software expenditures were amortized over their expected useful life.
Capitalization was seen to be conceptually more in keeping with reality, and
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the prevailing industry practice of expensing software costs was held to be an
incorrect treatment of an expenditure
that has all the attributes of an asset.
Three Options
Those who testified generally chose
one of the following three accounting
treatments for software expenditures:
1. Expense all software costs. This view
is in keeping with current prevailing
practice, and is the view espoused by
the American Electronics Assn. and
the Financial Analysts Federation.
2. Capitalize coding and testing costs
and expense detail design expenditures, which are viewed as research
and development costs. This view is
espoused by the FASB in its Exposure Draft.
3. Capitalize coding, testing, and detail
design costs. This view is held by the
Acco unti ng S tan dard s Ex ecut ive
Committee of the AICPA, the Association of Data Processing Service
Organizations (ADAPSD), and the
National Association of Accountants.
Of those testifying at the hearing,
about one -third favored expensing all
software costs and two - thirds preferred
some form of capitalization. More than
80% of those testifying opposed the Exposure Draft position, either because
they favored expensing or because they
thought detail design costs should also
be capitalized.

Various segments of the software industry were well represented. In one of
the more dynamic presentations of the
first day of t estimony, Lawrence J.
Schoenberg, chairman of AGS Computers and chairman of the Financial Practices Committee of ADAPSD, argued in
favor of capitalizing coding, testing, and
detail design costs. ADAPSO represents
more than 750 companies in various
segments of the software industry, including eight of the top 10 independent
software companies, and was one of the
early proponents of a standard on software accounting. He stated that this approach is conceptually sound and increases period -to- period comparability.
Citing an NAA study, he also mentioned that inability to capitalize software reduces a company's ability to obtain debt.
MSA, Inc., one of the world's leading
independent suppliers of applications
software packages, also testified in favor
of capitalizing coding, testing, and detail design costs. Because of the predominant industry practice of expensing
software const ruction costs, it was
pointed out that the current earnings of
many software companies are penalized,
because construction costs in the current year often result in revenue in future years. MSA disagreed with the
FASB's classification of detail design
costs as research and development activi ty. Detail pro gram design was
viewed as part of the implementation of
a product plan and not an actual planning activity. It also proposed that the
capitali zation of cons tructio n costs
should cease and the amortization of
such costs should begin when the product is deliverable rather than, as the Exposure Draft proposes, when the product is available to be sold, leased, or
otherwise marketed.
Although many of the software companies favored capitalizing coding, testing, and detail design costs, a few favored the FASB position, except for
some minor issues. One such company
was IBM, which believed the FASB
should not be specific in defining a
method of amortization. The proposed
method is too rigid and difficult to administer and does not provide a reasonable matching of revenues and expenses.
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According to the IBM definition, coding and testing involves producing program instructions to carry out the requ iremen ts des cri bed i n t he det ai l
program design and the verification of
the program instructions.
A subst antial number of so ftware
company representatives oppose any
capitalization of software costs. One of
the more vocal opponents of capitalization is the American Electronics Assn.,
which represents more than 2,700 companies encompassing all segments of the
electronics industry. The AEA took the
position that all software development
costs, including the costs of developing
a product master, should be expensed as
incurred in accordance with FAS 2 on
research and development. One reason
for this position is that, in its view, the
software development process is very
similar to other product development
processes. Also, the risk and uncertainty of software development is similar to
other types of product development and
the proposed benefits of the Exposure
Draft are outweighed by the costs of implementation. Furthermore, application
of the Exposure Draft would entail subjective and inconsistent judgments, resulting in financial statements with reduced credibility and usefulness. It is
interesting to note that the AEA and
ADAPSO, while claiming to represent
the same constituency, have positions
that are diametrically opposed.
Hewlett Packard Co., which also favored expensing all software costs, expressed concern that the FASB was not
fully aware of the underlying business
and economic realities of the software
issue. H -P suggests that the Exposure
Draft creates an artificial distinction
which would result in the capitalization
of highly speculative or "soft" costs on
the balance sheet. Deferring the recognition of coding and testing costs would
not provide meaningful information to
statement users because the recoverability of the development costs of a project
is uncertain and unverifiable, and capitalization and amortization would be
applied inconsistently.
Lotus Develo pment Corp., which
went from a start -up operation to a
$100- million company in two years, also
favored expensing all software costs.
Lotus felt that the proposed standard
would not represent the best interests of
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the software industry or the investor
community because comparability and
consistency of financial information
among software companies would be
adversely affected and the requirements
surrounding recoverability of capitalized costs and risks are very subjective.
Furthermore, the industry would incur
significant costs to implement the proposed standard.
Accounting Profession Split
The views of the accounting profes-

tivity. If detail program design activity
is necessary to establish technological
feasibility, its costs should be charged to
research and development as incurred;
if it is not, its costs should be capitalized
if the recoverability criteria are met.
Francis J. O'Brien, testifying for Arthur Young & Co., supported the thrust
of the proposed statement, but stated
that a significant portion of the costs of
detail program design are capitalizable,
and urged the Board to change its conclusion on that point. He stated that the

MAP Committee Chairman Bernard Doyle (l) and Allen H. Seed, 111, chairman of the Subcommittee on Statement Promulgation, testi fy for NAA.

sion also were mixed. The Accounting
Standards Executive Committee (AcSEC) of the AICPA published an Issues
Paper calling for the capitalization of
detail design, coding, and testing costs,
a view that is somewhat at odds with
the proposed statement. AcSEC agreed
with the FASB Exposure Draft treatment of recoverability and amortizatio n, and co ncu rred with th e F ASB
view that purchased software to be sold,
leased, or otherwise marketed should be
capitalized on the same basis as software produced internally. AcSEC was
of the opinion that detail program design costs should be capitalized if recoverability has been established, and disagreed wi t h t h e F AS B 's t en t at i ve
conclusion that detail program design is
similar to the research and development
activity described in FAS 2. Detail program design was viewed as a lower -level
programming activity and as an implementation, rather than a planning, ac-

decision as to whether software activiti es are research an d devel op men t
should be made by determining the objective of the activities. Based on his
firm's experience, in most cases detail
program design is part of the implementation and p roduct ion of a software
product, not a "design" activity as the
term is generally used in FAS 2.
Bernard Do yle, MAP C ommi t tee
chairman and manager —corporate accounting services for General Electric,
testified for NAA as did Allen H. Seed,
III, chairman of the MAP Subcommittee on Statement Promulgation and senior consultant for Arthur D. Little,
Inc. While stating that detail design,
coding, and testing costs of software intended for sale or lease should be capitalized, NAA held that the FASB statement al s o s ho ul d ad dress s o ft ware
intended for internal use, because there
is currently no standard that addresses
this very important topic.
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On M arch 7, 1985, NAA sent the
FASB its Issues Paper, "Accounting for
Software Used Internally," which outlines NAA's position. This paper was
based o n a su rvey p ubl ish ed by the
NAA as a three - volume series in 1984.*
On the strength of this research, the
NAA concluded that the process and
types of costs incurred for developing
software are similar for both internal
use and for sale or lease. Certain costs
are essentially research and development while others are not. If a company

However, enhancements of existing successful products are more likely to satisfy the capitalization criteria. Capitalization should not be precluded in those
few circumstances in which a company
is able to demonstrate recoverability of
a new product.
The Financial Executives Institute
supported the Exposure Draft, with minor exceptions, believing that the proposed standard would have a positive
effect on the industry and the users of
financial statements and would be broad

would qualify for capitalization under
the proposed standard. Although this
change could potentially have a very
positive effect on earnings, the potential
effect cannot be quantified because of
the lingering ambiguity over what type
of software development should be considered recoverable.
Morgan Stanley also favored expensing all software costs because adoption
of the proposed standard would result
in a greater divergence i n practices.
Capitalization of software costs also
conflicts with current tax law treatment
in Morgan Stanley's opinion. Finally,
the practical value of applying the proposed standard is questionable, and the
costs associated with its implementation
were thought to far outweigh the benefits to be gained.
Software User Company Views

FASB members listen intently: 1. -r., Raymond C. Lauver, Robert T. Sprouse,
and Donald J. Kirk, Board chairman.
intends to develop software to establish
a better accounting system, the process
is likely to be similar to developing a
package for its customers.
Several accounting firms that testified
either agreed with the basic FASB position or favored expensing all software
costs. Price Waterhouse testified that
costs incurred after the detail program
design stage should be eligible for capitalization, whereas all costs incurred
prior thereto should be expensed. Touche Ross & Co. supported the conceptual foundation for the Board's requirements for accounting for the
development and production of software but expressed concerns about the
difficulty of determining the recoverability of the costs of developing most
new computer products to justify capitalization. It believes that, because of
market uncertainty, the application of
the FASB criteria would result in expensing the costs of most new computer
software products now in development.
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enough to recognize the diversity that
exists in the industry.
The Financial Analysts' View

Only two software user companies
testified at the hearings. ITT, a company which uses and also sells software,
testified in favor of capitalizing coding,
tes ti ng, and d etail p rogram des ign.
Tests of recoverability and feasibility
were thought to be considered and decided before the detail design phase of
the software construction process. General Motors found the exposure draft to
be acceptable as written.
If one statement can be made about
the hearings, it would be that consensus
was not achieved. Members of the software industry cannot agree on which
method best accounts for software construction costs. Some favor expensing
while others favor some form of capitalization. The accounting profession and
financial analysts also are split. Although only two software user companies testified at the hearings, their comments reveal that they are also split.
Whatever method is chosen, a substantial number of software companies, accountants, financial analysts, and software users will be dissatisfied.
❑

Several representatives of the financial analyst community also testified.
The views expressed by these representatives were every bit as diverse as those
expressed by the software industry and
accountants. Paine Webber Mitchell
Hutchins, Inc., favored capitalization,
first, because it is the correct approach
to take, and, second, because the asset
value of software is not currently being
reflected in today's stock prices. A third
reason was that, as a result of discussion
with clients, it was perceived that finan- *The three - volume research conducted
cial statement readers can understand by the National Association of Accounand support capitalization once the hys- tants is available from the Special Order
teria has been stripped away.
Department. Each volume can be orHambrecht & Quist testified in oppo- dered separately. The volumes are: Acsition to the Exposure Draft. According counting for Software Costs, Software
to the firm's estimate, nearly 50% of Taxation, and The Effects of Software
what is now classified by software com- Accounting Policies on Bank Lending
panies as research and development Decisions and Stock Price.
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Computers
and
Accounting
Alfred M. King, Editor

The software includes several search functions that enable the operator to locate a specific character, word, or phrase without scanning each page of text. The search and replace
command allows the operator to replace a
word with another word throughout the text
wherever it appears. Text may be highlighted
using upper case lett ers, underlinin g, or
embolding.
Information regarding the LEX -11 software
package can be obtained by writing to EEC
Systems, Inc., Millbrook Park, 327/E Boston
Post Road, Sudbury, Mass. 01776, or by calling
(617) 443 - 5106/6376.
Robert W. McGee

Value Screen Is a Useful Tool
LEX -11 Word Processing Software
LEX -11 word processing software is a comprehensive software system. The package includes one diskette, a one - volume user manual, a mini - reference manu al, and a
quick- reference card. Free telephone support
also is available for 30 days after installation.
Additional telephone support is available for a
fee. Users also may subscribe to a LEX -11 users group newsletter. We tested the LEX system on a DEC Rainbow computer.
Anyone who attempts to use this software
without the benefit of a training session must
begin by working through the training exercises
in Appendix A of the user manual, which takes
about 45 minutes. Failure to do so will lead to
extreme frustration, even for someone who is
familiar with other word processing systems.
The user manual and mini - reference manual
leave much to be desired, but most of this deficiency can be overcome by working through
the training exercises first.
Setting up margins or a double spacing format becomes simple once learned, but learning
how to perform these functions is made difficult
by the manual's lack of readily accessible instructions. The instructions are there, but finding them is a problem, and the index does not
help. For example, someone who wants to
know how to double space would probably look
at the index caption "spacing" or "double
spacing." However, instructions for spacing will
not be found under either of these captions.
In spite of these deficiencies, LEX -11 is a
fairly comprehensive word processing package. Once the nuances of the system are
learned, any competent typist will be able to
use the product effectively.
The cut - and -paste function allows the operator to move blocks of text from one place to another or even to another document.
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Value Screen, Release 2.1, includes data prepared by the Value Line Organization on more
than 1,600 companies which reflect more than
95% of the trading activity on all U.S. exchanges. For each company, 32 investment criteria are available for the user to peruse to be
able to make informed investment analyses.
No communications link -up is necessary as this
extensive database is included in the package.
Value Screen can be a useful tool to the financial planner, portfolio manager, or private
investor. It enables the user to create and analyze portfolios and formulate reports on individual stocks as well. It also is a valuable research
tool with an extensive database of updated
common stock and company information.
Value Screen can employ many commonly
used variables to help design an investment
strategy and evaluate stock performance.
These variables include rankings by timeliness
and safety, debt /capital ratio, dividend growth,
and the recently maligned Beta factor. Other
statistical approaches are employed in this
package, but their use should be tempered by
an understanding of the limitations of statistical
applications that are not addressed by this
program.
This software program has been written for
most popular personal computer hardware including Apple II, 11 +, Ile, or IBM PC or compatibles with a minimum of two disk drives, 160K
each, or one double -sided drive, 320K. A printer should be used as an output device with this
program along with a video screen.
The best news is that Value Screen is relatively easy to use. The program dispenses with
computer jargon, is accompanied by a clear,
understandable guide, and should be usable after a brief orientation period.
Dr. J.B. Schiff
NAA Staff and Pace University
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Opinion
6-4 A
objective all of us can applaud.
But how do the President's proposals
jibe with Iacocca's call for a national industrial policy to keep our industries
healthy and to prevent them from being
kidnapped to someplace offshore? Not
too well, I'm afraid. Repeal of the investment tax credit, apparently lower
depreciation allowances, and expiration
of tax credits for rehabilitation of buildings and for energy conservation modifications are just three of the proposals
which will adversely affect industrial
development and impede this aspect of
any national industrial policy. There are
probably others but the tax article in today's Times is five pages long and I
haven't read it all yet.
Forty years ago, the United States
was literally supplying the world with
everything from bread to bombers, from
trucks t o tanks , from j ello to jeeps.
Those of us who served overseas during
World War II k no w t hi s t o b e tru e.
American goods and American equipment were literally everywhere. Can we
even supply ourselves today? Much of
this wealth originated in what was then
proudly kno wn as t he Heart land of
America, that great section of the country between the Appalachians and the
Rockies. Now we hear another term for
the area —a poor term, in my opinion,
because it implies a defeatist attitude we
shouldn't recognize. It's been called the
"rustbelt "!
Maybe it's time we as accountants
and as NAA should get more involved
with public policy— whether it be tax
policy, industrial policy, or whatever.
The CEOs whom we have interviewed
have said accountants were too passive —more interested in the numbers
than the people and the issues. Could
they be right? I hope not.

return that establishes the amount of
the payment and the name and address
of the payee. , .. There is a little known
tax incentive available to businesses that
remove architectural barriers to the disabled. Companies can deduct up to
$35,000 per taxable year. For further information, contact the Eastern Paralyzed Veterans Association at (212)
686 -6770.
C

Accounting
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IBM PC.XT /AT Bar Code
Data Collection System

Application

Education

Collect attendance, labor and material cost
data quickly and accurately with the DCSI
58-44
Data Collection System. Bar code wandwith concentration in accounting and ing stations allow workers to easily enter
master's of accounting programs. Le- data on:
high University, Villanova University,
• Direct/Indirect Labor
• Time/Attendance
and the School of Business and Accoun• Production Counts
tan cy at Wake Forest Un i vers i t y
• Inventory Receipts and Issues
achieved accreditation of their bacca• Material Movement
laureate with concentration in accountThe data is edited, stored, passed to your
ing programs. The University of Ne- host and is available for up -to -the minute
braska at Lincoln received accreditation status inquiries. The data is processed
of its master's of accounting program.
to reconcile labor to attendance time and
The AACSB is the professional orga- is prepared foryour payroll, shop floor
nization and accrediting agency for col- control and inventory applications.
legiate business education in the U.S. In
order to be accredited by the organiza- Bar Code
tion, a scho ol's account ing program Bar Code provides a superior method for
must meet a wide range of quality stan- collecting shop floor data. Easy -to -do
dards in the areas of curriculum, faculty wanding is fast, accurate and readily
accepted by workers. Affordable wanding
resources and qualifications, admis- stations can be placed near the workers to
sions, degree requirements, library and minimize lines and unnecessary steps.
co mp u t er facilities, and fin ancial
resources.
O The System
DCSI supplies the complete system, takes
full responsibility and guarantees its
success. The best hardware by IBM,
INTERMEC, and PRINTRONIX can be
configured for up to 300 wanding stations.
The powerful DCSI software allows you to
define the transactions to be collected
without custom programming. Data is
passed to the host by on -line communication or batch file transfer.
DCSI will configure a system and assist
you in tailoring the software to meet your
specific needs. DCSI provides on -site
installation assistance and user training.
For more information on how you can
benefit from bar code data collection and
implement your system in weeks, call
or write:

Taxes
12-4 4
course of a trade or business or business
of rent, salaries, wages, premiums, annuities, compensation, remuneration, or
other fixed or determinable gains of
$600 or more must file an information

CostAccounting
andPayroll
Support

F i`11
"
O
Data Collection Systems. Inc.
: ) G'
They're pretty serious about
meeting your budget here. "

5500 France Pvenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota SSLI35
16121 922 -695 4
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In the Library
The books listed in this section are available from the NAA library. NAA will attempt to review all commercially published books written by NAA members.
Names with asteri sks ind icate NAA
members. If you have a book which has
been published recently or is about to be
published, ask the publisher to send a review copy to Miriam Redrick at the NAA
office. Members may borrow books for a
two -week loan period by mail, telephone
or in person visit. Address Ms. Miriam
Red rick, Manager, Library Services,
NAA, 10 Paragon Drive, P.O. Box 433,
Montvale, N.J. 07645 - 2011573 -6235.

terview Takes as Much Skill as Giving
the Right Answers."
"The Greates t Strength of Some Job
Candidates Is Their Ability to Impress
the People Who Interview Them."
"A Bad Reference Is as Hard to Find as
a Good Employee."
"The Fear of Firing Causes Firms to
Keep Unsatisfactory Employees Who
Might Do Better Elsewhere."
There are few jobs that every accountant does, but in the course of a career
every accountant is interviewed —and
most of them end up acting as interviewer. Robert Half, well -known to
members of the Association, brings his
many years of experience to bear and
delivers one of the most readable and
most useful books we have seen.
Whether it is specific information on
what types of questions to ask in an interview or the legal hazards in asking
questions regarding age, sex, or finan-

.

Robert Half on Hiring
Robert Half', Crown Publishers Inc.,
One Park Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016,
1985, 236 PP. — "Credentials Are not the
Same as Accomplishments."
"A Resume Is a Balance Sheet Without
any Liabilities."
"Asking the Right Questions in an In-

Miriam Redrick and Stan Stec, Editors
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Reliable:
Inventory
Service

Washington Inventory Service
conducts inventories just tlt
way you like without disruptin

your day -to-d a y o p e rat i o n s .
With more than 100 o

iationwide and over 30 y
,. experience, WIS gives you
personalized service.
Call Stan Vogelsang (619

461 -8111 or write 7'15t?EI Cajo
Boulevard, San Diego, C

I
WASMUTON INVENTORY
Si nc e "
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"'

cial affairs, this book is aimed at practitioners. If you have an important job to
be filled, get this book and read it. In
three hours or less you can improve
your hiring ability.
If you are applying for a job, get this
book and read it. In three hours or less
you can enhance your chances of being
hired.
The following three examples of the
way the book is written show how the
author uses anecdotes to illustrate key
points. In describing how a "help wanted" ad should be worded truthfully, Mr.
Half states:
"I k n o w o f an o t h er s i t u at i o n i n
wh i ch a co mp a n y in cl ud ed the
phrase `light travel' among the list of
functions in its ad. The jo b, as it
turn ed o ut, cal led for very heavy
travel, and when the man who eventually took the job was fired because
he didn't want to travel that much,
he threatened to sue and was prepared to use the ad to back up his
case. The company was forced to settle." [page 53]
Wit h regard to t he imp ortan ce of
good interviewing techniques, Mr. Half
relates:
"I can remember o ne comp an y in
particular in which a candidate for
the VP of finance job called me to
tell me that he'd had a miserable initial interview experience with an insolent assistant in the personnel dep ar t me n t an d th at he had no
intention of going back to the company for subsequent interviews. Fortunately, I was able to persuade this
person not to judge a company by
one employee. Five years later the
candidate became the president of
that company." [page 78]
With regard to checking references:
"Worse, I know one corporate president who becomes automatically suspicious when a candidate's current
company gives too glowing a reference. This theory: the better the refMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985

Excellent Organizations: How to
Develop and Manage Them Using
Theory Z

James Lewis, Jr., J.L. Wilkerson Publishing Co., Ltd., 731 Franklin St.,
Westbury, N. Y. 11950, 1985, 300 pp.—
"M an y American s rel ate Th eo ry Z
strictly to the Japanese and regard it as
warily as they do a new Sushi restaurant... " For those readers not familiar
with it, Theory Z is an extension of Theory Y and suggests that management is
responsible for organizing the components of the organization, not only in
the interest of economic needs but social
needs as well. High quality and productivity will be realized only if management and workers are concerned with
and attentive to "the whole person."
Employees constantly should be provided with opportunities for growth so they
can assume responsibility for achieving
organizational growth. Finally, management should create a support system
composed of "caring, trust, and intimacy, which are vital to the achievement
of both pers onal and organizational
goals."
The author's objective is to provide a
usable book on how to implement the
concepts of Theory Z. This book is well
written and would be a useful guide.

Concise Desk Book of Business Finance

Second Edition, Donald W. Moffat,
Prentice -Hall, Inc., Englewood Cliffs,

N.J. 07632, 1984, 382 pp.—This reference work defines some 2,000 financial
terms . M an y of th e terms woul d be
thoroughly familiar to readers of this
magazine, such as "Dow Jones averages" or "invoice." Other terms, such as
"kiting," "most favored nation clause,"
or "life estate," may seem familiar, but
many of us may be unsure of the exact
meaning. This volume is more than a
dictionary but less than an encyclopedia. Perhaps the title "desk book" is an
accurate description. It's a good reference work for financial managers.

AMK
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changing
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The job you can get is
only as good as the
resume you've got (the
difference between being
hot or not).
There's a good chance
we can package you better, present you best.
The difference between a job and a career
could begin here.
In Accounting, Finance
or Banking (our people
are professionals from
the field in which we
place you, well known
and knowledgeable).
Meet with Su ccess.
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Alfred M. King
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In addition to his personal experiences and numerous anecdotes, a significant underpinning for the book rests on
a major market res earch project Mr.
Half commissioned from Burke Marketing Research. The results are based on a
10% sample of personnel directors and
top management of the Fortune 1,000
companies. As an example of the data
developed, the Burke Study "showed
that top management gives candid references to friends only 67 percent of the
time, which means that one out of every
three references from a friend in top
management could be less than candid."
The author was a featured speaker at
the NAA Controllers' Conference in
1984, and the audience recognized his
presentation as one of the finest given.
This book maintains, and will improve
on, Mr. Half's fine NAA background.

One of the strengths of the book is a
good annotated bibliography. In addition, there is a useful summary of the
author's points at the end of each chapter. All of this information, combined
with good graphics, usable forms, and a
hands -on approach, should make this
volume helpful to readers managers.

=a=

erence the more anxious the company is to get rid of the employee."
[page 147]
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esteemed organization.
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the Wichita Chapter of NAA, the Kansas Society of CPAs, and School of
Accountancy fac ulty members at
Wichita State University reports respondents' feelings.
No. 5252, 16 pp.

valuation method is presented in this
article. According to the author, accountants should resist LIFO on the
grounds that it fails to comply with the
objectives of financial reporting.
No. 5365, 11 pp.

Inventory Management

Making That LIFO Inventory Decision
By Raymond B. Jordan

Stifle LIFO
Financial Reporting

By Patricia A, Timassey

The case against the LIFO inventory
Disclosure and Analysis
of Uncertainties
By Donald F, Putnam

The author discusses certain criteria
that should be used in determining
whether disclosure or nondisclosure
of events is appropriate. He advises
that after preparing the fin ancial
statements using these criteria, the
report preparer and others including
auditors, re- evaluate the financial
statements to determine whether the
disclosures made are sufficient after
considering the environment.
No. 4729, 10 pp.
Financial Statement: Crucial Factor
For Emerging Business
By Harry I., Casari

Practical advice on how growing companies can best present their financial
statement and enhance their position
for attracting equity capital is offered.
No. 4385, 5 pp.
Accountants Know Little about the
Conceptual Framework Projects:
Results of a Survey
By Michael W. Hofmann

The accounting profession has attempted for many years to develop a
conceptual framework, and even now
the Financial Accounting Standards
Board (FASB) is contemplating re -exposure of a draft proposing amendments to the Statements of Financial
Accounting Concepts to apply them
to nonbusiness organizations. This article reports the results of a survey
conducted to determine how professionals feel about the conceptual
framework project and what they
know about the concepts. A survey of
68

Faced with runaway inflation, tight
money, and high interest rates, many
companies are reconsidering their in-

1. INPUTCHALLENGE
Add a chart of account codes out of
sequence with others,

2,PROCESSING CHALLENGE 3.OUTPUTCHALLENGE
Convert from calendar to weekend- The CEO demands anaccurate,miding reports for a fiscal period.
month, financial statement, today.

"Sure! Givemea davorso.When
didyousay you neidedit ?"

"it's possible.Givemeater,weeks.
Are youreallvsme vuu want to
do that ?"

'Forget it. Not in this lifetime.
Unless youwantto re -writethe
wholesystem."
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It's simple, too. Learn one application module and you can use
them all. So the next time you have to ask a programmer to do something for you, call SYSGEN. Ask "How would THE 38 /ACCOUNTANT
allow me to do this myself ?" W611 describe the steps and the time
THE 38 /ACCOUNTANT would take.
Discover how THE 3 8 /ACCOUNTANT is
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the shortest distance between an accountant
and the bottomline.
EXCLUSIVE FEATURES
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• 10 fully integrated modules for comprehensive
accounting.
• Installation in 20 work days or less.
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delivery.
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ventory valuation methods. Accounting experts recommend that in periods of rising prices, companies adopt
a method known as the LIFO or last in, first -out method. This article describes LIFO and the advantages it
offers.
No. 4668, 19 pp.

Professional Development
Remember Training,
It Produces Results
By Susan V. Crosson and Karen VanValkenburgh

The authors surveyed accounting
managers at S & A Restaurant Corp.
to find out what professional and
managerial skills are most important
in their work. A list of valued managerial abilities was collected and used in
the preparation of the company's formal training program. The article emphasizes the importance of training
accounting professionals in the art of
managing and developing people.
No. 5388, 8 pp.

Performance Measurement
Reporting, and Control
Direct Costing for External
Financial Reporting—
Myths & Realities
By Neil Novins

The efforts to establish direct costing
for pu blic report ing is one of the
sharpest disputes ever fought in the
normally discreet pages of accounting
literature. It is an attack against one
of the firmly established principles of
professional practice. More specifically, it is an attack against the conventional absorption or full cost method
of income measurement and inventory valuation. This article examines
both methods in the light of conformance with generally accepted accounting theory and current practice.
No. 5075, 15 pp.

ing statistics that will enable managers and foremen to take appropriate
and timely action.
No. 5053, 26 pp.
Replacement Cost Accounting
By J. Fred O'Connell

The author, a manager in the cost accounting department of a textile manufacturer, describes the merits of replacement cost accounting for financial statements. He provides several
methods for calculating replacement
value and advises that replacement
costs should be based on current value rather than on purchase price.
No. 5314, 10 pp.

Taxes
Deferred Taxes: Do They Smooth
and Deflate?
By Susan W. Long and Steven E. Bolten

Based on a study of annual reports
from 40 Fortune 100 companies, this
article explains why the deferral method does not "unlump" taxes, smooth,
nor deflate reported profitability measures to sufficiently compensate for
the overstatement associated with
historical cost accounting techniques.
According to the authors, the anticipated smoothing of earnings occurred
in only one out of the 40 companies
studied. They recommend discontinuing the deferral method for taxes.
No. 5005, 9 pp.
Planning Under the Alternative
Minimum Tax
By Robert J. Balopole

The provisions of the present alterna-

tive minimum tax (AMT) rules are explained in this article. Also presented
are basic tax planning techniques as
well as several methods for employing those techniques. The author
shows how planning under the AMT is
completely opposite from regular tax
planning and what steps to take to
avoid the AMT.
No. 5251, 19 pp.
Controversy on Income Tax Accounting
By April Carnevale

Currently, the most important and difficult questions in corporate accounting for income taxes arise from the
differences in reporting for income tax
as opposed to financial statement
purposes. This article explains these
differences and the methods of accounting for each of them. Also covered are the requirements that have
been established by Accounting Principles Board Opinion 11.
No. 5422, 17 pp.

Quantitative Analysis
An Introduction to Matrix Operations
By Professor Yow -Min R. Lee

Applications of matrix operations in
accounting have been growing rapidly
with the increasing use of computers
for data processing. This article explains basic matrix operations that
can be used to solve various accounting problems_ Each matrix operation
is introduced through the use of examples, and the mathematical concepts and rules of manipulation also
are explained.
No. 5362, 15 pp.
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Aggressive Manufacturing I,oss
Control
By Raymund B. Jordan

This article proposes a plan for establishing an aggressive cost control program in the area of manufacturing
losses. The author notes how cost
accounting can play a more active
role in the control of losses, by providMANAGEMENT ACCOUNTING /JULY 1985
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People in the News
Promotions and New Positions
Michael R. Katz, Boston, is now corporate controller with Spaulding & Stye
Co., in Burlington.
Steven L. Tin sl ey and Mil ton G.
Crowell, Charlotte Blue, have joined
with Robert E. Terry in t he fi rm of
Tinsley, Crowell, Terry & Co., CPAs.
Mr. Tinsley is a member of the Charlotte Gold Chapter.

Medlin has been promoted to senior
vice president of South Carolina National Bank.

John Van Schaften, Raritan Valley, has
been promoted to manager of operational finance with Schering- Plough.

J ack S i l as , Los Angeles, has been
named the executive director of Manatt,
Phelps, Rothenberg & Tunney law firm.

Bob Creighton, Richmond Jackson, is
now manager of internal audit for First
Virginia Banks.

Dean C. Lockwood, Minneapolis Viking, has been named accounting manager fo r t h e Del t a Dent al P lan of
Minnesota.

Paul J. Fitzgerald, San Antonio, has
joined Gill Savings as vice president and
director of commercial loan review in
the real est ate d ivisio n.... Nancy G.
Thoss is now accounting manager for
the Southwestern Division of Subaru.

Michael P. McInerney, Detroit, past
president, was promoted to vice president, business development for Triton
Energy Corp.

Leo F. Nollmeyer, Montgomery - Prince
Georges, past president, was promoted
to secretary and treasurer of Rockville
Crushed Stone.

R. Lee Brummet, Durham Area, past
national president, 1980 -81, has been
named director of the new Master of
Accounting Program at the University
of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. The
first class starts in August.

Pamela J. Winslow, Morristown, has
been appointed manager of budgeting at
Stevens Institute of Technology.

Michael F. Vieyra, Erie, was appointed
controller and James M. Zimmer, assistant controller, at Zurn Industries, Inc.

Jay S. Gingold, New York, recently was
appointed deputy commissioner, Division of Municipal Supplies, in the New
York Ci ty Dep art men t o f Gen eral
Services.

Duane R. Milano, Ft. Worth, has been
appointed as an associate editor for the
Journal of Cost Analysis.

Ralph E. Fennell, Piedmont Greensboro,
recen tl y was n amed compt rol ler at
North Carolina Central University in
Durham, N.C.

George R. Herron, Greater Greenville,
has joined Dan River, Inc. as director of
co tt o n p ro curement . .. . Malcolm M.

Elizabeth P. Bryan, Raleigh Area, is
now controller at Investors Title Company in Chapel Hill.

INSTANT FINANCIAL PICTURE!
Corporate Financial Simulation Model on your IBM PC, XT or AT
with Lotus 1 -2 -3, Multiplan, SuperCalc, VisiCalc or PeachCalc.
Also available on most CP /M & all Apple
systems. A $6,000 value for $295.

Bottom = == = V
A Financia l De c is io n S upport S ys te m - budg eting ,
pla nning, a nalys is , and five-ye ar fo re ca sting.
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John A. Marts, Shreveport, recently was
promoted to full professor at Louisiana
State University.
Phillip G. Pope, South Birmingham,
was promoted to vice president —finance, and Dan W. Taylor, to controller
at B l u e C ro s s an d Bl ue S h ield o f
Alabama.
Dolores K. Ebert, Washington, was promoted to president of Atlas Personnel
Agency.
Timothy A. Jordan, Wilmington, past
president, has been promoted to director of financial services, and Karen
Powers has been promoted to director
of accounting at University of North
Carolina - Wilmington.
Eunice L. Jones, Worcester Area, has
been promoted to assistant vice president of the Mechanics Bank.

Kudos
Andrew Barr, Washington, past president, was awarded the Doctor of Business Administration degree, honoris
causa, by The George Washington University. He served as chief accountant of
the Securities & Exchange Commission,
1956 -72

FR EE ! S u p er Ca lc Ele ct ro nic S pr ea d sh ee t
with Bo tto m lin eV p u rch a se. (O ffer expire s 8/31/85).

Emeritus Life Associates (ELAs)

For in fo rmatio n o r im med iate UPS COD d elivery call 1- 800 - 828 -7257,
CA only 1- 800 -523 -7201 or 714 - 476 -2842.
1LAR Systems, Inc. - 1300 Dove Street, Suite 105 - Newport Beach, CA 92660

P. J. Aucoin, Houston -Blue Bonnet.
Elmer C. Baker, San Fernando Valley.
Edward Balchunas, Northern Virginia.
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Gilbert B. Beiswinger, St. Louis.
William F. Brandel, Toledo.
Loren F. Campbell, Akron Cascade,
Phillip L. Chapman , Saginaw Valley,
past national director, 1971 -73. Stuart
Cameron McLeod Society (SCMS).
Thomas A. Dempsey, Kansas City.
Gerard R. Dennis , Sr., Rochester.
Grover E. Edwards, Fox River Valley,
past president. SCMS.
Levin H. Farmer , Jackson.
Paul E . Frank, Milwaukee.
James M. Gribbon , Mt. Rainier.
Robert J. Hagelin , New York.
Louis J. Hemmelgarn , Michiana, past
president. SCMS.
Kathryn H. Harriman , Baltimore.
Oliver D. Hawn, Jr., Atlanta North.
Charles R. Huber , Delaware, past national director, 1979 -81. SCMS.
Marland J . Kingsbury, Akron Summit.
Eu gean A. Ko hl , St. Pa ul , past
president.
Wilford D. Long, Cedar Rapids
Franklin A. Lyzenga, Illowa.
Mel i s s a L . M art i n s o n , Portland
Columbia.
Arthur R. McPeek, Lehigh Valley, past
president.
John O. O'Reilly , Reading.
Mary Lou Peck , Cuyahoga Valley.
Robert B. Wetnight , Kalamazoo, past
president. SCMS.
Emanuel Ziegler, Jr., Philadelphia.

Ed ward T. F ran kel , 93, New York,
1923. ELA.
C. J. Frein, 84, St. Louis, 1933. ELA.
A. D. Fritschi, 88, Hawaii, 1937.
M. L. Gillfillan, 81, Fort Worth, 1945.
E. L. Hai nes , 87, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1928. ELA.
Fred Hallen , 86, Cincinnati, 1927.
E. F. Harter, 83, Rochester, 1945. ELA.
H.R. Hibbs, 88, Tucson, 1962. ELA.
J. H. J acks on , 85, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1947. ELA.
J ames W. J ami es o n , 83, Colorado
South, 1948. ELA.
D.C. Jenkins , 87, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1932, ELA
Homer L. Massey, 88, Denver, 1948,
P. M. McIntosh , 89, Springfield, 1941.
B.J. Mertz, 95, Member -at- Large, USA,
1933. ELA.
Jerry L. Mitchell, 84, Charlotte Blue,
1948. ELA.
H. A. M o ck , 83, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1941. ELA.
A. V. Naegele, 81, Toledo, 1947. ELA.
Mortimer R. Odermatt , 85, New Hampshire, pas t pres i den t , 1936. E LA.
SCMS.
John N. Pasch, 84, Hawaii, 1959. ELA.
Oliver V. Patton, 80, Memphis, past
president, 1943. ELA.
A. W. P au lk , 88 , Member -at- Large,
USA, 1946. ELA.
William E. Phillips , 86, Washington,
1943. ELA.
In Memoriam
N.A. Pierce, 82, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1953. ELA.
Carl W . Abraham , 86, Minneapolis R. H. Pri es t , 85, Member -at- Large,
Northstar, 1937. (ELA).
USA, 1930. ELA.
C. R. Allan, 91, Wichita, 1934. ELA.
Ch arles F . Rodican , 80, New York,
W. A. Cameron, 80, Houston -Lone Star, 1939, ELA.
past president, 1944. ELA. SCMS.
H. L. R o we , 84, Mil waukee, 1939.
John J . Chandler, 89, Chicago, 1929.
ELA.
Max R . Cohen, 88, Philadelphia, 1941. C.B. Rummel , 84, Member -at- Large,
J. Andrew Crafts, New York, 1936.
USA, 1946. ELA.
Alva R . Doud , 82, Oakland County, John M. Sachs, 94, Rockford, 1944.
1939. ELA.
James A. Shanahan , 93, New HampL. Homer Dowell, 80, Tulsa, 1947.
shire, 1939. ELA.
Robert H. Dulaney, 84, Chattanooga, James H. Shinn , 85, Greater Youngspast president, 1943. ELA.
town Area, 1944. ELA.
John W. Ebert , 81, St. Louis, 1938.
Samuel Schneider, 82, Richmond Lee,
W. J. Ehlers, 83, Niagara, 1956. ELA. 1942. ELA.
F.E. Endriss, 86, New Haven, 1956.
Elwi n R . Sh ort , 87, San Francisco,
E. G. Eriksen, 83, Detroit, 1949. ELA. 1940. ELA.
E. A. Etling, 81, St. Louis, 1948. ELA. Issac R. Sinsabaugh , 92, Columbus,
A. R. Evearts , 85, Packerland, 1944. 1945. ELA.
ELA.
Ernest H. Smith , 89, Greater YoungsR. F. Ferrell , 87, Mason - Dixon, 1946.
town Area, 1943. ELA.
J. Allan Foster, 85, San Diego, 1950.
Joseph A. Smith, 81, Syracuse, 1929.
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Harry B. Snyder, 87, Greater Youngstown Area, 1944. ELA.
Samuel I. Sp ielman , 88, Baltimore,
1931. ELA.
W.J. Terry, 85, Member -at- Large, USA,
1948. ELA.
Allen G . Thompson , 82, Baltimore,
1931. ELA.
Gus tav A. Vol lmer , 87, Waterbury,
1946. ELA.
W. F. Webb, 89, Toledo, 1928. ELA.
Charles T. Wheeler, 95 , Muskegon,
1935. ELA.
Glenn White, 95, Louisville, 1937. ELA.
Vernon O. Whitford, 85, Saginaw Valley, 1957. ELA.
David Whitman , 87, Pittsburgh, 1935.
E. B. Wiest, 94, New York, 1929. ELA.
L.V. Williams, 84, Member -at- Large,
USA, 1932. ELA.
W. O. Wil son, 82, Rochester, 1940.
ELA.
F. A. Wyrough, 92, Erie, 1945. ELA.
Joseph F. Yates, 82, New Haven, 1938.
ELA.
Harold V . Young, 87, New Hampshire,
1936. ELA.
Leonard E. Zastrow, 89, Milwaukee,
past president, 1932. ELA. SCMS.
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New Products /Services

Xerox Corp. has introduced the first
three in a series of "Business Solutions"
approaches to common problems encountered by industry and government
work groups. Each of the Business Solutions offers a combination of equipment
and software that includes keyboard
products, printing systems, and communications. The first three systems cover
office document preparation and pro72
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Shearson Lehman Brothers and the Institute for Paralegal Training have developed an accounting service for fiduciaries who handle trusts and estates.
The service includes Fiduciary Accountant software, which records all activity
in the account and produces financials
in formats acceptable for filing with
probate courts. There is also the Shearson Financial Management Account for
Trusts and Estates. The software can be
adapted to the filing requirements in the
fiduciary's locale. For information, call
Robert Leverich, New York, N.Y., at
(212) 309 -0837.

Natural MicroSystems Corp, has introduced "Watson," an integrated voice/
data modem which uses the latest computer technology to produce a personal
office automation system for financial
services offices. Watson's capabilities include: an electronic telephone book that
stores hundreds of numbers and information about people; an automatic telephone dialer; a telephone answering machine; an automatic time billing system;
an electronic calendar and date book
that can record appointments and place
a call to the user (at the selected time)
to remind him or her about the appointment; a d ictating mach ine; 300 and
1200 baud modems th at provide the
ability to plug into public databases
such as the Dow Jones News /Retrieval
Service. All Watson's features may be
used on any IBM P C or compatible.
For information, call Greg Fallon at
(617) 655 -0700.

.

Tele:Time Corp. has introduced TELE:TIMER, a telephone call timing device
to help professionals keep an accurate
record of how they spend their time.
Wh en t he recei ver is l ifted, TELE:TIMER immediately b egins t o time
your call and continues to display the
amount of time spent in conversation.
When the receiver is replaced, TELE:TIMER sounds a tone and displays the
amount of time expended. This device is
easy to install on three different styles of
telephones via a self - adhesive sticker.
For further information, contact Thomas B. Kellenberger in Boulder, Colo., at
1- 800 -241 -6373 or (303) 442 -6047.

of SchwabQuotes, The Equalizer, and
Fin ancial Ind epend ence. "Schwab Quotes," an automated stock quotation
and news service, provides stock quotations from all major exchanges day and
nigh t, seven days a week, from any
Touch -Tone telephone. Qu ot es are
available on a real -time or a 15- minute
delayed basis. The program is compatible with the IBM PC and Apple IIe or
IIc comput ers. "Fi nan cial Ind ependence" is a personal money management software program. For further information, call 1- 800 - 3344455.

.

AT &T has introduced AT &T GLOWS
and AT & T GLOWS PM (Practi ce
Management), accounting systems designed for professional accountants. The
systems run on AT &T's UNIX System
V and on AT &T 3B computers. AT &T
GLOWS consists of several integrated
modules including: Write -up, Audit,
After - the -Fact, Payroll Accounting,
Fixed Assets Reporting, and 1099 System. AT &T GLOWS PM is designed to
improve the management of an accounting firm. Its program modules provide
for due date monitoring, staff scheduling time, expense and work -in- process
billing, fee collection, and cost analysis.
The system can be integrated to an accountant's general ledger. Call Martin
Nabut at (201) 898 -8147.

duction, in -house publishing, and engineering design. "Document Solutions"
provides decentralized document preparation and production facilities for offices, ranging from very small work
groups to large departments. "Production Publisher Solutions" is a centralized in -plant electronic publishing facility. It is capable of handling production
of a large organization's major publications, such as technical manuals, directories, and catalogs. "Expert Designer
Solutions" is set up for engineering departments. It provides an engineering
workshop with facilities for a complete
project. For further information, call
1- 800 - TEAM -XRX, ext. 56.

&

Canon U.S.A., Inc., has introduced its
NP -9030 laser copier system. The system's main attribute is its digital scanner, which transforms an original's image into electronic signals. These signals
are then transmitted to a laser printer,
which recreates the image on an amorphous silicon drum. This process provides high quality copies and enables users t o mani p u lat e o ri gin al images.
Digital scanning also enables the NP9030 to fulfill complex copying functions such as framing, blanking, and
shifting. The system has a positive /negative feature which can reverse -print an
original. In the near future, the digital
technology used in the NP -9030 will allow copiers to interface with other office
equipment, such as computers and facsimile equipment, to create an integrated office environment. For further information , contact the Copi er Sales
Dept., Lake Success, N.Y., at (516) 4886700, or call 1- 800 -OK- CANON.

Donna Marks, Editor

Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. (a BankAmerica Company) has introduced its
electronic brokerage and financial planning system. The product line consists
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Now. Unsecured credit lines to 525,000
from the privacy of your office.

As a member of the National Association of Accountants, you are eligible
to apply for a line of credit up to
$25,000... on your signature alone. No
collateral is necessary. No endorsers.
No co- signers, And, most importantly,
no hassles.
• Credit lines available from $5,000
to $25,000. Major funds for your major
needs. While current earnings or credit
cards can take care of most smaller
needs. today's busy executive requires
larger amounts of cash from time
to time.
• All transactions handled by mail.
This unique feature makes borrowing
unusually convenient and guarantees
privacy. There are no personal meetings and no complicated procedures. The few necessary steps are
made by you in the privacy of your
home or office.
• Your sign atu re is th e o n ly co llateral
required. There's no need to tie up
any of your assets.
• The convenience of a revolving
credit line. Once your credit line is
approved, it only takes a phone call to

activate your credit —a check is mailed

immediately. If you want additional
funds the next month ... or the next
day... just call and your money will be
in the mail.

• No fees. No prepayment penalties.
There is no charge to establish your
credit line, no loan processing fees,
and no prepayment penalties. Once
you activate your line, you pay interest
only on the amount you actually use.
• Satisfaction guaranteed. There's no
risk. If you activate your credit line and
are not completely satisfied, return the
money within 30 days and there's
absolutely no cost to you.
This special program is administered
by Security Pacific Executive /Professional
Services in Aurora, Colorado —a national
leader in providing mail loans with a
history dating back to 1905. In California,
the program is handled by The Banker's
Investment Company.
Both Security Pacific Executive/
Professional Services and The Banker's
Investment Company have the experience and financial strength to serve the
membership. They are subsidiaries of
Security Pacific Corporation, the nation's
seventh largest bank- holding company with
assets over $46 billion. Both institutions
are equal opportunity lenders and
approval of all credit lines, regardless
of amount. is subject to their normal
credit polices.
To cover the administrative costs of
arranging a national program. the
Association receives a small fee. The

offer should not be construed as an
endorsement by the Association of the
lender or any other products or services
included in the Group Discount Program.
You'll find It easy to apply for
your line of credit. Just fill out the
coupon below and mail it today. By
return mail you'll receive a one -page
application. It's that simple.

c
S E C W TY P AC IF IC
14201 East 4th Avenue
Aurora, Colorado 80011

1.800.525 -1132
Colorado residents call collect:
341 -6581
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Security Pacific Executive!
Professional Services, Inc.
PO Box 33008. Aurora, CO 80012

1- 800 - 525.1132
Name
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Address

City
State
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"It's easy to make good decisions when there are no bad options."
Robert Half on Hiring by Robert Half (Crown)

How to be
more successful
in your financial
and edp hiring,,
Using a specialist will increase your success in hiring
accounting, financial and edp personnel —and using
Robert Half, the most experienced personnel specialist,
will increase your chance of success even more. Here's
why:
• You'll be getting highly personalized service from
professionals who understand your edp needs.
• You won't waste time with unqualified candidates.
(We'd prefer not to fill the job, rather than refer someone
who doesn't fit)
• You'll have the advantage of the resources of the largest
organization in the financial and data processing
personnel field, with offices on three continents.
• You pay nothing unless we fill the job. And, we back
each and every placement with a liberal guarantee.
Next time you're looking for an accountant, financial
or edp professional, call a nearby Robert Half office.
You'll be glad youdid.

ROBERT
BALI
©

accounting, financial and edp
personnel specialists.
0
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